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EDITORIAL COMIIIENil

WHAT?

A GUIDE DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO'FIELD HOeKEY?

WHAT HAPPENEDTO LACROSSE?

What's up? It's a changing time for girls and women in sport and
the.Na1tiohal Association for Girls and Women in Sport (NAGWS) is
changing. And the United States Field Hockey Association (USFHA),
which shares responsibility for this publication, is changing. The
USFHA, recognized as the national governing body for women's
field hockey in the United States, is now a' member of the United
States Olympic Committee and is expanding and, improving all its
services with the ultimate goal of gettinra team to the 1980 Olym-
pic Games. A joint decision was made by NAGWS and USFItIA that
we could bktter service all hockey enthusiasts if vie had a separate
publicatitth for the spOrt.

And what about Lacrosse? The NAGWS will continue to work
with the United States Women's Lacrosse Association to publish a
Guide.sOlely devoted to lacrosse. Watch for the next publication in
late summer or early fall, 1978.

What do xou think? Let us know your reactions to these changes.
-It is our hope to expand NAGWS services to better meet the needs
of teachers, coaches and officials. So contact any NAGWS or
USFHA officer, members of the Guide Committee or the NAGWS
Guide Coordinator, or write to: .

NAGWS Executive Secretary'
c/o AAHPER '
1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W.

'Washington, DC 2003-i.
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FOREWORD

On behalf of tire National Association for
Girleand Women in Sport, it 'is a pleasure to
communicate (even if indirectly) with you, the
people who utilize NAGWS Guides. We are
proud .of Our . Guide publications. Now, and
through' thee long GWS "herstory," the Guides
have been I the products of individuals with
sport expertise and a deep dedication to the
good of thoSe who play. This is the timeless
promise of IheSe,little books.

CAROLE A:OGLESBYWe are very proud of you, too. Your efforts NAGWS Presidenthaye kept girls and women's sport programs
alive through the lean years and are now pro-
viding the energy and direction for the fastest
growth of sport programs evr. Your continued
use of the Guides provides support to tire en-
tire .range of activities in which NAGWS is involved on behalf of you
and girls 'and.women everywhere.

With commitment
tothose who play:

in that we never
change.

'Interest and participation in sports have expanded by leaps and
bOunds at all age levels. Such expansion has resulted in a demand
for more knowledgeable and better qualified people to work with
these highly interested, motivated and skilled individuals. This Guide

is designed to assist instructors, coaches and
officials in facilitating the growth of quality
sport programs at the elementary, and
collegiate levels, as . well as in non-school
settings. You will find a wide range of--
articles written by outstanding coaches,
officials, instructors and competitors. In
addition, official rules, officiating , tech-
niques, study questions, tournament infor-
mation and an updated list of audiovisual
aidi and .references are included. We hope

PAT SHERMAN you will find this NAGWS Guide, as well as
NAGWS others covering 20 additional sports, of value.,
Guide Coordinator Your input is invites
FOREWORD 7



NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR
GIRLS AND WOMEN IN SPORT

The National Association for Girls and ,Women in Sport is a
nonprofit, educational organization designed to serve the needs of
participants, teachers, coaches, leaders'and administrators in sports
programs for girls and women. It is one of seven associations of the
American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.
Purpose

The purpose of the National Association. fdr Girls and Women inSport is to foster the development of sports programs for the
enrichment of the life of the participant.

Beliefs-

The National Association for Girls and Women in Sport believesthat:
Sports are an integral part of the culture in which we live.
Sports programs are a part of the total educational experience of

the participant when conducted in educational institutions.,
Opportunities for instruction and Ratticipation in sports appro-

priate to her skill level should be included in the experience of every
girl.

Sports skills and sports participation are valuable social and
recreational tools which may be used to enrich the lives of women in
our society.

Competition ,and cooperation may be demonstrated in all sports
programs, although the type and intensity of the competition. and
cooperation will vary with the degree or level of skill of the.
participants.

An understanding of the relationship between competition andcooperation and the utilization of both within the accepted
framework of our society is one of the desirakle outcomes of sports
participation.

Physical activity is important in the maintenance' of the general
health of the participant.

Participation in sports contributes to the development of self-cenfidence land to the establishment of desirable interpersonal
relationships.

Functions

The National Association for Girls and Women in Sport prbmotes
desirable sports prokrams through:

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN IN SPORT
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. (:
1. Formulating and publicizing guiding principles and standards for

the administrator, leader, iofficialAnd prayer.
2. Publishing4and interpreting rules governing sports for girls and

'omen. '' \3. Providing,the means for training,.evaluating, and rating officials.
4 Disseminating information on the conduct of girls and women's

sports., . . .
)

5. Stimulating, evaluating, and disseminating research ih the field of
girls and women's sports.

6. Cooperating with allied groups interested in girls and women's
sports in order to formulate policies and rules that affect the
conduct of women's sports.

7 Providing opportunities fofthe development of leadership among
girls and women for ate conduct of_their sports programs.

1
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STANDARDS IN SPORTS FOR GIRLS-AND WOMEN

Standards in sports activities foigirls and women Etiotild be based
upon the'following:
1. Sports 'activities for girls and women should be taught, coiched,

and officiated by qtaliQed 'women whenever and wherever
possible. ".

2. Programs "should proVide every ,girl with a wide variety of
activities.

3. The 'results of competition 'should be judged. in terms of benefits
to the participants rather tharrAi% the winning of championships
or the athletic of ;.ommerciii advantage to schools or organiza-
tions. .

Health and Safety Standards for Players

Careful supervision of the health of all players must be providedby
1. An examination by a qualified physician
2. Written.permission by a qualified physician after seriops'ilineg. or

injury
3: Removal of players when they are injured or overfatiguethig

show, signs of emotional instability
4. A healthful, safe, and sanitary. environment for sports activity
5,. Limitation of competition to a geographical area which will....

permit players .to return at reasonable hours; proAsion of safe *
transportation. .40

General Policiei )
1. Select the members of all teams so that they play agatst those of

approximately the same ability and maturity.
2. Arrange the schedule-of gashes and practices so as not to place

demands on the team or player which would jeopardize the
educational objectives of the comprehensive sports program.

3. Discourage any girl from practicing with, or playing with, a team
f more than one group while competing in that sport during the

e sport season.
romote social events in conne)tion. with all forms of com-

petition.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND SERVICE

All requests for information about seivices should be addressed
'to: 'Executive Secretary, _National Association for Girls and Women
in Sport (NAGWS), AAHPER, 1201-16th Street, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20036. .:
STANDARDS IN SPORTS FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN 11
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NATIONAL COACHES COUNCIL

The National Coaches Council was fOrmed by the NAGWS

(I) provide a channel of direct communication among Coaches'
at all educational levels

-(2) assist in the formulation--gid dissemination of guiding
principles, standards and policies for conducting competi-
tive.spotts programs for girls and women

(3) keep members informed of current coaching techniques and
trends

(4) sponsor clinics and con ferenles in sports and coaching skilli
(5) provide input from coacheS to USCSC sports committees

and representative assembly
(6) promote cooperative efforts with other sports-centered

organizations
(7) provide a united body for positive political action in the

realm of girls and women's athletics.
;-

Academies for 10 sports have been established. (Note the appli-
cation blank for specific listings.) Membership in each Academy is
open to any coach of girls or women's sports or any interested per-
son Annual dues fol. AAHPER members are $5.00 for one Acad-
emy: Non-AAHPER members pay $15.00 annually for meMber-
ship ni one sport Academy. Membership for each additional Acad-
emy is $2.00. The $10.00 non-membership fee may be applied at
any time toward AAHPER membeiship.

Get involved ... JOIN NOW.-
.

12 NAGWS FIELD HOCKEY GUIDE
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NAGWS SPORTS GUIDES COMMITTEES
INTEREST INDICATOR

The NAGWS Sport. Guide Committee is endeavoring to broaden
its base of personnel and.to strengthen services to Guide readers. The
purpose, this" form is to offer readers an opportunity tojoin us in
meeting need. Please complete this form and send it to .the
Associate uicie Coordinator-elect, Mary Beth Cramer, Penn State
University, e Building, University Park, PA 16802.

Name

Professional Address

City State ' ZIP Code

1. Check the Sport Committee(s) which would be of interest to
yOu:

_Aquatics
_Archery
_Badminton

Basketball
Bowling

_Competitive Swimming
_Cross-country Track
_Cross- country Skiing
__Diving

fik
Fencing

_Field Hockey
_Flag Football
_Golf
_Gymnastics
_Lacrosse
_Orienteering
_Racquetball
_Skiing

_Soccer
Softball '
_Speedball
_Squash
_Synchronized Swimming
Team Handball
__Tennis
_Track and Field

Volleyball
_Water Polo

2. Would you like to serve as member of a Sports Guide Committee
of your interest? _Yes _No

3. Would you consider submitting an article to a Guide Committee
as a prospective author? _Yes _No
Possible topic or title

4. Can you suggest topics for articles which you would like to have
included in future Guides? (Please indicate sport )

5. Are there others whom you would recommend for consideration
as possible committee members or authors? Please indicate below.
(Use additional paper, if necessary.)

Name

Professional'Address

Sport(s)

City State Zip Code
Sports Committee Member Prospective.Author (Check one)

NAGWS SPORTS GUIDES COMMITTEES INTEREST INDICATOR 15
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Introductionr ,

So rsugiy developments hive occurred in field hockey in the past
few yeirs Ont. the USFHA-NAGWS Guide Committee felt compelled
td dedicate its Guide to responding to new needs" and stimulations
within hockey at all leve. To do so, we examined new trends in
hockey strategy and rules, assessed the growth in women's sport at
'Urge and studied many new, challenging concepts and ideas. As a
result; we were able to identify three key needs for teachers, coach-
es,players and spectators which this Guide meets:

'1. fill in informational gaps from past Guide articles
2. respond to new trends in hockey strategy and rules
3. present materials which facilitate creativity in approach to and

discussion of various topics
liecause of new developments, many changes have occurred in

the USFHA. Instead of a selection tournament, there are now chain-
pionship tournaments for both AIAW and USFHA. SelectiOn takes
place through a series of open camps at three levels, culminating in
the selection of a U.S. squad from which touring teams such as the
1978 Wembley Team and the 1978 Trinidad Teams were selected.
soon we hope to embark on a developmental program for umpires.
Youth hockey is another developmental program which the USFHA
hopes to institute in the form of recreation. And, finally, the
-USFHA is now a Class A member of the -United States_Olympic
Committee which will provide not only extended international
competition, including women's hockey at the 1980 Olympics, but

- also 'additional support for greater development at all levels and
aspects of the game.

DONNA J. CARPENTER
NAGWSUSFHA Field Hockey

Guide Chairperson

INTRODUCTION

)
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NAGWSL-USFHA FIELD HOCKEY GUIDE COMMITTEE
1976-1978*

DONNA CARPENTER, Chairperson, 112 den Court, Ypsilanti,
MI 48197

.LINDA NIXON, Past Chairperson; 1464 Easton Rd., Warrington, PA
18976 -

SUZANNE "TYLER, Chairperson-elect, 7814 Hanover_Parkway, Apt.
.T-2, Greenbelt; MD 20770

NAGWS Appointments
PATSY KOLLEN, 9657.Marshall Rd., South Lyon, MI _

MARCIA BOTTOMLEY, 975 James K. Blvd., Sylvan Lake, MI
-48053 .

SUE GAVRON, Bowlizig Green St to University, Bowling Green, OH
43403 ,I

USFHA Appointments
EMILY MAGQON, USFHA Umpiring Chairperson, 25 Front St.,

Marblehead, MA 01945
DOLLY SULLIVAN, USFHA 'Rules Interpreter, 12 Sias Lane,

Milton, MA 02186
HARRIET STEWART, 67% Franklin, Delaware, OH 43014

NAGWS-USFHA FIELD HOCKEY GUIDE COMMITTEE
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Greenbelt, MD 20770
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The 1978-80 Guide was prepared by the 1976-78 Guide Committee. The
1980-82 Guide will be prepared by the 1978-80 Guide Committee.
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INTER Trorim: FEDERATION OF-
WO 'S -HOCKEY AOOCI TIONS

-

MS. E. IlYNDMAN, president, 20 Cramond Gardens, Edinburgh
EH4 6PU, Scotland
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".Quebec Street, Victoria, B.C., Canada
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1YW, England
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Auckland 6, New Zealand
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aall Zee, Netherlands

MS. K. WATICINS, general secretary, "DOwns Cottage", St. Mary's
Road, Leatherhead, Surrey KT. 22 8EY England -

MS. G. ROBERTSON, treasurer, Marquand, East Northfield, MA
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USFHA SECTIONAL CHAIRPERSON

Sectional
GREAT LAKESMarcia Bottonlley, 975 James K..Blvd., Sylvan

Lake, 111 48053
MID- ATLANTIC Caro] Tasca, 1123 Mayflower Dr., Newark, DE

19711
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PHILADELPHIA Linda Nixon, 1464 Eastpn Rd., Warrington,
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SOUTHEASTJan Watson, Rt. 4, Box 98-B, Boone, NC 28607

2')
USFNA SECTIONAL NAIRPERSONS

:04K
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MAW OLLEGE.DIVISION REPRESENTATIVES

.1A Dora,Metretis, Southern Connecticut State College, New
Haven, CT 06511

1B Mary. Rice,, WIA, GlassbOro State College, Glassboro, NJ
' 08028 ,
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A
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,
USFHA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

I am interested in becojhing a member of the USFHA. Please send
me-information about: . . . . ..

. , .

47=ifAs

O. INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP
_Cltib/association4laYeE
_ umpire . -%4

_coach
sustaining or life meirtbership

The Eagle, official publication of USFHA'
_1 would like to play field hockey. Please send the name and

address of the president of the association nearest to me.
I am interested in having a USFHA hockey clinic.

GROUP MEMBERSHIP
college team
jr. college/community-

college
college club

_ allied school /college

SEND INFORMATION TO:

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

Return to: Bea Toner
USFHA President
20 Wendell Street
Hempstead, NY 11550

USFHA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

r)4 4,
4

ZIP CODE



USFHA SERVICES Ta INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS

CLUB,PLAVR $:4

1. Opportunity to play a full ga-ine schedule as a member of an
organized Local Association club team.

2. Access to officiating and coaching services of USFHA.
3. Notification of exhibition gimes (through Local Association).
4. Notification of workshops and clinics (through Local Associa-

tion and USFHA).
5, Discounts on USFHA filnis, printeil materials, exhibition games,

etc.
6. Information on coaching or umpiring, if requested ($1 charge

per category).
7. Services of the Executive Secretary and central office in Lynch-

burg, VA to assist you with your problems, questions, concerns,
etc.

ASSOCIATION PLA YER $6
1. Opportunity to play a full game schedule as a member of an

organized Local Association club tedm..
2. Access to competition -beyond the club level; opportunity to

represent your Local Association in games and tournaments.
Opportunity to represent your Section in intersectional play
and to participate in the National Tournament.

4. Access to the USFHA developmental program; opportunity for
international competition.

= . 5. Adeess to the officiating and coaching services of USFHA.
6. Price list of available films and publicationi and procedures for

obtaining them.
7. Discounts on USFHA films, printed materials, exhibitiongames,

etc. ,

8. Notification of exhibition games, workshops, clinics, etc.
9. New rules and rule interpretations.

10. Information on coaching or umpiring, if requested ($1 charge
per category).

11. Services of the Executive-Secautday -and-cential-office-intynclr-
burg, VA to assist you with your problems,questiods, concerns,
etc.

UMPIRE $6
1. Notification of USFHA umpiring workshops.-

Technical material re umpiring and "Whistle stop'.'as published.
'Price list of available films and publications and procedures for
obtaining them.

4. Discounts on USFHA films, printed- materials, exhibition.. games, etc.
USFHA SERVICES TO INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS 25
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5. Notification of exhibition games.
6. New rules ancLrule interpretations.
7. ,Information o'n coaching if requested ($1-extra charge).
8. Services' of the Executive Secretag and central officein Lynch-

burg, 'VA to assist you with yourycoblems, questions, concerns,
etc.

COACH $6
1. Notification of USFHA coaching WOrkshops.
2. Technical material re coaching.
3. Price list of available films and publications and procedures for

obtaining them.
4. Discounts on USFHA films, printed materials, exhihition

games, etc.
S. Notification of exhibition games.
6. Coaching services available and how to apply.
7. New rules and rule interpretations.
8. Information on umpiring, if requested (81 extra charge).-
9. Services of the Executive Secretary and central office in Lynch-

burg, VA to assist you with yonr problems, questions, concerns,
etc.

SUSTAINING MEMBER $10
1. Subscription to the Eagle, official USFHA publication.
2. Notification of exhibition games, workshops, clinics, tourna-

ments, and special events of USFHA.
3. Price list of available films and publications and procedures for

obtaining them.
4. Discounts on-USFHA films printed materials, exhibition games,

etc.
5. Newsletter re old timers, specialKevents, National Tournament

news, etc.
6. Services ofthe Executive Secretary and central office in Lyncit-

burg,. VA to assist you with yOur problems, questions, concerns,
-etc.

LIFE MEMBER 7.- $100 All services offered to Sustaining.Mem-
bers and in other categories of USFHA
membership as requested.
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JOINT AIAW /USFHA FIELD HOCKEY CHAMPIONSHIP
RESULTS

. . ..
1975-76, Madison College, Harrisonburg; VA '

.. -.

1st Place: West Cheiter State dollege, PA
2nd Place: Ursinus College; Collegeville, PA.
3rd Place: Springfield College, MA
4th Place: College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, VA
5th Place: Lock Haven State.College, PA

1976-77, Valley Forge Military Academy, Waydi PA

1st Place: West Chester StateCollege, PA ..
2nd Place: tirsinus College, Collegeville, PA
3rd Place: Lock Itairen State College, PA
4th Place: Univ. of Delaware, Newark '
5th Place: Central Michigan Univ., Mt Pleasant

1977-78, University of Denver, Colorado

1st Place: West Chester StateCollege,?A
2nd Place:

Jose State Univ., CA

Ursinus College, Collegeville; PA
3rd Place: niv. of Delaware, Newark '

: San4th Place:
'5th Place: Lock Haven State College, PA

dr

r) 1 N.--
4, L.)
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1177 AIM-Mil/4 COLLEGIATE .CHACIPIONSH11,,
Wow West Costar State Canals ,,\V

Front row: ( assistant.traiger);13biub .Bicker, Lyic 9!to.i;:Lwo''
Garda; Mask Sttifor, Der.Petkins. Miriann SchraibeOkathy
Flours' (manager). Back row: Rgblit Csish (coach), Jamie Moul (trainer),
Bath lthiglin, Karen--Shejaon, Cheri, Robin Alewife., -Gallo Sinith,

Tumiliy, Anne Brooking, Kitts, Elaine Fawn (manager), Gwen
Chessman (assistant coach): ., *, . .

Coach! R'ObinCash Assistint teach: Gwen ciieeseman
Manson: Kathaine.Flourat, Elaine Foggan
Trainer: --Jamie Moul Anilitint Trainer: Dave Bromley
Uniforms! Shirt-purplerKilt4add, Sdcks- Purple

Naine Position
Lee Gerdes, Copt Goalie
Jane Glass, Capt. Back
Pat Stauffer,Vapt Forward
Robin Altorfer hadfield
Brenda,Becker Mid/Back
Beth Beglin ,Midfield
Anne Brooking -Back
Lynn Cox Forward
Cheri Fulginiti Fortratd
Camille Kuta Mid/Back
Deborah. Perkins For/Mid.

'Karen Shelton Mid/Badc
Mariana Schreiber 'Forward
Gaffe Smith ' Forward
Kim Tumilty Midfield

Leading Scorer,

211

Year Major
Sr." P.E.
Sr. P.E.
Sr. P.E.
Sr. P.E.
Fr. P.E.'

Jr. P.E.
Fr. P.E.
Jr. P.E.
Soph. P.E.
Jr. P.E.
Soph.'
Jr. P.E.
Jr. Spec. Ed.
Jr. P.E.
Sr. P.E.

Hometown 7.

Lebanon, PA .
Lancaster, PA
E. Petersburg, PA
Cherry Hill,
New Castle, DE
Uppr Saddle Riv., NJ
Wilmington, DE
Media, PA
Prospect Park, PA .
Hazleton, PA
Nordstown, PA
Springfield;PA
Comwella Heights, PA
Drexel Hill, PA
Strafford, PA

2C,
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ten AIAW-USFHA COLLEGIATE. CHAMPIONSHIP
Ressmap: Union Cage

Fount Mriwl tinalquist. Bath. Barr. Susan Hamm; SallyStarrrico-cap-
tein), Nancy gum (co-eaptain), Laura Haig, Tina Pools, Gina Buggy. Beek
Alw: Ades Boyd (coach), Laurie Holman. Jan Zinger, Candi Russell, Ellen
tard (manager). Joanne McPhillips. Kim Thorns, Betsy Mang.

Coach: Adele Boyd
Assistant Coach: Mary Ann Hann
Manager: Ellen Bard

Name Position ' Year Major
'Sally Starr, Capt. Halfback Sr. P.E.
Nancy Zurn, Capt. Forward Sr. P.E.
Gina Buggy Halfback Fr. P.E.
Beth Burr Back Jr. P.E.
Laura Haig Forward Jr. P.E. -
Susan Hawes Forward Jr. Hist.
Laurie Holmes Forward Fr. P.E.
Mariann Lindquist Goalkeepet Jr. PoL Sci.
Joanne McPhillips Goalkeeper Jr. P.E.

Betsy Meng Forward. Sr. P.E.
Tina Poole Forward Sr. P.E. .

Candi Russell Forward Sr. P.E.
Kim Thorne , Halfback Soph. P.E.
Jan Zenger Back Jr. Hist.

Leading Scorer

'1977 AIAW-USFHA COLLEGIATE CHAMPIONSHIP

Uniforms: Shirt-Red
Kilt-Black

Hometown
Beachaven, NJ
Abbington, PA
Norristown, PA )
Wilmington, DE
Medford Lakes, NJ;
Doylestown, PA
Folsom, PA
Uppr Moorland, PA
Doylestown, PA
Kimberton, PA
West Chester, PA
Abbington, PA
Gettysburg, %d).
Lafayette Hill, PA



Goals, Glorious Goals
.

HELEN BUCKLEY

Helen Buckley graduated Yrdm Ling Physical Education
College, Dublin, Ireland. She was a member of the Irish Tour-
ing Team from 1959-64 and from 1966-71 and played for
Rhodesia in 1965 and 1966. She has coached the Irish Na-
tional Team since 1976, and for the past seven years has
coached at Sauk Valley Farm hockey camp, where she was
co-director in 1976-77. She teaches at Holy Child Convent,
Killiney Co., Dublin.

The crash of the ball off the backboard, soft angled shots, high
flicks, a subtle pushwhere have they, gone? Are goals a thing of the
past? I don't think so, for they keep the game of hockey as exciting
as it-should be. Everyone has seen games showing a high level of
skill, creative ideas, incorporating varied systems between the ciOle
edges, only to feel utterly fru4trated because of the lack of goals!

Those who wish to score goals need hard and determined prac-
tice. This must begin on an individual basis, perfecting the following
basic skills needed for this specialist job:

1. Hitting the ball'-hard with the shortest possible backswing
2. Fielding and stroking the ball accurately and at speed
3. Flicking the ball from all angles and at all angles
4. Tackling, particularly tackling back
5. Dodging.
When these skills are well developed, practices and targets should

be set up so that accuracy is achieved and confidence established.

Key

X player
® marker

path of ball
path of player

Note: Figures 1 through 6
apply to individual practice,
and Figures 7 through 12
apply to practice for/two.
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Figure 1.
Place six balls on the edge of the circle and drive to hit the sideboards of the
goal in quick succession. Repeat from various angles, and time the show.

Figure 7..

Dribble ball from six yards distance between any markers and shoot as the ball
touches thstoircie edge. Aim to avoid an object in front of the goal cage. Chase
the ball into the goal case.

Figure 3.
From outside the circle push the ball toward the left goalpost, chase and flick
into right side of goal cage.

GOALS, GLORIOUS GOALS f2D 31
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A
Figure 4.

From outside the circle push the ball toward the right goelpost. chase and
push into the left side of the goal cage.

Figure 5.
Dodge the marker on the edge of the circle and shoot from within two feet
inside the circle. Vary shots. Dodge two markers and shoot within two feet of
second marker.

Figure 6.
Place six bells seven yards in front of the goal cage. Flick the balls into the top
Comer of the goal over a four-foot rope seross the goal cage. Repeat, running
from edge of circle to flick bolls into the goal, touch goelpoet, and return to
circle edge. Time the completion of the six shots. .

32 MUMS FIELD HOCKEY GUIDE
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Xi X2
Figure 7.

Two players run from fwe yards outside the circle. The player with the ball
drives from the edge of the circle into the left or right side of the goal cage.
The second player continues to run and tries to touch the ball on the way to
the goal or to reach the near goalpost before the ball crosses the goal line.

Xi X2
Figure 8.

Tlie player with the ball dodges a marker and passes to the second player who
shoots. The first player dens to touch the goalpost before.the ball crosses the
goal line.,

X1 X2

Figure 9.

Two players run from ten yards outside the circle. The player with the ball
passes square, before the marker, to the second player who passes, back.be-
hind the marker, to the first player who shoots.

GOALS, GLORIOUS GOALS 33
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X X

Figure 1b`
One player hits thrball from outside the circle toward the right goalpost The

, second player runs from the left -or center-toward the ball and drives it into
the goal.

One player pushes the ball toward the left goalpost. The second player runs,
from the edge of the circle, and flicks the bell into the goal.

Figure 12.
. .

One player drives the ball from near the goal line to the second player on the
edge of the circle who drives the bail into the corners of the goal cage. Vary
the angle of the drive.

_
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For progression, all the above practices should utilize both pass-
ive and active opponents. (Markers may be replaced by played and a
goalkeeper added.) Tackling should be includeda skill sadly lacking
in many players. In the circle, a player should

1. Concentrate
2. Be determined
3. Keep his/her eye on the ball
4. Follow up all shots
5. Tackle back
6. Be satisfied only when the ball is in the goal!
A more direct approach to the goal must be reintroduced to the

game, and a sense of urgency in the attacking circle developed. De-
lay must be 'minimized and the whole attacking team must exert
pressure, both physical and mental. In general play, the ball must be
passed crisply and accurately, increasing in speed approaching the
attacking circle so that the forward players are running on to the
ball. Half-chance shots must be taken; very often they result in goals.
All shots must be aimed between those posts, committing the goal-
keepeito making a save.

There is nothing more exciting than scoring a goal or helping your
team to score. Bring back those goals!

.")
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Is Every?Comer a Goal?
A Successful Penalty COrner

LOIS KLATT.

Lois Klatt received a B.S. degree from West .Chester State
College; West Chester, Pennsylvania and a M.S. degree from
the University of Wiscoissio, Madison. She received her doctor-
ate in physical education from Indiana University, Blooming-
ton in 1977. Lois taught at Milwaukee Lutheran High School
and is currently an associate professor at Concordia Teachers
College, River Forest, Illinois. She has coached field hockey at`
the high school and college levels and at present is the coach of
the North Central Sectional Team. Playing experiences include
Milwaukee Association and Midwest and North Central Sec-
tions. She is currently 4)lze administrative vice-president of the
USFHA.

"Every corner is a goal!" Should goals be occurring from the dead
ball penalty corner situation? If so, what are the specific character-.
istics of a successful penalty corner? The study on which this article
is based attempted to identify the chief characteristics of successful
performance in a penalty corner; the author's major concerns were
the relation of force and accuracy to ,the outcome of the penalty
corner. Hopefully, the information that resulted from this study can
be used to increase the number of scores occurring from penalty kr'
corners:

All tit phases of the penalty corner must be executed care-
fully and' rrectly, in a minimum amount of time, to turn the op-
portunity into a score. The following are sample recommendations
for each phase of the penalty congerl

Execute the penalty corner using a three-player "team." The
offensive penalty corner strategy for the shortest time lapse in-
cluded a three-player team: one player took the hit out, one re-.
ceived the ball with a hand stop, and a third player moved in for the
shot on goal.

Practice repeatedly. In 65 percent of the actual penalty corners
observed for the study, openings to goal were available to the shoot-
er but no scores resulted. Correct execution of each offensive phase
of the penalty is required, 'and repeated correct practice must occur.

'The data that served' as a basis for the following recommendations was col-
lected from films of the 1975 International Field Hockey Tournament in
EdinbUrgh, Scotland. s.

as NAGWS FIELD HOCKEY GUIDE
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Noie in'towerd the goal to receive the ball. The direction and, dis-
tance of the ball and distance traveled by the receiver determine the
size of the angle open to the mouth of the goal. As the ball is re-
ceived closer to the goal, the angle open to the goal mouth increases.
Reception of the ball in f ont of the goal on the edge of the strikingf ont
circle (48 feet away from The goal line) results in a 13.9° angle open-
ing to the goal mouth. Th angle open to the goal for a ball received
44 feet out from the goal line increases to 15.2°, and reception of
the ball 40 feet from the goal line increases the open angle to 16.7°.
Ofall offensive and defensive variables examined, the distance trav-
eled by the receiver was the most significant in providing a maxi-
mum angle open to goal.

Figure 1.
- .

Develop maximum effective speed by receiver of hit out. The
quicker the receiver can get to the ball, the less time will be used in
this phase of the penalty corner. Again, consistency of speed is para-
mount, with great attention being given to maximum consistent
speed while under control, ability, to stop the -body and receive the
ball effectively.

While on offense, you want your team to score, but on defense,
your:team must prevent the potential goal. As a result of the study,
one general suggestion for changing defensive strategy is assigning
the five "field" defenders to specific areas. The data indicated that
in the majority of thecorners filmed the defensive player responsible
for rushing the shot on goal generally started from a position to the
right of the goalkeeper. This initial positioning resulted in the defen-
sive player crossing the goalkeeper's line of sight on every rush out
to the ball. In order not to "unsight" the goalkeeper, it was demon-
strata in the simulation program that two defensive players should
rush out to prevent the shot, and that the first rusher should begin
from the left side of the goalkeeper. When the attack takes a penalty
corner on the left side (which occurred in more than 90 percent of
IS EVERY CORNER A GOAL? 37
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the corners filmed), the first rusher is able to go directly to the stick
side of the receiver without interfering with the goalkeeper's view of
the hit out. The second ni*er also moves out directly toward the
shooter, but on a line to his/her non-stick side. The shooter thus is
"covered" by two defenders, one on each side, but neither has
crossed or moved into the goalkeeper's line of sight to the ball. Two
additional "safety" defenders should be assigned the responsibility
of protecting the left and right goalpost areas. The remaining de-
fender is free to "covet" and to react immediately should the of
fense use an alteinate strategy on a corner.

Figure 2.

Can openings be found by the attack for a scoring shot on goal?
Efficient and effective skill patterns are not developed overnight.
Knowledge and understanding are the first steps toward success.
With effective practice and performance of the hit out,. the recep-
tion, and the shot on goal, every offensive corner should indeed re-
sult in a goal!,

3$. Jr 5
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Reverse Hand Flick

KATHLEEN F. MOORE

Kathleen Moore received her B.A. from Ohio Wesleyan
University, Delaware, Ohio, her M.A. from Michigan State
University, East Lansing, and is working ron her Ed.D. at the
University of Northern Colorado, Greeley. She is currently
the wonien's field hockey and lacrosse coach at The College
of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio. She has played in the national
field hockey championships for the past 13 years and was
captain* of the 1969 US. Touring Team to Guyana.

If you want to add power aid variety to your -penalty stroke
performance you may wish to master the reverse hand flick. It is
a fliC1 performed with the right hand at the top of the stick and
the left hand at the llottom. The reason for its power is the longer
lever arm and the use of the back muscles in addition to the arm
and leg muscles that ate used in a regular flick.

To perform the reverse hand flick:
1. Begin with a steady. base. The toe of theright foot is to the

left (about two feet) and a bit behind (about 4 inches) the
position of the ball. With the weight centered and steady,
the player waits for the umpire's whistle (Figure 1).

-`"

REVERSE HAND FLICK
.
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2. After the umpire's whistle, twist the torso to the right and
bring the left arm around to, grip, the stick while stepping
forward with the left foot (Figures 2, 3, 4).

a

Figure 2.
Figure 3. Figure 4.

3. Keeping the left foot steady, untwist the torso and guide the
ball with the stick at the corner of the cage into which you
wish to flick (Figures 5 through 8).

. - .

or.

p:. :61

1

1,4

5

Figure 6.

. -
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4. For aerial balls, lay the face of.tlis k up and flick 'up. For

ground level balls, keep the stick PO ndicularto the ground
and gUide the ball through. Adjust the face of the stick; and the
fo/low-through for desired degrees kif height in- between.

If you area member oftlow scorin ,te with a strong-defense,
this may the skill that win help your t to a state, regional or
national c pinnattip.

REVERSE 14 Ili Fpcii 39
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Team Work
N NIE: ROS

,
Vonnie a 'degree from Ursinus College,.
Collegeville, PennsYlvattii,ancra masters degree from Vilkolova

4 University;,.. .V.ilianovk Pennsylvania. She taught health and
physical education IOW* 'Up Darby School District and at

-.1Veit Chestier: State Co.Ilege, Pennsylvania, where she coached -
.the varsii3s'.hOckey.'and. lacrosse teams. She has served as a
hational-sector and' coach for the USFHA.. She was an.out-

..?standing player for the United States and represented the
country for nine years. She also coached the U.S: Touring
Team to Zambia aqd South Africk The 1975 West Chester
varsity field -hockey team won the first AIAW USFHA col-
legiaarchamploaship held at Madison College, Harritonbufg,
Virginia.. Cunt ntly-i4.he' is coaching at Princeton and is the .
USFHA,nittkug 1V4

The basic. ingredient of teamwork is the pass. It is the planned .
movement of tht, ball from one teammate to another. It is better
than dribbling because it is faster. The hit-the-ball-ahead-and7chaso.
tactics are aimleis, reckless and very rarely produCels_oifitive results. --
The real joy of the game is finesse the ability.tb, control the' ball.
and outwit the Opponent. The oppositionCatmotsbore:without the
ball. The ultimate objective of each Pass.or Passi cOMbination is.
that ,the ?opponent is beaten by the bag gnd:a..p er; i.e., the ball
and the player have penetrated andiare cIoser'tq al than the de-
fender (Figures I and 2).

Key X Attack
Ball

0 Defense
'os

0
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YES

Figure 2.

Successful Passing

To make a successful pass without the ball, the player must:
a. Be technically sound. The player must be able to field a ball

on the run. Good fielding is the ability to reach the ball one
step after it touches the stick.

b. Be able to get free of the opponent by taking the initiative and
moving into open space before the ball is passed.

c. Move to meet the ball, particularly in the defending end of
the field when teammates clearing out of danger need help
coming back to the ball (Figures 3 and 41.

A

Rio

NO

Figure 3.
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To make a successful pass with the ball, a player must:
a. Be technically sound. The player must be able.to hit or push a

good ball one that is smooth, quick and concealed to the
last moment.

b. Determine that no opponent is clqee to or in 'the line of the
intended pass. The pass should not be made if it will be inter-
cepted.

c. Be accurate. The passer must aim for the area -ahead of the
receiver so that tile ball and receiver arrive at the seine time.
The passer anticipates where a teammate will be by the time
the ball gets there:

d. Pace the pass. The ball must be hard enough to get by the
opponent but not too hard that the receiver can't handle and/

.-%*orget to it..
e. Time her pass. Teammate(s) get free only for a short time be-

fore opponents recover. if the passer fails to read that time
quickly and the pass comes late, it will be intercepted. On the
other hand, teammates often are only a step or two from being
free so the passer must hold the ball a fraction longer to allow
a teammate that time to get open. If the pass is made too
soon, it won't be successful.

Figure 5. 4.
If X, passes the ball to X, when X, is at point A, the pass is too
early and will go to the corner. If X; holds the ball until X, gets
to point B, the pass will be completed and defender 0 will be
beaten. '
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Typos of Passes

Uprield. A ball passed on any angle to a teammate who is closer
to goal is an upfield pass (Figure 6).

x

Figure 6. Upfield Passes.

Through. This is an upfield pass that is parallel to the sideline. It
gets special mention because it eliminates two opponents (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Through.

TEAM WORK



Square. This pass goes parallel to the endline and should never be
used when an upfield pass can be used (Figure 8). Its main, use is the
first past on a give-and-go.

0

Figure 8. Square.

Give-and-Go. This is the most elementary passing combinationand is usually associated with basketball. The player with the ball
has drawn the nearest opponent, gives a square pass to a teammate
and immediately goes behind the opponent for a return upfield
pass (Figure 9).

44
Figure 9. Give-and -G6.
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Team Practice:
Add Method to the Madness

SlIZ MINE J. TYLER

Sue Tyler received a B.S. degree from Boston-Bouve of North-
eiistern University and a M.S. from Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity. She has taught and coached field hockey at Cornell
University and is currently at the University ofMaYyland. She
has worked in the USFHA Developmental Program as a coach
and National Coaching Workshop coordinator. She has pub-
lished articles in Woman Coach, NAGWS Research Reports
and the Eagle.

Advanced planning is
coaching. A practice must
preciseness of a lesson plan
vening variablei to consid
number of returning players
in the season, etc. In additi

for example, if these f:
for "B" by the end of the
senior year. Typical season
repositioning immediately

:often overlooked component of good
planned with the same thought and

perhaps more, as there are many inter-
: yeSterday's game, tomorrow's game,
season goals, amount of time remaining

n, long-range goals should he considered
en learn "A" now, they will be ready
n; "C" next year, and "D" in their

goals: might be: receiving on the move;
ter AA:lass or unused cut, marking, cut-

ters giving eachpasSer at lchstthree options, the team maintaining
control artd-possession for 60 consecutive seconds.

The format of a practice should vary. Do not always end with a
scrimmage, sometimes start with it. Conditioning can be done at
the beginning or end; it is beneficial to see how well players run after
a hard practice. Incidentally; verylittle "straight conditioning" work
is neeessnry; conditioning should involve a stick and y a ball
The elements of practice should be designed to initial!
reinforce, then to frustrate, and finally to praise and give

Plan tbOrriughly for each minute with a fey/ extra ".,tricks" to use
it tiMe.,periiiits. Take an abbreviated form Of.:YOur. Planout tothe

...field:0 rarely use my tiny note pad, hut secusity.isitaiing it there!}
HOWever, do not be so inflexible as to nat. taIlieLadvantage of the
spontaneous, or to develop one drill with fevier or more athletes,
or to stay with something longer than'expected (especially if the
players are not bored, progress is being made, and they are just
beginning to make it. click).

TEAM PRACTICE: ADD METHOD TI TeE MADNESS 47
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Drills

It is appalling to find coaches "filling the time" prior to the real
practice (i.e. one hour of scrimmage) with lists of drills collected at
coaching clinics. Furthermore, these lists are presented with very
little interest and/or enthusiasm and with no thought of progres
sioq, points of emphasis or even purpose. No wonder athletes find
drills boring, and perform them perfunctorily. Treat drills as a vital,
exciting part of practice and.the team will begin to, also!
' Players must realize that drills are mini-parts of the game'that in-
crease their contact with the ball and enhance skill development.
Keep them game-like, as it adds to the fun as well as the meaning.
Expect and demand precise execution at optimal speed, especially
of basic skills Do not keep secret the purpose of* a drill`for it may
still be a secret to the players when it is time to use it in a game.

Challenge the players' minds as well as their bodies. There are
no time-outs and they must learn to think on their feet. Ask them
the reason for a drill or give them a problem and ask them to formu-
late a drill. You will be surprised at their creativity. Sometimes, they
will work harder at something they invented.

Plans are always dependent on the situation and the personnel,
therefore must be explained before describing a typical practice.
During the middle of the season, a college team (or high school
varsity) lost a game that they 'should have won due to overconfi-
dence and lack of controlled, aggressive pursuit. Following the game,
the coach explained that since there was another game in two days,
tomorrow's practice would not involve conditioning. She asked for
suggestions from the team. Fortunately (this usually occurs), some-
one suggested that they run six laps around the field before chang-
ing to go home. The coach agreed and added a time limit. Since it
was the team's idea, they do not feel punished. Therefore, the plan
outlined below does not include any conditioning except that re-
quired for the performance of the drills and scrimmage.

A Day At Practice

5 Stretch-out and flexibility exercises. Students may lead
minutes exercises that hold a stretch (not bounce) 5 seconds for five

repetitions. Examples include: toe reaches, hurdle, heel and
toe walk, roll, toes over head, arm circles, etc. Coaches' role:
stress the importance of doing these correctly for injury
prevention; show interest!

5-8 Individual warm-ups. Everyone with a 'ball working on ball
_minutes control, e.g., stick bounces, dribbling across or down a line

with varying speed, stick dummies, flicks into a fence, writ-
ing their name with the ball. Coaches' role: Correct and sug-

4S NAGWS FIELD'HOCKEY.GUIDE
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gest based on individual weaknesses; players will keep ac-
tive and interested if you do!

10 Gaining and maintaining possession. 4 vs. 2 in a 10 x 15
minutes yard area. Team of four must gain possession from the two,

maintain possession for 30-45 seconds, then dribble in con-
trol over a designated goal line. After 2-3 minutes,. switch
Until all in the group have been the two defense players.
Coaches' role: the group of four should be successful re-
inforce and praise; insist that the team aggressively gain pos-
session and cut for passes.

20-25 Scrimmage. Coaches' role: begin by pointing out yester-
minutes day's weaknesses and emphasize. hard, aggressive' cuts and

offense. Then prepare for tomorrow's game, emphasizing
defensive positioning. Substitutes should work on flicks
and scoops with hand stops, hard drives with dead stops on

. a line, and left-hand lunges with a partner. No one should
be sitting during a practice. There is always a skill to be
perfected. However, give this group attention and get them
into the scrimmage. .

10 1 vs. 1. In a 5 x 5 yard grid, the player with the ball must
minutes count out loud the consecutive seconds the player main-

. tains possession in 60. seconds; each time the opponent
touchesqhe ball,.the count begins again. Counting out loud
forces' concentr:ation. Repeat with opponent in possession.
'Kepeat ivith taro: eirmore new opponents.. Coaches' role:
this is more .diffiCult.thaitit appeais, 50 seconds is an excel-
ICnt .sCore:Htyw.eVer, ball control and maintaining posses-

. sion in icene-orr-one is a' Vitalzskill Be demanding! Expect,.
more!. 7. -

? .)0-15 ,Dealing with the loose ball. In ircitiPS,of three, two standing
itrinutes facing each other 10 yardeipart.: .The third player rolls

the ball at varying speeds and ingbik.kiqtmien the players
10 times. They must assess and act.on the best of three
options:
I. Get to the ball first and immediately pass to roller.
2. Get to the011l;dodge and pass to ioller.
3. Play defedWto prevent dodge and pass to roller.
Repeat uhtil all.bave been the roller twice. Count the num-
ber of sliceellfuli passes to roller. Coaches' role: this must
be done aftop apeed;.do not let a player always act de-
fensively,;"&14d' precise execution.

. .15-20 Quick swttch rom offense to defense. Set up as many fields
minutes as necessary for 6 vs. 6 (maximum) with a goalie. Team A

starts in poss 'Ott, .40 yards from the goal cage and at-
temyts, to sco -*oal. Team .B attempts to gain possession

TEAM PRACTICE: ADD MiTHOD TO THE MADNESS
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and hit through two ies in the right alley area 40 yards
from the endline to as inmate who must stop the ball;
immediately, Team B a empts to score.

Note: Up to this point, goalkeePers.can participate in every drill,
using their feet.

5 Rapid fire. Everyone with a- tennis ball on the edge of circle
minutes driving at the goalkeeper. Two sets for each goalkeeper.

Good for agility! The pace of the drives should be varied
for each goalkeeper to assure success.

10 Corners. Special considerations for tomorrow's game (from
minutes scouting reports) and offensive and defensive cornets are

reviewed. Coaches' role: reinforce and give hope.
5 -10 Special situations. Each specialty group should practice:

minutes goalkeeper with penalty stroker. corner hitter to corner
receiver, push-in group, bullies, etc. Individual errors should
be corrected. Those not involved in specialty activities
should work on dodges and tackles.

Remember, this is an example of a practice used for a specific
group in a special situation. Use the ideas and concepts, but be sure

, to adapt them to the needs of your team.

SO

-AS
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Conditioning Your Goalkeeper

GWEN WENTZ CHEESEMAN

Gwen Wentz Cheeseman received a B.S. from West Chester.
State College in West Chester, Pennsylvania. She has been a
member of the U.S. Field Hockey Team since 1973 and is
presently playing for the Philadelphia Section. She competed
in the 1975 World Cup in Scotland and has toured to Hol-
land, Austria, Wales, England and South Africa. Gwen, has
been the guest clinician for several nationally known :field

Pf hockey clinics and has extensive coaching experience at all
levels. She is presently assistant field hockey coach at West
Chester State College, the defending national champions.

Today more than ever before we are beginning to realize the need
for specific training techniques for the goalkeeper. The outcome of
many a match is determined by the performance of the last line of
defense. In the paSt, coaches have devoted most of their practice ses-
sion to the other 10 players. Limited by either time pr insufficient
knowledge about the position, coaches have put a player in goal
without sufficient training and practice, but at the same time with
the respontibility of how each of the other players on the team per-
forms. We as coaches must realize the importance of this position.

If the goalkeeper is playing well it inspires the win. The goal-
keeper's confidence is contagious to the defense and the attack.
Think about it! Does a player on the field take the necessary chances
to beat his/her opponent if the last line of defense is weak? The for-
ward chasing after a loose ball, the defender who hesitates and miss-
es the opportunity to intercept, and the midfielder who would like
to support .the attack sooner but is afraid to leave his/her defensive
responsibility can be inspired by a calm, steady, confident, and well-
trained goalkeeper. With a goalkeepef who has these attributes, a
weaker team can be successful and quite often pull the upset.
The Warm-Up

A series of any yoga or static stretching exercises will suffice.
Be imaginative. Stress the importance of the large muscles in the
legs. Without leg strength and flexibility a goalkeeper is ineffective.

In pads, the goalie needs to improve strength, flexibility, and
comfort. The following exercises should be started in preseason
training and repetitions increased as the season progresses.

1. Arm circles.
2. Leg circles (legs straight).
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n3. Splits with legs apart a. d weight supported by the hands.
4. Trunk twisters.

r` 5.. -Leg raisers, front and back, starting slowly and, gradually
increasing speed to rapid high kicking.

6. Feet spread apart to a straddle position and then alternate
toe touch.

7. While running to the sides, step in front, step to the sids,
step behind. Emphasize quickness, balanced position, and
small steps.

8. Push -ups.
9. Sit-ups.

ID. Scissor kicks while lying on side, stomach and back.
11. Lunges to both side, back and front with body weight over

the forward leg,
Y2. Cossack dance stei3s; increase repetitions. .
13. Jump as high in the air as possible in rapid succession.
14. Tuck jump as high as possible, first with knees brought up

to the chest and then with heels brought. up to the but-
tock& Do as many Is possible.

15. Jump as high as possible and change leg position while in
the air. Straddle to the sides, one foot in front and one be-
hind, and click heels together.

16. Skip around the field with knees drawn as high is possible.

Reaction Time
Reaction time is a natural quality that a player can improve

upon. (Exercises to improve quickness can also be included in the
warm-up.)

I. Stress verbally the importance of attentiveness, of being com-
pletely rested and of being confident of one's acquired skills.
This has a definite effect on reactive time.

2. Catch a dropped stick that is held two or three yards out in
front of the goalkeeper.

. 3. Run a series of whistle sprints from different starting posi-
tionslying down, sitting, crouching, on the side.

4. Play tag. "Got ya last."
5. Rapid fire (shots in rapid succession not allowing time for the

goalie to clear).
6. Use of tennis balls during a practice session is twofold. First,

the ball can be thrown or hit. anywhere toward the goal with-
out the fear Of injury to the goalkeeper. Second, shots can
come at a faster speed.
(a) The goalie is standing on the goal line in ready position

with eyes closed. A player at the top of the cirlce throws
tennis balls at any level toward the goal. As the ball leaves
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the hand of the throiver he/she calls to the goalkeeper, so
that the goalkeeper can .spot the ball and stop it. with

,hatid, stick or foot.
.(h)i.'.iii#Mg. shots from the edge of the circleusing the same

procedure as above. The command for the goalkeeper to
open his/her eyes cans be delayed so that the goalkeeper
has less and less time to react. Also, shots; from the edge
MO be Varied in height, speed and angle to the goal.

rtitcloOr practice. Cones or goal cage ran be used to desig-
*te a fortification that the goalie:must defend. The cage

is nlaced three to four yards. from a.wall with the .opening
toiVard the wall. The goiliCalso faces the wall;ready to

:::.defend. Throwers with several tennis balls stand' behind
the cage and throw the balls in such a way that they re-
'bound off the wall and into the cage. The goalkbeneriinust
try to prevent a score.

,.
Positioning

In most high school and college play, if the goalkeeper is posi-
tioned correctly (angles covered), the ball will.;,be. ill& directly at
him/her. 'therefore, it is of utmost. importance to have a goalkeeper
whoL knowle where he/she is in relation to the tage and in relation to.
the player who has posiession..The ectitch must -present a visual
ture of the angle .that ntuSt beNcAerid to successfully protect theq.
goal mouth. A piece ofYcillotyards long can be used to demon-
atrate correct positioning. 'Eaelr.eitd of the.rope is tied to a goalpost.
The rope is then stretched to the edge of the circle. A triangle. should
be formed. between the two goiltEbsts and the point where tIte 4a.E
would be shot from the edge of the circle. As the ball Or it&
moved around the edge of the circle, the goalie shoed be. able to
find the correct positioning for any shot in or around ',The circle. The
goalie. must position himself/herself to the point closest to the ball
where he/she can comfortably cover the cage but at the same time
have enough time to react to the shot (Figure 1).

X = Goalie
= Rope

Figure 1.
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The:following drills ire useful in practicing correct positioning in
relation to the ball and cage.

1.. The goalie must move. around the goal mouth imagining that
the pos,ftiOn of the ball is coming from all points around the circle.
He/she niust slide step in a semicircle approximately' five or six feet
in front. of the goal line with exception to low angles an the circle.
The goah,e now must position himself/herself in line. with the'goal-

.,postzbY'Aoving straight back so that he/she is n saving shots.i.W:hich.:
. 'Would .be going out of bounds. Performance his drill can giye.a.

goalie:i -feel for the goal area, almost as if e were eyes.ui
back:of his/her head (Figure 2).

.

2.;.Practice ruriningiout fora' Corner shpt.. by starting behind the
goal line: -antl-therrgetting into ready position .to, receive the shot:
Have li.eycorner'shooter position'hirnself/her'self:.at several different
places:- :

3. As the-Coach calls a number a ball is .driven. The goalie must
make a decisive and hard clear out of the circle. As the goalie is re-
turning to ready position the next number is called (Figure 3).
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4. In the same fOtinatiOn as The .previous drill, the forWards ban
, vary their diitanc.to the goal and. the type of shot taken. The coach

must "bi...sidre that .the goalis..ii.nOt in a dangerous position before
calliRght nekt number. ; 5

fOiWards paSitiOn themselves at the edge of the circle.
They Aim ass. back and. forth repeatedly until they see an opening
to 'ihoOt. The goalie niust.reposition with each pass so that the angle
of a poisible shotii covered.

Other Skills

The following drilli are designed to help the goalkeeper improve
kicking, using the stick and hand, and setting up his/her own attack:

1. Player drives balli toward the goalie, who must clear them the
first time in-any direction- except straight back to the oncoming for
ward.

2. Player on the edge of 4.,he circle pushes ;the. ball toward the
, goalie. The goalie must make's.. first -4ime cleai,between two cones

:(Figure 4). .

= Targets ..
,

..:...
- , Figure 4.

a;
,.

3. Balls are centered from point just inside the:ditcle (right and
left:sidc0;:and close to the ;end line, to a forward waiting near the
penaltY stroice- Mark. :The :goalie must either defleCt the centered
shot or be ready to-defend the shot from the forward.

4. A paisive deferid.ei sta.nds at the top of the circle. One at a
-- time, the forwardi, each With a ball, dodge the clunaily defender and

go to goal. The goalkeeper must decide wh,gn !to-hold" around and
when to leave and approaCh thedorWard to harrow the:angle of the
shot. The goalkeeper must-watch for ''a fociii dodge Orloose dribble
to gain possession before a shot can be taken..,
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5. As the practice progresses, allow the clogfender to become ac-
., tive. A cone is placed at the top of the circle. &forward must dollge

the sone and immediately take a shot on vial. A second forward
runs to goal as the shoe is taken, trying to tip in the shot or pick up
the goalkeeper'i reboulkl.

6. A square push pass is given on the edge of the circle for an-
'-. other forward, to first- time -it intcrthe goal.

7. Player A gives a square pass to forward Bon the top of the
cir.cle and then goes to goal to receive a return triangular pass from
.B. Raver As must sl;oot immediately. Rush on goal can by B.
' 8.,Series of penalty strokes should be taken during each practice
session. .

Allow the goalieeper to participate in.the team practice when,
playing 3 vs. 3. The goalie should bave the use of his/her goalkeeping
privileges. This teaches the goalkeeper when to commit to a player
and timing for all aspedis of his/her play.
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Use of Soccer Tactics in FieldHocket

. DIANE WRIGHT"`

Diane Wright is the field hockey coach at theUniversityof
Connecticut. During the past three years her teams have plaefed
first in the Northeast and sixth inthe nation in. 1977. She Ai
a player on the U.S. Team from 1971-75 and was its captain-in
19 and 1975. She was also USFHA Developntental Program
Coo& in 1976 and 1977.

Field hockey and soccer are very similar games. In field liockey a
stick is the implement-that moves the ball; in, soccer it is the body,
mainly the legs. Both games are played with 11 players on a ciinilar

:size field. The offsides rule is identical (an offensive player must
..have two players of thsehpposing team between himself/herself and

the goal when t.14 pLiyeris ahead of the ball), so offensive move-.
. went is the same. ;a i

Actual technique varies because of the use of the stick in field
hockey, but results- of execution are similar Passes may be directed
along the ground br in the airshort along the ground for 'control,
and long aerial passes for changing point of attack.' Shooting;tange is
similar; soccer does not have a striking circle, but the highest per-
centage of direct shots are scored Within a 15-16 yard radius. Goal-
keeping angles are nearly identical. Defensive principles in playing in
opponent with the ball and without the ball are similar except that
a field hockey player has stronger and weaker sides. The ball is al-
waysftee-- to be taken; it is never held in absolutepossession by a".. player in.either game, although soccer players. may use their bodies
to shield 'the ball. Field hockey seems to be a bit more challenging
because a player may not use the body to protect the ball.

Because of these similarities in play, offensive and -defensive tic-
tics can be similar. Field hockey has learned much from the evolu-
tion of many games, especially soccer. In the past 20 years, soccer
has moved from a game of rigid'positional structure to one of var-
ied formations and more Versatile player roles. Categories, rather
than positions, include: -1. front players (strikers): spearheads of attack, free to move

across the fi
2. midfield players: combined offensive d defensive role; Sup-

;port the front playe mark an opponent or ti
screen defensively

3. backs: responsible for marking an opp nent or covering a
zone; support offense on occasion.
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until 1954, most soccer teams lined up in a 5111/-2-1 formation
(frorn fiont.prayers to goalie). Hungary experimented with a 4-2-4-1
forination, designed to share the center half role between two mid-
fielders; Brazil, with P4,1e at midfield, won the World Cup using this
formation. Thg Btazil team was rather structured with this forma-t,.. tion, but thus began the evolution of arranging players in varied
formaeions and of interchanging positions. In the 1960s, the
Italians- used a free back or sweeperbick in 'several formations very
successfully 43-T-4-1-1, 3-3-3-1-1, and 4-2-3-1-1). By the 1970s, soc-
cer team. freely4changed formations duringa contest depending on
jhe strengths of opponents. Players are now:coached to be more ver-
satile, to realp to space in the'oppOsing defense, and to move and
interchage positions freely.

Knowing the evolution of the gime of soccer,. one can see why
field hockey followed along the,same path. Because of minimal
scoring in br.mes coaches are constantly searching for methods
to challenge.the opposing defense. Men's field hockey in Europe fol-
lowed the'evolution of soccer cpkite closely, and the women's game is:
slowly adapting many soccet mtvements and tactics. Many of these
movements are lemmon in basketball and lacrosse in this country
although the teRbinology seems somewhat "foreign" at first. The
game has beeri broken down into basic offensive and defensive prin-
ciples that are, proprelsively built into full team systems. Players can
assume a variety of roles and be arranged in a variety of ways on the
field fOr a particular-purpose.

For means of comparison, the games have been categorized into
'three area;: offense, defense, and ball control-technique. In each of
.these areas, tactics from soccer can be directly applied to field
hhockey.

_

Offense
The concept of passing and immediately moving into a'space is

the essence of the modern field hockey gaitie. Often this becomes a
simple. give and go; other times the resulting cut may make the de-
fense shift andtherefore create a spice elsewhere for another team-
mate (movement off the ball):. The use of diagonal runsor cuts on a
diagonal angleallows a player to receive the ball while moving at
top speed and.causes chaos in the opposing defense. Zone defenders
must decide who should take the moving player and when, and
marking defenders are generally cut out by the diagonal cut toward
the hall. Once offensive) players begin using diagonal runs, inter-

changing of positions- become- natural. If defenders hold a zone,-
offensive players can receive the ball atspeed-in between the defhse
or behind the defense; if the defenders follow the offensive players,
spaces are created behind the. cut. One-time passes speed up the
St NAGWS FIELD HOCKEY GUIDE
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effectiveness of give-and-go passing. Interceptions and defense in
general become more difficult. ,

, The aerial pass, a pass very common to soccer, is used often in
the modern field hockey game. When field hockey defenses surround
tte player with the ball, the aerial ball can be used to go over the
defense; causing them to drop back and spread out. Field hockey
players should master a scoop or preferably a flick to propel the ball
-15 to 30 yards in the air. This option in passing can Open the game
more like soccer.

The -use of body and stick fal5es has developed from soccer and
other sports where 1 on 1 corgoth. itations occur often. Lateral fakes
with the body and stick, hesitItions, and faking of passes will lead to
more breakthroughs and more and better shots on goal.

Ball Control

The use of fakes is part of the development of better ball control
skills. The ability to look up while carrying the ball is emphasized
in. soccer in order to take advantage of moving teammates and to in-'
crease. the player's awareness of opponents. The greater awareness a
player has when carrying the ball, the better a team player he/she
becomes. Methods for developing comfortable ball control include
the following:

1. ball juggling .

2. 1 ball to each player drillstag games
3. 1 vs 1 practices
4. small games (2 vs 1, 1 vs 2, 3 vs 1, 3 vs 2, 4 vs 2, etc.) placing

limitations on the practices to accomplish specific purposes.
Example: 3 vs 1 using only nne.,tirrie pasting 40.....encaufage--

immediate movement in support of the player with
the ball. .

In small game situations each player handles the ball often and is
confronted by offensive and defensive -challenges constantly. The
player must play offense and deetense and learns from the results-of
the decisions made in each situation. Stamina and concentration
ability are also improved through these competitive games.

. .
Defense

Defense principles of playing against an opponent with the ball
and without the ball are very similar to soccer because of the simi-
larity of passing in each game. Soccer employs sliding zones, corn-
binatio.n defenses where the covering role is shared, and pressure
playei-to:player defenses. Once the basic principles of defense are
learned, any of these systems can be applied to field hockey. The use
of the sweeperback is sometimes effective in soccer, but it has had
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an even greater impact on field hockey. Because of the obstruction
rule in field hockey, covering defenders must position deep enough
to be able to play the ball in front of themselves. Defenders should
not get caught turning and chasing the ball. Therefore, use of a
sweeperback as the role-covering backresponsible for the space be-
hind the player challenging for the ball and responsible for any free
player who becomes a threathas simplified roles in defense. As de-
enses have become more organized, they have become more secure.

As stated previously, iwy trends in the modern game of field
hockey have been adopteF from the game of soccer. Techniques,
concepts and methods of training can be used to develop better ball
.control, awareness and game understanding. The result is more
versatility in players and a less positionally structured game which is
creative, challenging and exciting to play, to coach and to watch. .
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Student Manager in Field Hockey

SUSAN GAVRON

Susan Gavron has her B.S. from Brockport Slate College,
New York and her M.S. and doctorate from Iridiana Univer-
sity, Bloomington. She has taught physical education at the
junior high and high school level on Long Island and 'is pres-
ently an assistant professor at Bowling Green State University,
Ohio with a specialization in adapted physical education. $he
is the coach of the Bowling Green women's varsity", field hock-
ey team.

There is an old axiom that states that behind every great man
there is a great woman. So too, it might be said that bh1nd every
great coach is an efficient and organized student manager. Usually
an unsung position, the status of the student manager has how be-
come a more visible and integral aspect of intercollegiate sporti.'The
student manager should be given the same respect the coach gives to
each player.

Qualifications

The coach should consider the following qualifications when in-
tervieviing prospective candidates for the position of student man-
ager.

1. Does the student have the time?
2. Will the student get along with faculty, coach and players?
3. Can the student make independent decisions?

.-4.--erues-the-stutteritliaVe-theskilis to operate audiovisual equip-
ment and to deal with the media?

5. Does the student have a valid driver's license?
Many students have the mistaken idea that a manager does not

have to attend all practices and games or follow team policies. It
should be impressed upon the prospective student manager that
he/she might spend more hours than the athlete due to pre- and
post-game responsibilities. The second aspect, one's ability to get
along with people is an important qualification. The manager has a
privileged relationship with the coach and players and may also be a
liaison between coach and players if that role becomes necessary.
Decision-making abilities and self-initiative in a manager enables the
coach to concentrate on the major problems concerning the team.
The student manager takes responsibility for things such as towels,
refreshments, timepieces, game balls, etc. The key here is whether
the manager can anticipate the needs of the athletes and the coach.
Finally, the prospective manager may be asked to videotape garnes
STUDENT MANAGER IN FIELD HQCKEY 61
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or practices, act as an announcer, keep statistics, and call in results
'to the local media outlets.

The coach should interview candidates for the job of student
manager after announcing the opening in classes and advertising in
the school newspaper. This process not only attracts students who
are truly interested but gives status and visibility to the position of

'student manager which in the past hai been reserved for the poorer
skilled player.

Responsibilities
Once student manager has been selected it is necessary for the

coach to make very clear that team members are to help whenever
possible. The student manager is not there to .pick up everyone's
dirty towels and paper cups. Once this relationship of the manager
to the team is .established, the coach can specify the responsibilities
of the manager:

1. Collectinformation from each athlete so it will be available on
out-of-toyntripg for the media and for medical emergencies. A play-
er information, profile (P.1.11.) ori,a 5 'x 7 card is usefulforthispur-
pose ,. .

.. .
....:...';. Player Irifoir'itiori Profile

Please MINT all inforniatiOnf , .z.
-

Name ?...,, ... ,
.

.

Home Address -,.. . - i'"
. 1 Campus Address.

Home Phozie Campus pnO'ne

Year in school Fr Jr College or division enrollment

Soph Sr

High School graduated from Declared major

Allergies

Number of years playing intercollegiate field hockey
Number of years total playing experience
Position played
Height
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2. Know the quan/itY,IcbriditiOn and lOCatibn of equipment and
supplies to be, used .durittgrthe 'season': A .cird 'file- is a good idea so
one can find things qiiicIdY acid have a record of equipment issued to
players.

. 3. Have a copy of date, tune, plade, and' mode of fransportation
for all matches. Be prepared. to.drive a second university vehicle.

4. Check field and locker ;Tooth; affer.nll .Practices and games for
equipment that may pays been left fby-players,

5: Pre-game preparations: scoffer's tale, chairs, clocks, horns,
scorebook, half time refl'eshmenit game balls, corner flags.

6. Post-game responSibilities: '.,c'ollect game balls, corner flags,
and scorebook; distribute towels'Ao visiting teams; set up refresh-
ments; summarize statistics; call' in scores to local media and assist
trainer with equipment ifteceSiary.

Of course, theseresPOnsibilitieS :Oari -be outlined for any mana-
ger. What makes a manager outstanding is the ability to anticipate
these things without d reminder from .the'coach.-The manager who
can anticipate the needs,of. the players and coach will become a
respected member of the

.

New Skills ,

Since Title IX 'wag enaCted; wonten's sports hive received in-
creased meclia."coverage: The studeiit manager is often called upon
to report game statii.stics-and.'scores tolocal and schobl newspapers;
this is especially-true :when on the road. Consequently, the student
manager neitas to 'know, idle game of field hocke' and be able to
Chart shbts 'On .goal penalty doh:Lets, and F1S-Ci qts in suiting, anion--L--
other' tiling,. By handling this responsibility the student manager
frees pee coach for interviewS'or other public relatipns functions im;
mediately foilOwing.a 'game. 7, .4k

-), ..J.Ariother new 'area for the student manager is the use of the ccvt-
pnter, which is emerging as 'a method ofkeeping composite indiyid-

" tial and team stitistiCs. SciidentmanigeM..who can keyk,Punch or . ,
have basie knowledge of computer science* ill be a valuable.asset.

4 One' final aspect that relates to the manager is his/her re ship
:with the team trainer. It important to build up a coo al at-
mosphere between these two persons even- though their and
relationship with team members is quite different. Thns, a full cycle
of respect and communication is established between players, coach,
trainer and Manager. ,

The student -Manager is no longer a position that :should be'-
looked clown .uPotr. ft requires 'responsibility, 'trustworthiness, de
cisiveness and common sense: A manager with the above caPaWitits,
will, be a valuable asses to any team.
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Nonverbal Communication
LINDA ARENA

Linda Arena has her B.S. and M.S. degrees from Brockport
State College, New York. She is currently a doctoral candidate
at Ohio State University, Columbus,' Ohio in the physical
education program. Linda has taught physical education at
Hamburg Senior High School and served as a graduate assistant
at Brockport State College. She is an instructor in the Signifi-
cance of Human Movement Focus at Brockport State College.
Linda has been a player for and president of the Buffalo and
Finger Lakes Field Hockey Associations and is the coach of
the Brockport State College Field Hockey Varsity Team.

More so than any other sport, field hockey cannot be played
effectively without nonverbal communication. The American game
of field tOckeY,:developed as a direct result of visiting teachers,
guest 'Coaches aniPtouring teams from England. The lag standing
etiquette of English field hockey advocates that there be no talking
between players during a game. Cheering on a teammate or calling
out for the ball are not only filiwnedi4on but considered inferior
play -

The field hockey comrhiitijcifilie:New-rYork State Association
of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women has in effect the following
rule: "No coach may coach from the sidelines during game play." A
coach heard talking to her players may be reprimanded, and'reven
suspended from the game.

O. II tx,

game in which conrhuincati must exist to win. The fine complex
network of nonverbal comithinication that has developed in field
hockey between teammates tiand between players and coach is fas-.., .

,.-ciiiating to observe... .. . .

. ....
Synchrony

Effective team play flows: Deceptive passing foims connecting
patterns from player to player down lite. entire .width and length
of the field. Anticipation sparks constant movement that forms a
rhythm an interception can break. Field hockey becomes
indeed eautiful to watch.

Many aspects help create team harmony. it so often seems that:*
by the end of a season, or by the time a large number of. players
are seniors, players on teams master a hidden code of their own.
Coaches are reluctant to replace individual players because of a
fear of how the total team play will be affected.
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Skill

Players know each other's skill level. The better skilled a player
is, the more reliable the player is to the team. A teammate knows
that player's cha,nces of executing the correct skill in the right situ-
ation and anticipates the player's behavior. When basic skill execu-
tion becomes autonomous, players are able to concentrate more on
their teammates' positioning and what straegy is most yiable for
immediate use. Less attention needs to begiven to the 'Control of
the ball as players are freed to play with others.

.
Positioning and Signaling

Where a player is posit,ionell in relation to teammates indicates to
certain degree how Quit player can be used to play the ball. Basic-

ally three -types of positioning give communication ipfjiihiation to
the player in possessiOn.bf the ball.

first is that of set pieces. For example, every team has its
":owmWay of lining up for the starting bully, to cover corners or to
defend against a push-in. The particular strategy used by each team
is selected to allow for certain offensive and defensive player
strengths. For each set piece of game play, each playier knows the
area the player is expected to cover, and the area that will be cov-
ered by teammates.

A second type of positioning, sometimes refernsd-to as suPpoii:=
occurs.during the natural flow ofithe game. The playerwith.the ball,
automatically picl&:up a player *are on:each siclearid' another
that .moves up behind the player. as 12backuP. DeTensivelSt..a tackler

fig_ support frnin behind by inmates forming 0-4i:tangle to
.1cut off passing angles. A semicircle: is' made around:hte.hits, and

..:filayers seem to know. exactly "hoW dlose they have ,to be to each
.;.other to have a closed reach on the ialf.:A.11 of this positioning seems

to happen automatically, with each player' able to keep one eye on
the ball. This positioning is learned: If Mastered, it happens_ in a.
game without verbal cues from anyone..

A third type of positioning involves set plays. During a game is
important that team plays be executed deCeptively to be. effectisie";;;:
Nonverbal signals are extremely importint. Usually key people:.ale:
pre-designited to select the particular pray used for set pieces;:iFiit.;:,

..,.."eXample,"the person Aaking the push,inoutomatically'is in charge
, signaling tofellow players what the player;PlanitO do with the:ball:
s:The'Same goes for the player taking a free 13.4, corner; bully, and so

. =It is also possible for the team captain Dr-leader to designate a
plan to the person with the ball. Playersin-a-.position to receive the
. -
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ball may also signal a play to the person with the ball. Players often
4.. send signals indicating where they would like to receive the ball, or,:

by their movement, create space options for ball placement oppor-
tunities.

Types of signaling tare numerous and can include the way the
body is ti yned, th,e.direc tion of the leading blade of the stick, a way-
ing arm. head nod, Or touching of a set body part.

Coaches give 'signals, too. By their movement, they constantly
send messages to players on the field. The positioning of the coach is
subject to variance throughout the game. No coach just sits on the -

sidelines. Each of the following positions .taken by a coach has a
definite effect on players:

Stands or sits among nonplaying teammates
Stands apart from nonplaying players
Stands with spectators, stands alone
Sits at the player bench;,'

leaning back, relaxed.
leaning forward, hands at face

Walks, following play up and down own half of the field
Raises hands above head, crosses.arms across chest
Moves towards and stands nett ro fhe official
Goes to the timers' and scoretable
Leaves the field

Ccztain players watch the' coach-bit the sideline more than others.,:
The tendency to glance at the dOiCh.'s.perception of the gamt.or of;,
one's ockn individual play is tempting. Captains and sideline players ..
(wings) learn to watch the coach.mosr often. Most coaches are prob .

)7" LTrawaTt or the CACI J 4i4 J...ld6Ca 1 y 1114 V 1 IL Lunvcy
to plairersifrom the sidelines. Although most coaches have learned
to refrain frorn speaking with players on the field, they cannot hide
their bOdies.

Posture

Posture is partially related to position. Players often stand with
one or both hands on theirhips when waiting for the game to begin,
displaying, impatience to get started. During game play, if their.
stance is planted, it becomes a dead giveavay regarding how they
will be able to play the ball. Mechanically, certain postures, espe-
cially head and han'd positions, are important for 'efficient skill
execution.

A coach's posture can convey a certain mood authentic or
acted. Kneeling and staring intently shows concern: Leaning forward
combined! with certain arm movements can convey determination.
How a coach stands after a goal is scored for or against the coach's
team can convey a variety of messages.
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Expressions

Facial expressions are hard to see during a field hockey game.
Players are at sucha distancefrom the coach that they usually sum-
marize facial expression with posture Sand position to interpret feel-

----ing..,,,TheYthus gain a "content:I.Opect of the coach.
PlayerSraretyTerro ate noes of each other on the field, pri-

marily because they must watch both their opponents for marking
purposes and the position ollrhe bkl. They tend. to see sticks, feet
and a ball rather than faces. Alttention shiftsaharply to faces when,a
goal is scored by a team, but remains shifted away if a goal is tthred,.
by opponents.

Coaches ?ften say appropriate words during.a.Pep talk or at half-,
time, but the real confidence they have-in their team, the anxiety
they have over the match, toW much they want to win, and so on,
slips through in quiet unspoken ways. A shaky;:pitCh of voice, bro-
ken jerky body rhythm, avoidance & direct eye contact, tense fold-
ed arms these and other manifestations are acutely picked up by

'players.
-Next to sthe face, the )iands arefthe most expressive part of the .

. body. Yet' field hockey players. must alWayi.keep one hand on the
stick; to hit, tackle, and dodge:they usually...need two. The position 4.
.of their hand's, hoivever; can cornmunicate.!,Experienced textbook
players' have hands together on .a hit, apart for a push pass, and
farther 'aPart. for a scoop. Taking one hand off signals .an extended
reach. Not so surprisingly, smart international players have learned
to eiceoute many skills with basicallya the same grip so as to disguise
forthcoming tactics.

yi

Conclusion
r

Nor --ail 'nonVtrbal signals, can be categorized or even counted.'
They do not even show up on game films. Hidden, and known only.
among the team, they remain with those who play; the players. .

Ocasionally. the "no talking" rule infield hockey is broken by
players and coaches, t1sually. because of' anxiety or frustration6at.a
breikdown in the game's natural nonverbal.code of communication.
Players talk and shout when all else fails. But the essence of field
hockey is play without- words. Players and coach radiate stabilized
messages that can b readily predicted, by each other. They com-
municate because they "know." Ask any players or coaches. They
may not be able to "tell" you, but any real team can show you. .4,

6r"
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Scoring the Goal
MARILYN BRADLEY

.

Marilyn. Bradlejigraduated from Eastern Michigan University
in 1973. She is now teaching physical educatiOn and health
at Greenhill; School; Ann Arbor, and is finishing a master's
degree in guidance and counseling. Marilyn has coached field
hockey for five years as well as basketball and softball.

This is a crucial time for'women coaches and theirtithletes. In an
era where roles are rapidly changing and women are becoming more
aware of their - potential, athletics seems to be a focal -point in help-
ing to bring recognition to women's competencies. Sometimes this
awareness of the strength of the. coaching field is so intense and
overwhelming that it is easy for women to lose sight of the purpose
of athletics. If we. believe 'that_ athletics is an avenue that provides
not only recognition but also physical fitness, discipline and fun as
well as experiences which help to .develop an individual's self-
awareness, decision making, problem solving and ability to work
with others, we must remember to take time and Show patience with
our athletes. We must continually remind ourselves that winning is
not what determines our worth as a person.

In a Society) where winning seems to be the crucial sign of success,
it is .eas:Lfor. external forces (failing a test, the feeling of having to
prove oneself) to prevent athletes from reaching their full potential.
Are our athletes inconsistent in their skill level, emotional outlook

_anclior_self.ester-reDo-we-as-coaches-help-perpetuate-thcse feelings
with our strong desire to help them become winners?

When. we fail to vin as a team, we, as coaches and athletes, take
the loss-personally and this can hurt our Serif-image and perception of
future encounters. Maybe what we need* a more positive, individ-
ual emphasiS When we go out on the 'field during competition and
practice time we need to think in terihs.of how we as individuals can
meet personal needs. and skills that will strengthen the team. Setting
spedific goals during a match or practice can make individuals feel
like winners, keep their self-image positive, and reinforce their belief
in themselves.' .

Setting and Achieving Individual Goals -

Many coaches try to set realistic team goals- to.work towards dur-
ing. the season. Each time we achieve one of these goals we feel sat-.
isfied, sometimes even ecstatic! Why not live our athletes the
'Chris Voelz, Motivation in Coaching a Team Sport (Washington, DC: Na-
tional Association for Girls and Women in Sport, AAHPER,
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. '
chance to create and meet' individual. goals that will kindle -the same
satisfaction and happiness after scrimmages or matches, no matter
what the 'score is?

These goals .must be individual and specific. Let's, for example,
ask our hockey players to write down a personal goal they would
like to realize during their first game.The only requirement is that
the goal be stated in a positive way. I will as opposed to I will not.
Each individualwrites a personal goal, and 'the coach makes sure that
the goal is realistic and specific. "I will score a goal" is not a well
thought-out objective for a sweeper, nor is it specific enough for a
left inner. If the left inner keeps the head down vriltn shooting; a
valid and attainable goal would be, "I will look up' before I shoot."
The goal concentrates on a correct skill pattern that the athlete has
trouble with, and the ball does not have to make it into the goal
cage for the player to be satisfied..if theball does go in, it's 'icing on
the cake.

hist stating the goal will not achieve it, although it will.be a step-
:. ping stone toward self-appraisal, awareness and eventual success. In

meeting the goal a number of methods can be used, and each individ-
ual should choose-what works for her. Three ways to. help attain the'
objective are through feeling, picturing, and verbally repeating the
goal over and over.

If" we physically practice the push pass 100 times, a. certain per-
centage of them will be done accurately and will feel different from .

those done unsuccessfully; An athlete .shouldtiYsto remember what
the successful passes felt like and be able to"repeat that feeling. It ,

is easy for Some athletes to taRinta the .feel ol'a stroke and make
.

iesrespand--thatpartteallnow-titrre-agrtMeagin7This--
can .be a tool to speed up success and meet the athlete's specific
goal.

When closing their eyes, many people are able to visualize a pic-
ture of themselves in any situation they chooseeif the left inner is
able to practice.in her head. seeing herself look up, shooting for a
goal and seeing the ball go into the. cage the player can program
her body to react successfully in actual performance. In a sense, the
player has already been in the situation, has seen herself successful,
and therefore feels comfortable, practiced and Confident when
playing on the field in similar circumstances. The athlete should
always visualize the final positive outcome: never stop with the shot,
see the goal. Caution your athletes never to make a mistake in their
picturing. If they. do, they should stop the. process and start the
visualization.again.

For athletes who do not achieve their goals by usingone of the
above-mentioned methods, a third technique can be tried verbally
repeating the goal to themselves. during playing time They should
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try tci. Make the goal concise so it is easy to remember and repeat: "I
will look up beforel shoot, I will look up before I shoot." If the left
inner's brain records that message enough times, the Rlayer will.soon
lookup- before shooting. t _ . .

This repetition technique may also be helpful when a player or
team is psyched ....i'id for anjr of numerous reasons. for example, a
Personal problem nagging an .athlefe may be detrimental .0 tlie.,,..

athlete, and -team. Or a team goes into a game feeling that the oppo-1,-
nents iooklike "giants" or are incredibly fast, so the .tenth may

be beaten. Their minds' 'Can betaken off all such problems
by repeating a positive, statement ;.1.Irich will free them to play their
own game.

-
Specific Goals -.

The following are examples of .ge'als to be felt; visualized or
repeated: .. '' .1. -- . .I willkeep my head over the ball-and follow it altheway out of Nfr',
the circle;

.

I will keep. my eye on^the ball while' clearing1td the sideline.
I will use a flat pass when the defense is. hanging back. .1

I will hit through the middle of the bail. _

1 will flick for goal.
I will watch tht ball hit my stick. -
I

,
will cut for the ball.

I will make space's by diawing my defense 'players with me.
i will keep*my stieleon the ground.
I will keep. my'feet facing my goal.
r will marK ray nhiitwiiig player to plajkriin the circle.
Sound. like .rhat the coach ,says? The difference is that your

hOckey ,player has analyzed her ..own trror..,or: weaknesS 'arid found .
a way to solve it..She can now, changelPer patterns and how she.
thinks as an. athlete. The choice is hers; if she. Makes a conscious

. effort to meet her goal she..will. find success, and this. may be the \
beginning of self-motivation.

If a team of I l players. can alleave the field meefirig a personal
goal, who has won .the game? Criariceare your te.amplayed better
than ever; and if you plrt the.ball in the cage more than the .other
team, that is just an extra bonus. It may be a bit optimigtie to think
everyone will meet her goal during one gaine; however, understand-.

:ing and disciissing why an athlete did not attain. her goal:is also a
worthwhile learning experience. Maybe the specifics ofthe gin' were

: wrong: The left' inner, her friends and the coach now realize that her
left shoulder is never, facing the goal cage, "so.,, Change the opal..
Maybe she was closely marked and never was open to rectiye. a pass,
thus losing her chance to look 'up before. shooting. Why did that-

- . . .
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happen? How can we work on being free? Maybe it will take more
than one game or practice to reach the goal; an athlete must try it
again until a'complishing it. Eventually, however, the playa will
meet the goal and feel satisfied and want to work on a new skill or
strategy.'

It is interesting to lose a game and have nur athletes come off
the field smiling, feeling good, sharing in each other's personal goals
and victories, and really knowing they are Metter hockey players and
a better team than they were the game before. Winning is not every-
thing; however, feeling like a winning individual is an attitude every-
one wants to attain.

If we care about our athletes as individua, we will want to help
them help themselves in discovering their identifies. If we pio claim
athletics is an avenue to such learning experiences, goal seMtg, in
particular may help us meet these objectives. Moreover, goal setting'
does not 44ye to stop on the.playing field but can become a way of
succeedin throughout life because it promotes continual positive
thinking and self-awareness. So now coach. . .repeat Alter me:

We will have successful teams made up of individuals who ana-
lyze themselves, as they will throughout life, in the perceptive
goals they set and meet.
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Ethics and the Athletic Experience
FRAN KOENIG

Franleenig has shed field hockey at Michigan State Uni-
',ergo for four years and basketball at Central Michigan Uni-
verWty for five jeers. Mt. Koenig is,presently the Women's
itgletic Director at Central Michigan. University and the
AE4 W Representative or Regal! Five. She is a past president
of NAIGWS and in 2ne 1978 she will become the AIAW
Ethicaild Eligibility Chatperson.

Sport opport for girls, and women have tripled or quad-
rupled in the last de. It.might be questioned, whether concern
for ethical behavior by student-athletes, coaches and athletic admin-

. istrators has kept 'ace with that growth. Becausethe topic of ethics
might be approached lifferently for each of these groups, I would

. like. to address my remarks first to the competitor, and later to those
who coach the competitors and administer the athletic program.

To begin, we should perhaps define ethics. Ethics is a set of prin-.
ciples fliat guide our actions as we deal with others. Certain actions
are either right or wrong, good or bad, fair or unfair. Competition
ethics are actions or behaviors of people involved in competition as
they interrelate with one another during the game 01 practice,, i.e.,
relationships between player and teammate, player and opponent,
coach and' player, player and official, coach and official, and so on.

I
Ethiesfor Competitors

How de we know, in a particular sifitation, whether our actions
are good or right? Occasionally the answer is clear. For instance,
behavior dictate. y written rules presents few, problems. It is illegal
to obstruct or . . r e according to field hocksy rules, and therefore,

. any time a player pushes an opponent, therels no question Whether
the action is right oWrong. However, not everything is so clearly
black or white. How KoLuld you, as allayer, answer these questions,
for example?
1. Is it ethical, following aittruggle with an opponent to secure. pos-

sessiOn of a ball wtich eventually crosses 'the side-line, to grab the
ball beforejthe uspire's signal aqd attempt to push it in when
you know yOu touched it last!

2. What, would youtdo if tbe umpire signals a goal and you, as an
ofcenstve player, 'Inn p? the ball went into the goal though a loose
oef at the side of thejoal cage?

3. What would yea do if youitaere a sweeper involved in play near
the goal line sl/here six or Oen players are trying to either score
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or clear the ball, and you saw your goallceeper kick the ball back
out onto the field of play after it was two or three inches over
the line?

4. What if you are an offensive player who advances theball across
the goal line, and the umpire signals a goal?

5. Is it unethical to limp and hop around, after being hit in the knee
with a driven ball, for a longer time than necessary, to give your
team some rest?

6. As the timer gets up from the table near the end of the half and
moves slowly toward the umpire, the defensive team, on three '114

occasions, comes Out too soon on a penalty corner, causing the
umpire to order the corner to be taken again. Good strategy?

7. After you try to stop a hard hit shoton goal which misses the
cage, the umpire calls a 16-yard hit and you know your stick de-
fleeted the ball. Do you take the hit?

8. If you know that your very fast-playing opponent gets psyched
out by having to change pace-in the game, do you think it is right ,,
to capitalize on that knowledge and deliberately take your time
in getting over the endline on corners?-.
I don't knos..s.r .how you would answer-`these questions, but each .-

involves ethital judgment on your part. Most players have no neat
packages of standards to solve all questions of conduct in a field or
on a court, but there are criteria which might be valuable in deter-
mining the ethics of your actions in any competitive sport situation.
I suggest that you ask yourself:

1. Will my intended action be consistent with the written rules of
the sport and the rules of my team and coach?

2. Will my intended action be consistent with the spirit of the rules?
3. Will my actions be in the best interests of the sport, or will it

make people think field hockey is unsuitable for girls and
women?

4. Will my intended action be-one I would be proud to stand by in a
parallel situation outside the setting of competitive sports? (Fot
example: Would I be willing to talk to my mother in a manner
similar to the way I intend to ft& to an official?)

5. Am I considering other human beings around me?,
a. Am I respecting human dignity?
b. Is my self;respect and respect for' others balanced, or do I

value one so far above the other that I debase myself, my
teammate or my opponent?

c. Am I considering both the" rights of the individual and the
group?

In short, if your behavior;
lb, is consistent with written rules

is consistent with the spirit of the rules
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is in the best interests of the sport
is such that you would be proud to stand by it in a non-sports

situation, and
takes others into consideration,

you can be relatively sure that it is good or right.
And that's the action you should take, no matter what pressures

you get from teammates, coach or spectators to do otherwise.

Ethics for Coaches and Athletic Administrators

As we women get into interscholastic and intercollegiate league
and tournament play, it is easy to get caught up in the win syn-,
drome and then rationalization sets in! On occasion, we find we
are able to assure ourselves that what we did was right because our
particular situation was different, and therefore it was okay to bend
a particular rule or deviate slightly from a long-held philosophical
belief.

For example, you and I have always said that a player who has
been hurt should not be permitted to play under any circumstances.
Suppose your star playe; one around whom your offense revolves

has a knee injtiry. The sports medicine staff has examined her and
has told you that while the athlete can do .no further damage to the
knee by playing, she will experience pain if she participates. The
trainer leaves the decision, as to whether or not she will play; up to
you. What would you do? Would you let her play knowing the pain
will increase? Would you ask the player to make the decision? Would
you consult her parents? What is the ethical thing to do?

Is this a "black or white", "right or wrong" decision or is this
in the gray area? Is this situation "different" from others? Does it-
cause you to "modify': your philosophical position?

You and I have also said that the official's decision is final, and is
to be upheld. Suppose you believe an official is incompetent? What,
if anything, do you say to your players in that case? If you say noth-
ing, what will be your response if a player specifically asks what you
think of the officiating? If you are teaching in a school or college
that offers a course in officiating, should you objectively discuss the
officiating of a particular game when some of the class members are
also players on the intercollegiate team?

Those of us who coach also must face up to other questions.
Should we, for example, teach players to use "honor calls" when
they foul, or do we tell them to "play to the whistle?" Does this
vary from sport to sport? Are "honor calls" equally ethical in volley-
ball, field hockey, basketball and tennis? How do we explain the dis-
crepancy between sports to the players?

Is it ethical to confuse the opponent through psychological tech-
niques as well as through skill techniques? For instance, at the start
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of the half, have you ever kept your team in a huddle until after
your opponents were on the field solely to make them think you
were still giving instructions?

If the umpire' makes a mistake that benefits your team, would
you speak up? For example, in regular season play, with just under
30 seconds to go, a novice field hockey official gives your team a
penalty stroke for a foul that you and the other coach both know
should have been penalized by a penalty corner. Your team scores
and play is resumed at center.-The final score is 2-1 in favor of your
team. Should you point out the error to your captain? What-would
you expect het to do? Would your actions be any different if the
game were the first match of the regional championship?

If a game is being played contrary to your ethical beliefs, would
you withdraw your team and forfeit the 'contest, or is that action
unethiCal i,n itself?

As I think about these'questions, I become increasingly convinced
that the ethics of competition should be a topic of discussion at
more coaches meetings and workshops and% more cla;ses. There is
a definite right and wrong in some instances, but the majority of
situations fall into gray areas. If you and .I, as coaches or athletic
administrators, sit down and discuss the issues, we may be able to

.synthesize our ideas and arrive at ethical answers with which we can
be happy.... ,

As an.'athletic administrator, I feel my coaches are also obligated
to discuss ethics with their players, for while sports programs pro-
vide experiences to exercise ethical judgments, they do not provide
the 'direction for those behaviors. For years those of us,,in physical
education and athletics have claimed that sports participation teach-
es sportsmanship, but it is possible to teach poor, as well as good,

-Sportsmanship. Only as we feel responsible for teaching ethics, can
we hope,to give full meaning to the sports experience we provide for -

the young people with wham we work.
lg.

We must be ready to take time from our already.- crowded practice
sessions to discuss not only the rules, but the spirit of them. If we
are going to teach-ethics as well as skills and strategies, we have to
point out to players some situations they can expect 20 encounter in
which moral decisions will have to be made. We must then mention
possible alternative responSes the players could make, and talk about
the ethical ramifications inherent in each of the .several responses.
Aft the consequences are explored, a decision must be made in
regard tos.expected behavior. Often this can be a group decision a
team ethic.

Ultimately, playe?s should be able to make generalizations about
specific actions. . .this is right; that is wrong; this is fair; that is
questionable; this is cheating, and so forth. The next, and final step

g.
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is to synthesizeigeneralizations into a philosophy; for example, it is
right if an opponent's self-respect is not hurt,.or it is good if the
interests of both the individual and the. team are taken into con-
sideration:

Instilling ethics is not quite as easy as teaching a flick, a tackle
or an offensive -move, but it is far more,iimportant ihan a collection
of rules, skills and strategies in helping to.make competition a beau- .
tiful experience that frees usto.achieve oval satisfactionthrough
sports. .
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Rhymes and Reasons for Obstruction

ROBIAlCHAMBE
Instructor/Co

C

t

SUE EVER.
Class '77, Varsity field ti
player, Slippery Rock C

Slippery Rock, Pennsyl

Field hockey is a game of fast and complex play
With rules to help guide and control the player's way..
Of all the many fouls an official may call,

-Obstruction, it seems, is most common of all.

The call of SIMPLE obstruction most often takes place `-When the player with the ball changes running pace.
This player comes between the opponent and the ball,
So the opponent, blocked out, can't play it at all.

Anothkr type of obstruction- causes delay
When a stick is moved into an opponent's way. _

STICK obstruction is not caused by a deflection;
But by pointing one's feet in thewrong direction...

' . SHOULDER obstruction may result frbria lazy feet ...-.....:44."'
As aplayer catches up after being heat.
The player catching up dips a shoulder too low,

,-, So that shoulder is.placed between the ball.and foe.
-:;:st.',.''

.;To be a. good player who's considered an ace, .....
;.A4" 4Dfie muse able to cut tothe'properplace.

-.. 4.-:.../-vBecause if ones between opponent and ball, ,- -. .....#
Tfie game willisbp with a RUNNING obstruction call:

,.,., ...., ,
--- THIRD MAN obstruction takes more than two ter:st'

Like when one player moves to block for a tearticrn
' ' These two players make .a screen in front of their,fofeit

''' Which does'not allow space for the player to go. '
Although field fiockey ti4 game of much running, . .;To avoid an obstruction one must be ounninit .
The penalty far obstructionspf any kind
May,tend to place the ,,team that fouled in,a bind.
RHYMES AND REASOFFOft OBSTVUCTION

Pf A
:40
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The official whistles and stops ploy for a bit
If in midfield, the fouled team receives a free hit.
In the striking zone, a corner is the reward
Which often results in goals being scored.

If one keeps the stick performing its proper role
With both feet pointing toward the attacking goal,
And remember to move forthe oncoming ball,
Then one makes no obstruction at all.
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Field Hockey Bibliography
Revised by MARCIA BOTTOMLEY

Warren Consolidated Schools
Warren, Michigan

Books

Armbruster, David; Musher, Frank; and Irwin, Leslie. Basic Skills in
Sports for Men and Women. St. Louis, MO: C.V. Mosby Co.,.
1971.

Bryant, Carol. Hockey for School's. New York: International Publi-
cations Services, 1969.

Cadell, Marjorie. Coaching Hockey an ABC. Wellington, New Zea-
land: Marjorie Pollard Publications, 1972.

Clarke, Trevor. Hockey Teaching & Playing. London: Lepus BookS.
Dillahunt, et al. Field Hockey for Teachers. Irish Hills, Brooklyn,

MI: Sauk Valley, 1976.
Flint, Rachel Heyhoe. Hockey for Women. London: Pelham.
Harris, M.A. In Condition.
Heyhoe, Rachel. Just for Kicks. London: Marjorie Pollard Publica-

tions.
Hickey, Melvyn. Hockey for Women. London: Marjorie Pollard Pub-.

lications.
Hockey Teach Yourself Books. The Hockey Association. London:

The England University Press Ltd., 1969.
Hockey Coaching. The Official Manual of the Hockey Association

(Men, Great Britain). London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1966.
Hockey Training Manual. Bernard Thomson, ed. South Africa Hock-

ey Union,.1.971.
Hughes, Charles F.C. Tactics and Teamwork. London: E.P. Publish-

ing Ltd., 1973.
Lodziak, donrad. Understanding Soccer Tactics. London: Faber and

Faber, 1966.
Macheath, Jean. One' Thousand and One Practices and Points for

Hockey. Wellington, New Zealand: Marjorie Pollard PUblications,
1972.

McCue, Betty' Foster (Hockey section by Verna Klye). Physical Edu-
cation Activities for Womeri..New York: Macmillan, 1969. .

Men's Hockey. "Know the Game" Series. Leeds: John. Blackburn .
Ltd., 1970.

Neal, Patsy. Coaching Methods for Women. Cambridge, MA: Addi-
son-Wesley, 1969.

Neal, Patsy and Tutko, Thomas. Coaching Girls and Women. Boston:
Allyn & Bacon, 1975.

O'Brien, Andy. Headline Hockey. London: Rygrson Press, 1963.
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Read, Brenda. Better Hockey for Girls. London: Nicholas Kaye,
1969.

Rowley, Patrick, ed. The Book of Hockey. London: Macdonald Co.,
1964.

Shillingford, Jenepher. Best Foot Forward.
Spencer, Helen. Beginning Field Hockey. Sports Skills Series. Bel-

mont, CA: Wadswoith Publishing, 1970.
Taylor, Eileen. Coaching Hockey in Schools. Loricion: Marjorie

Pollard Publications.
Wade, Allen. The FA Guide to Training: and Coaching. London:

Wm. Heinemann Ltd., 1970.
Walker, F. and Read, B: Advanced Hockey' for Women. London: ,

Faber and Faber.
Walter.,Cyril. The Theory and Practice of Ho-ckey. London: Nicholas

Kaye, 1966.
Wein, Horst. The Science of Hbckey. London: Pelham Books Ltd.,

1973.
Weir, Marie. Woman's Hockey for the Seventies. -London: Kay and

Ward, 1974.
. .West, Barbara. Practices for Hockey Players Lon : Marjorie.

Pollard Publications.
Women's Hockey.' National Westminster' Bank Sports Coaching

Series (Teal).

Periodicals
Eagle. Publication of USFHA, Presidint Bea Toner, 20 Wendell

. Street, Hempstead, NY 11550.
Hockey Field. Official English magazine published Odt.-April. '
World Hockey (English Translation). Official publication.federation.

Internationale de Hockey (FIH).

Rule Books

American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.
NAGWS Field . Hockey-Lairosse Guide_ Washington, DC:
AAHPER.

Hints for Umpires. AEWHA (USFHA President). ,

International Rule Book. WIHRB (USFHA President).
Official Field Hockey Rules for Schoblgirls. USFHA, 1977.
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USFHA Printed Material.
The -printed material listed on the order form below is iTaBable-from____
the USFHA. Please send the order blank with remittance in check or
money order made payable to USFHA. No stamps or cash, please.
All prices postpaid; payment must accompany, order. Send, to:

BEA TONER.
President

20 Wendell Street
Hempstead, NY 11550

p
4

PRICE NUMBER AMOUNT

4lon-
Mem- mem-
bers bers

Know the Game Revised illustrated booklet . . . S .65 S 1.00
Coach Ifvurself-Womet,l's Hockey Mus. booklet S -S1.00.
Des and Don'ts - Bulletin Board Poster.

.65
S S 20.

T.M. Series -#2 - Corner Play - Pictures.
.10

S .50 S 75
#3 - Goallceeping - Pictures S S

- Reverse Stick Techniques -Pic..
.50

S .50
.75

S
#5 Selected Team Positions -

Articles. S .50

.75 -
S .75

#6- "Reach" & "Twist" - Pictures. S .50 S .75
#9 - "Getting Around" - Picture &

"Be the Best" - Cartoon . . . ; SOS
International Federation of Women's Hockey

. Associations Pamphlet - 5 articles in each issue on
various aspects of hockey.

#1 - 'January 1971 . .... .
#2 --July 1971
#3 - August 1973
#4 - August 1975

I .35
'S .35
S .35
S .50

S .50
S .5 0
S .50
S 75

Don't Forget Your Goalkeeper S .50 S .75
USFHA Serves All S .25 S .35
Why Not Play in the Goal? S .35 S .50

NEW IN 1977
Steffanie Stickwork - ,

#1 - Dribbling the Ball S .50 S .75
#2 - Goalkeepers Clear S .50 S .75
#3 - Receiving from Right S .50'S .75
#4 - Push Pass S .50 S .75

USFNA PRINTED MATERIAL



PRICE NUVBER AMOUNT

To the Coach; Ten Drills for Tune; Practices for e,Improving ,Ball Control; You, a
Partner. Stick, & Ball S .75 $1.00 kttTen Challenges To Improve Your Hockey Poster. S .75 $1.00

Unit Plan 51.00 $1.50
Tactics in Indoor Hockey by Horst Wein. $1.50 52.00
1977 Intanattonal Rules Book (limited supply) .. 51.00 $1.00
1977 School Girl Rules Book (50i extra for 1st

Class) S1.0011.00
Hints for Umpires Published by AEWFA. . 51.00 $1.00.

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE BELOW WHERE THIS ORDER IS TO BE SENT:

NAME SCHOOL OR COLLEGE

ADDRESS CITY STATE ZIP.

NAGWS FIELD HOCKEY GUIDE
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USFHA Film S,etvice .

In Seaso'n. Films (August 17December 1)

Edinburgh 75
Lees Play Hockey (#2)
*Women's. Hockey: Know the Game (Umpiring)
U.S.A. vs. England (1962, Wembley)
hockey, Improve 'Your Game
-Hockey Strokes
U.S.A. vs. Germany (1963 Conference)
GoalkeePing Techniques

Off Season Films (December 1-July 31)

*Edinburgh '75

"Let's Play Hockey (#2) .

Members'.:Noninembers.
Fee Fee

$20.00/day $25.00 /day
$ 12.00/ day $15.00/day-
$20.00/day $25.00/day
$1 0.00/day SI 5.00/day
$7.50/clay $10.00/day
$7.50/day $10.00/day
$7.50/day $10.00/day
$3.50/day $5.00/day

320.00/day $25.00/day:
No weekly, fee for this film.

$10:00/day $12.50/day
$20.00/week $25.00/week

Women's Hockey: Know the Game (Umpiring) $18.00/day '.:;$23.00/daY
$50.00/weet 5§0..00/week

$7.50/day 510.00/day.
.S,17.50/week $25.00/week

Goalkeeping Techniques $3.00 /day' $4:00/day
$7.50/week $10.00/weekAll Others 55.00/day $7.50 day.,

512.50/week $17.501week

NOTE: During the "in season" no organization /school /camp -may
rent 'a film for an entire week, unless they paythe per day ;
fee. This enables each film to circulate as much as possible.

Please contact the film clistfibutor nearest you for further informa-
tion and to place orders.

NE; NA, PHIL, SE, ME, Gil;;M lylV,i9e.- Bea Toner,, President,
USFHA, 20 Wendell
.S115

5treet,

Hempstead, NY
0

'These films are availible only ttife:_dgh.tlie-11SFHA0Executive Secretary. 'Place
orders directly with her.

-USFHA FILM SERVICE

England (1962, Wembley)



.... .. . <,
lt ipCKY MTS. - CluisIBartlett, 2509:'South Madison, Denver:CO . -

.80210 ,- . - '-
PNW & PSW - Alice Bopd,.620 North C Street,,Tacoma, WA '98403

. .. ..
;Films for the advanced coach may be rented or purchased fro

the U.S.. SOccer Federation, 350 Fifth Ave. Suite 4010, Slew York; -
NY. root phone 21.2-S6541:AI The film's. are about soccer tech-
nique. but. ate. applicable to. hockey strategy. Particularly appropriate

. for hockey.are Creating Space, Suppart in Attack; and Key Factois."
--in Defensive Play. .. .

- . ..

Filmstrips
. .

Field Hockey 35 mm. b&w. Sale $61-75. Compiled by
Marjo& -Pollard, ;approved by, the All- England' Women's-.
Hockey. Association, Shows poiition of body and movemeht
of the stick while driving the ball, dribbling, receiving, aid
stopping the ball; -pusli.and scoop strokes. Distributoi: Sport-
shelf, Boit 634;:New Roch.elle,-NY 10802.

,
....Loop Films 6-;

The following loop ,filmi weft produces in cooperation with
USFHA. Cqnsultants': Grate 1:9bertson and Betty .Shellenberger. .
Demonstrators: Robiri Cash, Patricii'Davia; and Suzanne florielsetti .

.-z..Sale $22:95 ea. Distributo.. etic. isistifute,. 705 Merchandise-
'Mart, Ctlicago, IL .6065

ri.A

S-1 Stidk b
S-2 Fielding

7 S-3 Drive Drive to.the,.Left
S-4 Reverse Stick Drive. Drive'to the Right

'Pull toiteft Dodge - Scoop Dodge
odge to Non-Stick Side LeRevetie Stick Dodge,

'Stroke Flick Stroke :
S,8 Passing r- Plat, Pais, Leading Pass, Through Vass, 'Eriangular

Pais
g-g: Straight III Tackle Tackle _,.

S:10 Two Hand. Tackle from Left- Left Hind Lange TaCkle
S211" Goal Tending Stance- Stop and Clear
5-12 Goal Tending - Clear on the Fly - Lunge Stop

TOwers' Visual:Aids produced the fipildwing series of loop films
;6-which 'come Wlith.accompanying, descriptive citte tapes. Jackie
Westervelt; coach-of many U.S.-squad teams, Mr Margot Cunni4 dri -
ham, former 'U.S.-player, produced and photographed the Mins. All '7
films 'are Super 8 and availaWeefrom Towers Visual Aids, 266 Wilde
Ave., Drexel Hill, PA 19026 liorg..215-CL9-9014. -
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L Continental style stickwork and demonstratiori of dodgei and
practice patterns. 10 min. ... ....,

2. Stickwork techniques as demonstrated byaltichard Kentwell,
coach of the Men's National Team, 1975, inasone offte Men's
National. Squad. 8 min. ie*,

3. Goalkeeper film. 10 min.
4. Sideline, bench and pressure drills with cempetitA games, to

reinforce learned techniques, 15 min. - Sy
5: Use of open space 2v1, 3v1, etc. 10 min.

USFHA FILM SERVICE

4

$5
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USFHA NATIONAL UMPIRING !COMMITTEE - 1978
. ELLEN HAWVER, Chairperson, 63 City View Drive, Rochester,

NY 14625
DOROTHY J. SULLIVAN., Rules Interpreter, 12 Sias Lane, Milton,

MA 02186
PATRICIA HAYES, 486 Pilgrim, Birmingham, MI 48009
RUTH ANN MEYER, Apt. 906 #6, 20th Avenue Place, Coralville,

IA 52241 7

JOAN K. MAGUET, 53? Walnut Street, Clayton, NJ 08312
JAN STRAUSBURGER, 231 Y2 East Michigan, Spearfish, SD
`'57783 .

FREDA KITAK, 2E430 S. Buchanan Place, West Allis; WI 53219
AUDREY ERICXSON, 48 Meadow Lane, Westbury, NY 11590
LAUREN ANF,ERSON, 102 W. Prospect Street, New Haven, CT

06505
EMILY-1:4AGO:03sI, 25 Front Street, Marblehead, MA 01945
MARY LOVRORNBURG, 64 Carey, Needham, MA 02192
LAURIE Sift RRILL, 8996 Burke Avenue, South Gate, CA 90290
JOAN KEYSER; 244 Colmer Drive, King of Prussia, PA 19406
FLORENCE t.14L, 6230 Gillston Park Road, Baltimore, MD

21228 "-'3
RUTH KOENIGSBURG, 758 Azalea Drive, Rockville, MD 20850
AGNES STEGMUELLER, 27 Jeffreys Road,`Aldan, PA 19018
MARGERY WATSON, Box 8, Merlin Road, Kimberton, PA 19442

c

usPHA stilyTICSNAL UMPIRING COMMITTEE-1978
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Sectional Umpiring Chairpersons
GREAT LAKES Pat Hayes, 486 Pilgrim, Birmingham, MI 48010
MID-ATLANTIC Sandy Coover, 31 Auburn Dr., New Castle. DE

19720
MIDEAST Sally Wilkens, 63 City View Dr.; Rochester, NY 1462S
MIDWEST Pat Adams, 501 Fifth at., East Altna, IL 62034'
NEW ATLANTIC Jane Norris, 36 Reserloir Rd., Parsyspany, NJ

07034
NORTH CENTRAL Carl Karps, 310 N. 68th St., Wauwatosa, WI

52213
NORTHEAST Lauren Anderson, 102 W. Prospect St., New Haven,

CT 06505
PACIFIC NORTHWEST Sue Moe, 2890 Olive. St., Eugene, OR

97405
PACIFIC SOUTHWEST Jody Johnston, 1095 Stoneridge

El Cajon, CA 92021
PHILADELPHIA Eleanor Hess, 302 N. Chester Rd.,Swarthmore,

PA 19081
SOUTHEAST Lanette Ware, Box 9563, PED, Hollis College, VA

24020
COLORADO CLUB Peg Heimbrook, POB 1198, Windsor, CO

80550
OKLAHOMA Barbara J. Cleveland, 4112 Apollo Dr., Oklahoma

City, OK 73129
TEXAS CLUB Pam Behrens, 6558 Dykes Way, Dallas, TX 79230

O
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USFHA Umpiring Ratings,
USFHA UMPIRING COMMITTEE

The grading of umpires is designee to permit those interestegl in
the area of officiating to progress and receive recognition ofitheir
skill in umpiring. Just as the player has several levels at which to
display her ability, so the umpire has a goal toward which.she can
work. It is.the purpose of this article to set forth. and clarify the
classification of umpires of fieldhockey in the United States.

There afe five classifications of officials' ratings offered by the
USFHA:

National
Sectional
Local
Apprentice

OIntramural
All rated qfficials shall be member%of the USFHA in one o

following categories:
1Member of an active club or USFHA college division team
2Honorary member of the USFHA
3Sustaining membet of the USFHA.
4Umpiring member of.the USFHA -S.Recipient of. the USF.HAHonorary Umpire Award
6Life member of the USFHA . .

7Undergraduate studeill'in a USFHA allied school or college.
Expiration date of all ra ns is December 31.
In order to secure a rating, apply to the Umpiring Chairman dr

the neatest local associatiowor club. If no such local. associitlsri,of,".;
club exists within a reagbahle distance, apply to the Sectional "Q.
National Umpiring Chairman.

If several "individuals within an arei,L4lege_ or sqiiidol .-are
interested in securing USFI-lk ratings, the USE4A Umpiring:.
Committee will make every effort to assist by sandhightnpires to set
up clinics.

USFHA HONORARY UP4FRES:1;'t:::

The candidate Must be a, USFHA National .urn Otie anti currently
hold an active rating at the conclusion bf tek'YeamoDiging'the.'
minimum ten-year period, the candidate must. ha n actively
and successfully .3fficiating. At the conclusiOia t 4 .1 um
ten-year period,. or at a later date, the datiargat,:11.
reexamined at a national tournament. At thislea:caminaf
will be judged according to National umpirin aItdards7'
requirements. .

USFHA UMPIRING RATINGS
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4 C." :1 :. tcr. ,

21. In addition to the above, the candidate must quality under at
least-Me of the following:
a. Member of USFHA Umpiring Committee for a minimum of

1

three years. - 1. r
b. Chairperson of 'the USFHA Umpiring CommitteeK ,
c. Judge at national tournament for at least five years. 1
d. Sectional and/or local umpiring chairman. i *
e. Member of sectional and/or local uhmiring committee for at, r

least ten years. , 1

f. Umpire at international matches.
g. Exceptional service in promoting USFHA. *Miring at the "se

national, sectional or local level.
.3.h. Unusual meritorious service by an individual. -, 14

3. The USFHA Umpiring Committee shall review eligible-candiaates
whose names shall be sent to their. sections fore,,review and
recommendation.

+ 4. Candidates receiving endorsement from their sections ind.iuccess-
fully passing the USFHA National umpire requirements shall have
their names submitted to the USFHA Board of Dire'Uori. , 'S .

AWARDS : .
. - 4C, ,

A USFHA Honorary umpire shall be "awattled a gold pin ana a dt.
certificate symbolicf the award. . . - ' .

(This awardand recognition shall not be considered a rating.) .; A

, NATIONAL RATINGS.
4

Initial Rating
, .41.-

. The candidate.shall
ikt

.- a.

1. Hold a Sectional rating for at least two years. ''
2. Be recommended at a sectional tournament by a 2/3 Vote of the (I.

members of .the sectional umpiring committee whb Vold a - 3
National rating. 4 .,

3.. ReceiVe a grade of at least 90 percent on the current, wr4ten,
examination.

4. Umpire at least two full games at the national tournament on two .0.
different days of 'the tournament. _f A :i*

5. Be approved by at least six members of the USFHA Umpiring. '''
Commiftee. --it
.

'-- 14... r: 0
Renewals

i
.

. . ' %;

The National official shall I
1. Receive 'a grade of at least 90 percent on the current written

examination. -
90 NAGWS FIELD HOCKEYDIJIDE
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, 1 .2. Be reexamined at a. National tournament "or an Inter-sectional
Weekend" within four years of the original rating in order to
retain active status.

-..., 3. After the first renewal, the subsequent renewals shall be within a, six year period an at a national tournament "or an Inter-
. Sectional Weekend" in order to retain active status.
4. Be approved by at least six National officials recommended by

the. National Umpiring chairperson.
y. 5. Receive a Sectional rating for failure to meet National standards

and be rerated by her Section the followingyear.
6. Forfeit the right to any additional years on her current rating

when she decides on a renewal.
PThe USFHA shall award a National umpire a gold pin, an emblem

and a certificate symbolic of the rating.

Examination Fee
No fees shall be charged for an practical examination on the

National level. Written examinations for National umpires shall be
given by the local association, umpiring center, or sectional umpiring
committee, and fees shall be retained by the examining body.

SECTIONAL RATINGS

The Sectional A .official shall
I Have held a I ocal rating for at least two years.;-
2. Receive a grade of at least 90 percent on the current written

examination.
3. Be approved by a minimum of four judges, all of whom must

hold at least a Sectional rating. Before rating the candidate each
judge shall have observed the candidate in not less than one
full-time game or its, equivalent at a sectional tournament, "an
Inter-sectional Weekend ", a sectional gameor a sectional-umpir-
ing clinic, providing association teams are in the game.

4. After holding a rating for a two-year period, she shall be
reexamined every four years.

Awards

A certificate symbolic of the rating for Sectional umpires shall be
awarded. An emblem may be purchased.

LOCAL RATINGS

The Local official shall
I. Be approved by two rated umpires, both of whom shall hold at

least a Local rating. To rate a candidate,-each judge shall observe
USEHA UMPIRING RATINGS 91'



the candidate in not less than one full-time official game or its
equivalent:

2. Receive a grade of at least 80 percent on the current written
examination.

3. After holding a rating for two two-year periods shall be examined
every four years.

Apprentice Ratings
The Apprentice official shall

1.. Be approved by two rated umpires, both of whom hold at least a
Locql rating.

2. Receive a grade of ateast 70 percent on the current written
examination.

3. Be reexamined every year.

Awards .

A certificate symbolic of the rating for Local and Apprentice
umpires shall be awarded. An emblem may be purchased.

Intramural Ratings
The intramural official shall

1. Be approved during an intramural game by a rated official, where
possible, or by her physical education teacher and adjudged
capable of-controlling an intramural

2. Receive a grade of at least 70 percent on the current intramural
written examination.

Awards

Upon receipt of a-report form from the school the local umpiring
chairperson will award a card symbolic of the rating. An emblem
may be purchased.. The rating will expire when the girl graduates or
in one year; whichever occurs first.

Examination Fees
N N fees will be charged for the administration of this rating.

Fee .

,:,

An intramural official may accept no fees for officiating. She- may
only officiate games in her own school.

Sectional and Local Examination Fees
1.. The minimum fee for all written examinations (new 2nd renewal) t

Shall be $1.00
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2. The minimum fee for all practical examinations (new, renewal, orretrial) shall be $1.00.
3. The fee shall be collected by the local umpiring committee,

umpiring center or sectional umpiring committee administeringthe examination.
4. Directive for using standard and apprentice exams:

There are two exams that may be taken in field hockey as of1977.

a. Standard used for any for National, Sectional
and Local ratings.
It may still be taken using either the International
Rules or the School Girl Rules by indicating at the
top of the answer sheet how you wish to take it
If you fail the standard exam, you may notcSake
the apprentice exam.

b: Apprentice primarily for beginning officials and those taking
the hockey exam for the first time. A person who
passes this exam and goes on to takes the practical
exam, may only become an apprentice 'official(even if performance on the field is above this
level). As an apprentice rating has to be renewed
in a year's time, a person would have a chance to

- get a higher rating the following year by taking
the standard exam and practical.c, Scoring --Apprentice---70-or over-in either exam
Local 80 or over in Standard exam
Sectional 90 or over in Standard...exam
National 90 or over in StandarOxam

d. Renewals 'Apprentice every year until attain a Local
Local every two years until renewed twice, then

every four years
Sectional after holding this rating for two years,

be re-examined every four years
National after holding this rating for a four year

period, be re-examined every six ye. Intramural 70% on the current Intramural writte xam or on
the Apprentice exam. Usually given igh school
students judged capable of contro an intra-
mural game. Good for one year or u ; girl grad-
uates, whichever occurs first. There harge
for the exam, and the official may no accep eesfor these games that she may only do in her o
school.
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New Levels of Umpiring
EMILY MAGOON

Emily Magoon received her B.S. degree in physical education
from Skidmore College, Saratoga Springs, New York and her
M.Ed. and Ed.D. from Boston University, Boston, Massachu-

. setts, where she. teaches. She has been chairperson of the
North East Section, is an honorary member of that organiza-
tion and has served as its Umpiring and Selection chairperson.
A National honorary umpire, she is past chairperson of the
National Umpiring Committee, acting as consulting editor.for
the Official Schoolgirl Rules, first published in She was
the Tour Umpire for the U.S. Team at the Worlct Champion;
ships in Edinburgh in 1975, and she runs the umpiring
program at the Merestead Hockey and Lacrosse Camp in
Maine.

Levels of Officiating

These guidelines for judging levels of umpiring have been updated
to follow the new levels of umpiring that were adopted in the fall of
1975, in line with other sports. They should serve as a guide for
umpire and judge alike and have evolved from many discussions with
and suggestions from other judges and nmpires.

Apprentice umpires should be able to control the game calmly
end. firmly. They should be able to recognize most fouls: sticks,
advancing, dangerous hits, simple obstruction such as turning on the
ball and running between an opponent. and the ball, causing the
opponent to break stride. They should be able to.award free hits,
push-ins, corners and defense hits in the correct manner. Their
whistle, arm signals and voice shbuld be clear and definite. They
should position themselves in order to see the ball and fouls
(including offsides) at all times. For beginning umpires control is the
most important factor.

Local umpires, in addition to the above, should be able to put the
advantage rifle into effect in obvious situations. Their arm signals

-should be correct at all times, and their positioning should be precise
to enable them to see all offsides and fouls in the circle. They should
be able to give the correct decision as to which player touched the
ball last when the ball goes out of bounds off two sticks. They
should be able to recognize most types of obstruction, such as
shoulder and stick, and the majority of offsides. They 'should have
good voice and whistle effectiveness.

Sectional umpires allow the game to run smoothly and safely
because of 'their ability to apply the advantage:rule more consis-
94 NAGWS FIELD HOCKEY GUIDE
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tently. They -should recognize morkcomplicated forms of obstruc-
tion, such as third man, being within playing distance-of the ball,andoff sides, and should ably control circle play: Their positioning
should be flexible so the ball is kept in sight at all times, with
excellent anticipation. Their ability to control and adapt to any level
of game at which they are officiating should be firm and calm. Their
signals should be sharp, quick; and clear to all, and use very few
words.' Consistency is all important, while 'smooth whistle-holding
increases the enjoyment of the players.

National officials should be the epitome of umpires! Perfect
control of any level or speed of game is essential. When a Sectional
umpire is sharp, alert, fast, and on top of the game at all times with
subtle whistle-holding techniques, she should be encouraged to
upgrade her rating and get as much practice irr top level
umpiring as possible. A National umpire allows the game to flow,
thus providing enjoyment for both players and spectators.

This is the standard of excellence toward which all umpires
should strive. It is hoped that umpires are able to accept constructive
criticism and to apply it with the diligence that will bring the
satisfaction of a job well done.

Both Sectional and National officials should be thoroughly
knowledgeable in both the International and Schoolgirl Rules, and
so should any Local official who wishes to upgrade..

Intramural rating is available for high school students who are
interested in helping their high schools with intramural gamei. Theycan go on to become Apprentice and/or Local umpires upon
graduation from high school. They should be able to, control the
game and to see simple fouls as well as to have a firnf.whistle and
arm signals.

NEW LEVELS OF UMPIRING
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Hints on Umpiring Techtiiques
EMILY .t. MAGOON

Revised by,FRIEDA KITAK

The following suggestions for and techniques of umpiring are
directed to the beginning and local level umpire whose officiating of
sChoolgiil games will raise many questions in her mind. It is hoped
that situations not spelled out in the official rules will be covered
here and will serve as a guide and reference.

Attributes
A good hockey Official has a thorough knowledge of the rules; a

sense of concentration and anticipation, decisiveness, speed, "good
positioning, impartiality44daptability, a relaxed. manner and the
ability to mat de the game hitt for all.

Strict control during the first few moments of the game keeps the
game flowing without dangerous ,and rough play, sets the proper
tone and lets the players know that fouls will be penalized. Only by
frequent umpiring will the official learn the amount of control to
apply and the extent to which she should use the advantage.rule: to
overofficiate can be as shattering to players as to underofficiate.

The following items are necessary:
1. A loud, clear-toned whistle ou a lanyard worn around the neck
2. A chin for tossing and a current rulebook
3. Paper and pencil for Marking the score
4. A watch with sweep secondhand if necessary to time
S. Cleated shoes and a full, dark skirt (preferably in contrast to the

two teams uniforms)
6. A white jacket, sweater, windbreaker, or shirt, or a vertically

striped black and white windbreaker or shirt to distinguish the
umpire from the players and spectators. The majority opinion
of the USFHA Umpiring Committee has been that a white
jacket be worn during club, sectional and international matches.
.When a black and white striped jacket is to be worn, both
umpires should mutually ltgree to wear them for the same game.

'7. A visor or sunglAses
8. An extra game ball

PregameTrocedures .

I. Arrive at leaSt 15 minutes before the game. Let the schaol know
if you are unable to be there or if you will be late. 41.

2. Discuss with the OtHer umpire the area of the field to be covered
by you andooperate with, her. -
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Figure 1.
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3. Call captains together and toss coin for choice of ends_ Suggest .
that captains ask anAkuestions at halftime. Make sure coaches
have mutually agreed to length of .halves and upon Substitution
only at halves or in case of injury; or if the Officia1.8ctoolgirl
Rules are used, make clear which substitution rule is in. effect in
their league.

4. Examine markings on. field, placement of goals and securing of
nets. If they 65 not meet specifications, suggest tactfully that
changes be made before the next -gake. .

5. Make sure leatheD or plastic game bal/i are used for the match.
6. Examine players' sticks occasionally for splinters or overtaping.
7. Insist on pinnies, including one for the goalie, if .teams' uniforms

are at allsimilar. .
8. Be firm about substitutions;"reentry, tie games and appeals

when umpiring league or conference games. When you contract
to do a game, make sure you are aware of any league rules that
may differ from the USFHA-NAGWS rules, and be prepared'to
point out, where necessary, any deviations that may be harmful
to either e p or the spirit of the game. A suggested
method f tiebreaking, if necessary to declare the winner of
play-off me, would be by keeping track of penalty corners
and come 'or the amount of time each team is on the attack. A
special ti er or scorer should be used for this purpose. (See
pages 26 7 in the Official Schoolgirl Rules.)

/
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Positioning
I. Keep. outside the field oiit.of the Way of the players.

2.. lilow wilittle for push -ins on own side of. the field when ball
':::goes Out over sideline. Put one arm up in direction for push -in

. and, say, color or name of team to take it. See that the push-in,is
taken in the right spot and then move-ahead in direction of the

3. Move only as far as the 50-yard line when calling out -of- bounds
in other, end of field. tke whistle, arm and voice to indiCate
where the.-push-in;iS- to- be taken: .

:4. Move up and down outside the sideline near the. attacking right
Wing and aheadc.of the playei-/ with the ball 'when there.are two

- defense- between her and the:goal (Figure 2); or in line with the
second defense., so as to judge offsides (Figure . -

I-1
I I. I

0

-1114 I X. x x

Figure 2. .

-t
, 4"

'98 ;,%

Figure 3. s. -
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5. Come onto the field to be able to see play as the ball enters the
circle. When the ball is on the far side of the field, it may be
necessary to come m near the goal. Be ready to get out o1 the
way of the players and to recover on line with the edge of the
circle to see fouls and offsides in that area

6. Blow whistle for free hits; put one arm up, take position oppo-
site, where hit is to be taken until ball is placed, then move
ahead quickly. If hit is not being taken on the correct spot,
blow several short, sharp blasts before the player has a chance to
hit the ball and indicate where hit is to be taken.

7. Make sure that ball is placed correctly on corners and penalty
/-lev corners. The other official should see that the defending for-

wards do not go over the 50-yard line to help their defense until
"the moment" the ball has been "hit by the attacker." Stand
about 5 yards out from end line so you can see both the attack
and the defer& at the moment the ball is hit. The other offi-
cial should see that the defending forwards do not go over the
50-yard line to help their defense until the moment the ball has
been hit.

8. Mark off 2 yards from the end line in long strides for a penalty
stroke. Take a 'position toward the goal out of the way of the
players taking the stroke, butt close enough so you can see their1 feet and the ball. The other official segs that all other players
stay behind the 25-yard line until the result of the stroke is
determined. She may also take up a position on the goal line to
watch the ball entering the goal. This has proved to be of great
help to the official implementing the taking of the stroke. The
stroke is started and finished with a whistle, aftekhaving taken
time-out for the penalty stroke. Restart the game, time-in, by a
whistle for a bully at the 50-yard line if a goal has been scored,
or with a 16-yard defense hit if no goal has been scored.

9. Take a stance to the right of all bullies in order to have an
unobstructed view of the ball and the players' feet.

10. Recover back from the circle area as play moves back tapard
center. Be ready- to move back in the direction of your goal as
the direction of the pliy changes. Keep moving so that your
view of the ball is never blocked by the players. Cooperation of
both officials is important near the 50-yard line when one
official is recovering and the ball comes out toward the center.
The other official should be ready to call fouls that occur in this
area, and any fouls coming out on her side, as shown -by the
shaded area in Figure 1.

Voice and Whistle .
The voice should be used to indicate the following:

1. The team to take push-in
HINTS ON UMPIRING TECHNIQUES 9 $ 99



2. A. corner, penalty corner and defense hit when ball. goes out
over end line 'also helpful to point to spot where hit is to be
taken

3. Position of offside player so opponent will know who is to take
free hit ,

4. A free hit. when ball advances out over sideline
5. Where to-take free hit or push-in if there is any question by play-

er concerned
6. A foul called only if there is a question

If a team, especially younger or/beginning players, is not well
coached in the rules, you may have 'to explain and help quite a bit
but talk should be kept to a minimum.

The whistle is blown short and sharp 'unless otherwise indi-
cated for the following reasons:
1. To start the game and for all other center bullies umpire in

whose end the goal was scored restarts the game
2. To penalize a foul
3. For time-out and time-in
4. To start and end a penalty stroke.
5. To restart the game with a 16-yard defense hit after the com-

pletion of a penalty stroke
6. For a ball that gdes out-of-bdunds, including a push-in
7. For a goal long blast, both arms pointing horizontally back to

the 50-yard line
8.'At halftime and the ind of the game long blast
9. To recall play at any time. . .free hits, bullies, corners, etc.

series of short blasts.
The whistle is hot blown:
1. To start a corner or penalty corner hit
2. For a free hit
3. For a push-in .

4. On a 16-yard hit out. F A
The whistle is never held when the attack fouls in the circle. I"-

'The whistle is held to.give an advantage to the side that has been
fouled. This is .especially true in the circle when the defense ,fouls.
Every advantage and opportunity should be given to the attack to
score. The ability to use the advantage rule correctly comes!, with

experience and makes the game more enjoyable for all players. I -
Simply stated, the umpire should not penalize every foul that

she sees but should hold her whistle for the play immediately fol-
lowing to see if those fouled can gain or maintain satisfactory pos-
session of the ball. She should make her decision quickly, andionce
she puts the advantage rule into effect she should not change her
mind. Often the nonoffender does not take full advantage of the op-
portunity at.hand but the umpire must not penalize then foi' the
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Original foul..11 in doubt, it is better for a eginnifig official to blow
the whistle fora a foul rather than to ref from blbwing. Experi-
ence will assist in making the correct judgm nts on holding.

If an umpire makes a wrong decision, she should change it at
once. Following are some typical situations
1. Player reports wrong decision made bather favor..Umpire is cer-

tain that the player was in abetter pose on to see or feel the play
than she was.

di, 2. Umpire calls push-in or free hit in wro g direction, realizes mis-
take, and changes decision. Do not c ge mind once resulting
play has occurred.

3. Umpire signals a goal, but an attack p
the ball into the goal or players tell he
side of net. Be ready to judge fairly
essary.

4. Umpire brows whistle and realizes she
change decision. Play has stopptd.and
fouled is lost; cpmpleteithe penalty.

5. Play stops becaus& of 'whistle from -ot r field. Do not allow play
to continue if one team is going to any advantage. Have a
bully on the spot.

Concentrate on the ball and the play of he moment. Do not dwell
on past decisions.

yer tells her she advanced
of ball entering through"

d change decision if.nec-

should hive held. Do not
e advantage to the team

Fouls Often Oierlooked
There are several fouls listed in the

lax about calling:
1. Sticks raising the stick above the s

and call sticks the same throughout
on the follow-through of a scoop.

2. Dangerous hitting hitting the ball
at close range so she advances it. Call
hitting the bail unless her opponent

Y4

es that officials are often

oulder level. Be consistent;
e game. Watch for sticks

directly into the opponent
the foul against the player
oyes in to her at,the

last moment. Be consistent about lof ed-Jiard hits and volleys hit
directly at the goalie. Do not hesitate to call back. a goal if you
feel the hit into the goal was dangerous. The lifted scoop on a
free hit or in regular play should be Called if dangerous play re-
sults. Umpire must use her own discretion. f

3. Hitting or interfering with sticks tackling a stick instea &pf the
balL Often as a player attempts to pass or shoot at goal she is
tackled and her stick is bit instead of ball wj.ththe resulting loss
or misdirection of the ball.

.

Situations Often Miscalled a
1. Obstruction player pulls theball Close to the body or a little to

the side in dribbling from the left side of the field to the right.
HINTS ON UMPIRING TECHNIQUES
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An opposing player attempts to tackle from-behindoT to the side,
making player with the ball look as though she:ii obstructing. Watch
feet and shoulders of the player with thc ball and if they continue
on line, there is no foul.

2. Fouls involving the goalkeeper watch for:
a. Lifting the ball dangerously on a clear
b. Stopping the ball first, then making sticks during the clear
c. Deflecting the lifted ball with a forward motion of her arm,

placing ball in an advantageous position to clear
d. Rushing, forward toward the goalkeeper see .if forward mo-

tion interferes with or knocks down goalkeeper, with a possi-
ble resulting goal. Look also for the goalkeeper playing a rush-
ing forward, not the ball.

3. Fouls in the -circle the umpire should use her discretion in in-
terpreting "repeated fouling in the circle by the defense." She
should be able f determine if the defense is fouling the forwards
on purpose to.prevent scoring or if the attack is just too aggres-
sive and more highly skilled than the defense. When there is foul-
ing, in the circle that you think may be deliberate, warn the per-
son the fasi time; then award a penalty corner; if repeated a
third time, you may award a penalty stroke. If deliberate fouling
continues, the official may, suspend the player from the game'
for not less than 5 minutes, or permanently if she feels the foul
or misconduct was flagrant.

4. Violations watch for:
a. Players crossing the line too soon on bullies and corners

_b. Players nearefthan .5 yards on free hits and push-ins
c.' Players crossing to within 5 yards of player taking the free

hit or push-in.
5, Substitutions, accidents and interference

a. Time-out is not taken for windedness or breakage of a stick.
b. Time -out may be taken for accidents or spectators or dogs

coming on the field. -
c. Time-out is taken if ball becomes lodged in playing apparel

of a player or pads of the goalkeeper. The game is restarted
with a bully .on the spbt never less than 5 yards from the
goal line.

d. Breach of the substitute rule by one team.results in a penalty
corner for the opponents. When-this is taken may be left to
the discretion of the umpire. For a breach of the rule by both
teams simultaneously the game shall be stopped the first time
the ball is dead and a bully shall be taken on a spot chosen by
the umpire.
A player who he been taken out of the game for any reason
may not reenter unless no substitute has been pit In her place.
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g no substitute. .bas been put in for her, a player.
incapacitated-1,ay return When she is ready to

See bfficial Schoolgirl Rules, Rule 20- for schoolgirl _

Mona
interference' from the We4nes judged by the =-
detrimental to the caustipmporary sus-

f 'the game' and .1 g to the oTfender(s1. (See
hoolgirl Rules, Rule '12-L Penalties #4 and Notesj'in
e 12-L. International Rules: See Rule -12, IV,' MIS-

-CO and Penalties 4(bXi,
Above ,a11, e umpire must keep cool. Def not let the players,

coaches or, spectators insult or upset you. Maintain a polite and
pleasant prier and always be firm.' i

1 UMPIRING INQUIRIES-
Inqu ncerning umpiring or umpiring techniques should
be direc ed to:

ELLEN HAWVER
, 63 city View Drive.

Rdbliester, Ny 14625
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PREFACE

Rules of the Game of Hockey
Guidance for Players and Umpires

Advice to Umpires

These Rules of the Game of Hockey, Guidance for Players and
Umpires and Ad Vice to Umpires are issued under the Authority of
the International Hockey Rules Board and of the Women's Inter-
national. Rules Board. They supersede all previous issues by either
body.

The objects of the two boards are to provide: .
1. A Code of Rules and Interpretations which are common

throughout the world
2. A logical sequence in presentation

, 3. Guidance and Advice for Players and Umpires
4.'Regulations on ground making and equipment
The copyright of the handbook is held jointly by both-Boards

and the contents may not be reproduced, or translated,, either
wholly or in part, without permission.

The Rules, Guidance and Advice apply to a.11 hockey players and
umpires. For convenience and clarity the masculine gender is used.
Where Sections or Sub-sections apply to women only'or men only
they are marked accordingly.

Sections printed in small type in Rule 15 are notes in amplifica-
tion of this rule and should therefore be read-inconjunction with it.

In guidance for players and umpires there is a certain amount of
repetition. It is thought desirable to amplify ,the. rules for the assis-
tance of those who may be unfamiliar with the, game arid to deal
with questions which may arise in the minds of newcomers.

The only major amendment to the Rules since the publication of
the 1975 edition is the deletion of Rule 18(d) Women Only. The
substitution provisions are now the same for all players.

Attention is drawn to Rule 12 1(c) "Sticks." It is neither more
nor less important than any other (rule. Players who:transgress it
should be penalized by the umpiresaccordingly and umpires should
be encouraged and supported in the application of this rule.

The Boards are very concerned at the increasing amount of physi-
cal and rough' play and that umpires are not using to the full the
powers given to them under Rule 12 IV and particularly penalties
4(b).

Both Boards are actively cbnsidering the question of metrication.
A step has been taken in this direction by altering the 2" conversion'
from 5.08 centimetres to 5.10 centimetres.
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26 Stompond Lane K.G.D. CitQFT (Mr.)
Walton-on-Thames, Hon. Secretary International Hockey
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A-Peterborough, Hon. Secretary Women's International
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SEQUENCE OF RULES

).?.
RULES
1 Teams and Duration of Play
2 Captains ,
3 Umpires and Timekeepers
4 Field of Play (See Plan on Page 117)
5 Goals, Ppsts, etc.
6 Shooting Circles
W The Ball.

,

PAGE
110
111
111
113
115
116
116

8 The Stick , 118
9 Players' Dress and Zguipment . 120

10
11

The Bully
Scoring a Goal

120
122

12 Conduct of Play
1t1

122
13 Off-side . --- 127
14 Free Hit ' 128
15 Penalty Corner. 130
16 -Penalty Stroke 133
17 Ball outside Field of Play

Over Goal-Line I 16 yards Hit 137
II Corner 137

III 1Penalty Corner 138
Over Side-Line IV .P4sh-in 138

18 Accidents , 139

J
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RULES OF THE GAME OF HQCKEY

GUIDANCE FOR PLAYERS AND UMPIRES

ADVICE TO UMPIRES

(with effect from 1st August, 1977)%

Issued under the authority of the

International Hockey Rules Board

and the
Women's International Hockey Rules Board
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RULES -OF. THE. GAME OF HOCKEY

Rules for the Game of Hockey Guidance for Players and Umpires

1. TEAMS AND DURATION
OF PLAY.

(a) A game shall be played be-
tween two teams. Not more
than eleven players of each
team shall be on the field of
play at the same time. At no
time shall there be on the
field more than one goal-
keeper in each team.

(b) Each team is permitted to
substitute up to two players
during the game. (The pro-.
vision is not mandatory at
any level.)

(c) No player once substituted
shall be permitted on the
field again and no substitute
shall be permitted for a sus-
pended player during his
suspension.

(d) Substitution of players may
only .take place with the
prior pelmission of an um-
pire during any stoppage 0
play other than for the'
award of a corner, a penalty
corner, of. a penalty stroke.

Time may be added for .
Substitutions.

(e) The duration of the game
shall be two periods of ,
thirty-five minutes each, un-
less otherwise agreed before
the game.

(f) At half-time the teams shall-
change ends, and the dura-
tion of the interval shall.not
exceed five minutes, unless
otherwise agreed before the
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RULES

game, but in no case shall it
exceed ten minutes.

(g) The game starts when the
umpire blows his whistle for
the' opening bully. (See also
Rule 10(a).)

2. CAPTAINS.
The captains shall:
(a) toss for choice of ends.
(b) before the start of play and

on any change, indicate, if
necessary, to each other and
to the umpires, their respec-
tive goalkeepers.

(c) be responsible. for obtaining
approval Of an umpire, be-
fore putting on a substitute.
'(See also Rule 1(d).)

5.4 UMPIRES AND TIME-
10EEPERS.

(a) There shall be two umpires
to control the lime and to
administer the rules. These
umpires 'shall be the sole
judges of fair and ,unfair:
play during:the game.
Unless Otherwise provided,
each team chall be re-
sponsible for providing one
umpire.

(c) Each umpire shill be:
(i) primarily responsible

for decisions in his

(b)

GUIDANCE.

3. UMPIRES AND TIME-
KEEPERS.

It is recommended that:
(a) -the time in each half should

be kept by both umpires;
but, by Jnutzial agreement,-

- one umpire should be pri-
marily responsible. for the
starting and ending of each
half.

(b) to avoid any error, the
umpires should exchange an
agreed signal before starting
or re-starting play and also
approximately one minute

own half of the field, before the end of each half
for the whole of the (c) if the umpire primarily
game without changing responsible appears to be
ends. over-running the time, then

(ii). solely respo for his colleague should stop
decisions on t ush-in play and consult him on the

matter.

RULES OF THE GAME OF HOCKEY



RULES GUIDANCE

for the full length of his
nearer side-line.

(iii) solely responsible for
decisions, on corners,
penalty corners, pen-
alty strokes and goals in
his own half

(d) The umpires shall be respon-
sible for keeping time for
the duration of the game. It
shall be permissible to have
a timekeeper or timekeep-
ers. Such timekeepers shall
take over only thoseduties
of the umpires which con-
cern the , keeping of time
and the indication of the
end of each half.

(e) Umpires shall allow the full
or agreed time and shall
keep T written record of the
goals as they are scored.

If) Time shall be allowed for all
enforced stoppages and,
when necessary, extra time
for the completion of a
penalty stroke, and shall be
added to that half in which
the stoppage occurred.

(g) Umpires and timekeepers
shall be debarred from
coaching during a game and
during the interval:

(h) Umpires shall only blow the
whistle to:

(i) start and end each half
of the game.

(ii) enforce a penalty or
suspend the game for
any other reason.

112

(d) the umpires should agree
the amount of time to be
added after each penalty
stroke and after any sub-
stantial stoppage for acci-
dental or otherwise. (See.
Rule 16(f) and Rule 18(a).)

(e) "Enforced Stoppages."
Reasons justifying such
stoppages include accidents,
penalty strokes, time wast-
ing, repair of goals and
other unforeseen, incidents.
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RULES

(iii) start and end a penalty
stroke.

(iv) indicate, when neces-
sary, that the ball has
passed wholly outside
the field of play.

(v) signal a goal.
(vi) re-start the game after a

goal has been scored
and after a suspension
of play.

(i) Umpires shall satisfy them-
selves before the game tliat-,
as far as practicable, Rti1es.4
to 9 inclusive are observed.

UMPIRES .SHALL REFRAIN
FROM ENFORCING A PEN-
ALTY IN CASES' WHERE
THEY ARE SATISFIED THAT
BY ENFORCING IT AN AD-
VANTAGE WOULD BE GIVEN
TO THE OFFENDING, TEAM.

4. FIELD OF PLAY. (See Plan
on page 117.) - .

(a) The field shall be rectangu-
lar, 100 yards long and 60
yards wide. Its boundaries
shall be clearly marked Out
with lin& in accordance
with the Plan. on page117.)
The longer lines shall be
called the side,lines.and the
shorter the goallines, the lat-
ter to 3 inches wide
thro ut. .

(b) The tre line snail be
marked4out throughout its
length. The .25-yards lines
shall be marked with broken
lines throughout 'their
length.
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RULES

(c) To assist in the control of
the push-in, across the cen-
tre line and each 25-yards
line, parallel to- and 5 yards
from the side-lines a mark
of 2 yards in- length shall
be made.

(d) A mark shall be placed in-
side thi field of play on
each side-line and parallel to
the goal-line and 16 yards
from its inner edge. The
mark shall not exceed 12
inches in length.

(e) For penalty corner hits, the
field shall be marked inside
the field of play on the (7.
goal-lines on both sides of
the goal at 5 yards and 10
yards from the nearer goal-
post. For - corner hits the
field shall be marked ,inside
the field of play on the goal-
lines and oti the side-lines,
5 yards on either side of
the corner flags.

(f) A spot shall be marked 7
yards in front of the centre
of each goal. The spot shall
be of not more than 6 in. in
diameter.

(g) No marks other 'than those
shown on the Plan on page

- 117 are permissible on the
playing surface.

(h) Flag posts .,at least 4 ft. and
. not more than 5 ft. high,

shall be placed for the
whole game on each corner
of the field, also at the cen-
tre mid, for men, at the 25-
yards lines; those at the cen-
tre and the 25-yards lines

GUIDANCE

Goalkeepers should not be
allowed to scrape any marks
on the surface of the
ground.

Corner Flag

f
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RULES .

Shall be at least 1 yard out-
side the side-lines:

:5: GOALS, POSTS, ETC.
:.(See ;Sbecificatiob- on page

.

(a) . Thtte .shallf be a goal at the
centre: of goal-line,
cOnsisiing of tWo perpen-
dicutir..rposts 4 yards apart,
joined' together US, a hone,

t zolita.1: cross-bar 7:feet from
the ground (inside measure-
meats):. Thee frent. baSe of

ghat' touch
the outer edge of the goal-
line. The goal-posts khall,itot
extend upwards beyond the
cross-bar, nor.. shall the
cross -bar extend sidewaYs
beyond the goal-posts. The.
goal-posts and cross-bar
shall be rectangular and
shall be 2 inches wide, not

. more thari 3 filches deep
and Ain be painted: white.
Nets shall be attached firm-
ly to the goal-posts andthe
cross -bar, at intervals Of not
more 6 inches, and
shall e :attached firmly to
the ground. behind the goal.

,1(0. 'A; back-board, 4 yards.-,in
. length and not exceeding 18-

Inches in height, shall be
.) placed at the foot of and

inside the goal-neti. Side-
, ',boards of a minimum lspgth

of 4 feet and not exceeding
18' inches in height, shall be
placed at right angles ,to the
goal-lines. The side-boards
'shall be fixed to the back of

RULES OF THE GRME OF HOCKEY
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5. GOAL-POSTS, ETC.
Umpires should check:

'(a) that goalposts.' are firmly
fixed. °

(b) that the crossbar and goal-
'posts are painted Trite.

(4, that the goal-posts are cor-
rectly placed in relation to.
the'goal -line.

Id) that there are no holes or
bad tears iii-the netting, that

- the goal-nets are properly,
attached and that goal-
boards . are inside the net
and do not project beyond
the back of the goal-posts.

'Without such careful inspection
there may be difficulty and even
inaccuracy in making decisions
of a critical nature.

9
-C. kJ
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RULES GUIDANCE

the goal-posts, so that the
width of the goal-post is not
effectively increased.

Jc) No chocks shall be placed
inside the goal to support
any of the boards. -

6. SHOOTING CIRCLES..
In front,of each goal a line shall
be drawn 4 yards long and 3
inches wide, parallel tb and 16 _-
yards from the goal-line. The 16
yards-shall be measured from the
inside front corner of the goal-
posts to the outer ,edge of that
line. This line shall be continued
'each. way to meet the goal-lines
by quarter circles having the in-
side front corner of the goal-
posts as centres. The space
enclosed by the lines, includ-
ing -the lines themselves, shall
be called the shooting circle
(hereinafter referred to as "the
circle").

THE BALL.
(a) The cover of-the ball shall

be of white leather or of
any other leather_ painted
white. It. shall be sewn in a
manner similar to the cover
of a regulatioi 'a:la:et ball,.
or it may be seainels..

(b) The inner portion Of the
ball shall be compose. of

. . cork and twine, to
that of a regulation cket
ball.

(c) The weight of the. ball s
not be more than _ 534
ounces nor less than 51/2

. ounces.

11$
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RULES GUIDANCE

(d) The circumference of the
ball ,all be not more than
9Y4 inches nor less than
8-13/16 inches,

(e) A ball of any.other matetial
or colour, but of the size
and weight specified above,
may be, used as agreed upon
mutually befoie the game.

8. THE STICK.
(a) The stick shall. have a flat

face on its left-hand side
only. The face of the stick is
the whole of the flat side
and that part of the handle
for the whole of the length
which is above the flat side.

(b). The head of the stick (i.e.
the part below the lower
end of the splice) shall be of
wood and shall not be edged
with or 'have any, insets or
fittings of metal or any
other substance, nor t211
there be any 'sharp edget or
dangerous splinters. It shall
not be cut square or
pointed, but shall have
rounded ed es..

_w.(c) The total t of the stick
shall not excee 8 ounces
for men, 23 ounces for
women, nor be less than 12
ounces and".4 shall be of
such a size, inclusive of any
covering, thatit can be
passed through a ring having .
an interior diameter of 2
inches. (5.10 centimetres)'. .. (

(d) Umpires shall forbid thedie
of any. stick which in their
opinion does not comply.

11$ NAGWS FIELD HOCKEY GUIDE



A full scale plan of the field pf pliy is available from the Hon.
Secretaries.
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RULES

- with this Rule. (See Rule
3(0-)

Penalty.
For any breach of this Rule
any player concerned shall
not be allowed on the field
of until such time as he
has complied with this Rule.

9. PLAYERS' DRESS AND
E6)UIPMENT.

Each team should wait the
dress approved by _its Asso-
ciation, or. Club, unless var-
ied to avoid confusion in a
particular game. Players_
shall not have ',dangerous
spikes, studs or protruding
nails in footwear, or wear
anything that may be dan-
gerous to other players.

(b) The following equipment is
-'permitted for use by goal-
keepers only: Padg, Kickers,
Gauntlet Gloves and Masks.

(c) Umpires shall forbid the
wearing of anything which
in their opinion does not
comply with this Rule. (See
Rule 3(i).),

Penalty.
For any breach of this Rule,
any player concerned' shall
not be allowed on. the field
of play until such time as he
has complied with this Rule.

0)

10. THE BULLY.
(a) A bully shall be played at

the (centre of the field .to
start' the game, to re-start it

#120 -

1 J..1

GUIDANCE

t

flt

10. V1-1E BULLY.

Note.the distance laid down:
(a) no bully in the circle within

NAGWS FIELD HOCKEY GUIDE



RULES

after half-time and after a
goal is scored. (See Rules 12
III and 11(b)(i).)

(b) To bully, a player of each
team shall stand squarely
facing the side-lines, each
with his own goal-line antis.
right. The ball shall be
placed on the, ground be-
tween the two playetl.
Each player Shall p with
his stick, first the ground
between the ball and his
own goal-line, and then,
with the flat face of his
stick, his opponent's stick,
over -the ball, three times
alternately, after which one
of these two players .shall
play the ball 'with his stick
to put it into general play.

(c) Until the ball is in general
play, all other players shall
be nearer to their own
goal-line than is the ball and
shall not stand within 5
yards of the ball.

(d) A bully in the circle shall
not be played within .5
yards of the goal-line.

Penalties.
1. For any bieach of this Rule,

the bully shall be played
again.

2. For persistent breaches of
this Rule, the umpire may
award a free hit to the
opposing team; or, for such

6 breaches in the circle by a
.defender, a penalty corner.

RULES OF THE GAME OF HOCKEY

GUIDANCE

5 yards of the goal-line.
(b) All players must remain

on-side and 5 yards from
the ball until the ball is in
general play.

Only the fiat fq* of the stick
(Rule 10(b)) may he used during
the bully and contact must take
place over . the' ball. Muoh
obstruction will be prevented if
the two players are made to-
stand square, not moving their
feet until the ball isin play.

a
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RULES GUIDANCE

11. SCORING A GOAL.
(a) A goal is scored when the

whole ball has passed com-
pletely over the goal-line
between the goal-posts and
under the cross-bar, the ball,
within the circle, having
been hit by, or l3aving
glanced off, the stick of an
attacker except as specially
provided for in Rule 15(g)
and Rule 16. It is imma-
terial if the ball subse-
quently touch, or be played
by one or more defenders.
If, during__ the game, the
goal-posts'Ind/or the cross-
bar become displaced, and
the ball, pass completely
over the goal-line at a point
which, in the umpire's opin-
ion, be between where the
goal-posts and/or under
where the cross-bar, respec-
tively, should have been, a
goal is scored.

(b) The team scoring the greater
number of goals shall be the
winner.

12. CONDUCT OF PLAY.
I A player shall not:
(a) play the ball , with the

rounded side of hii stick.
(b) take part in or interfere

with the game unless he has
his own stick in his-hand; or
change his sticks , for the
purpose of taking part in
the game under Rules' 14,
15, 16, and 17 II and III.
"Own stick" .means the stick

122
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11. SCORING A GOAL.
Tke ball must be inside the circle
when hit by an attecker (al-
though he himself ma k be out-
side). If it is hit within the
circle and then touches the stick
or person of s defender or
defenders before crossing the
goal-line between the posts, a
gogl is scored.
Should the ball be hit' from
outside the circle by an attacker
and be diverted between the
posts by a defender who is ireor
outside the circle within the,
25-yard area, a corner should be
given.
Note:
(a) the lines are part of the cir-

cle.
(b) the whole ball must cross

the goal-line before a goal is
scored.

After a stoppage of play inside
the circle the ball must again be
hit from inside the circle by the
stick of an attacker, before a
goal can be scored.

12. CONDUCT OF PLAY.
1(c) Sticks.:
When striking at the ball, no part
of the player's stick (handle or
blade) must in any event rise
above his shoulder.
A penalty stroke should be given
when a defender (usually the
goalkeeper) has saved a probable
goal on his stick above his
shoulder; but not if he gives

NAGWS FIELD HOCKEY GUIDE
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with which the player began to
play, or any stick that he
legitimately substitutes. for it.

(c) raise any part of his stick
above his shoulder, either at
the beginning or at the end
of a stroke, when approach-
ing, attempting to play,
playing the ball, or stopping
the ball. .

(d) hit wildly into an opponent
or play or kick-the ball in
such a way as to be dan-
gerous in itself, or likely to
lead to dangerous play.

(e) stop or deflect the ball on
the ground or in the air with
any part of the body TO
HIS OR HIS TEAM'S AD-
VANTAGE (except as pro-
vided for in Rule 12 II(15)).

(f) use the foot or leg to sup-
port the stick in order to
resist an opponent.

(g) pick up, kick, throw, carry
or propel the ball in any
manner or direction except
with the stick.

(h) hit, hook, hold, striketat or
. interfere with an opponent's

stick.
(i) charge, kick, shove, trip,

strike at or personally
handle an opponent or his
clothing.

(j) obstruct . by running be-
tween an opponent and the
ball or interpose himself
or his stick as an obstruc-
tion.

RULES OF THE GAME OF HOCKEY

GUIDANCE

"sticks at the beginning or-end,
of his stroke, when a penalty
corner might be more appro-
priate.

I(d) Dangerous Play.
This rule is intended to prevent
injury to players and umpires,
should be very firm in penalizing
dangerous play such as under-
cutting

A rising ball is dangerous when it
causes legitimate ,evasive action
on the part of the players.
A player should be penalized
who by raising the ball is guilty
of or directly causes dangerous
play. Hitting the ball while it is
in the air is not permissible if the
stroke is itself dangerous. The
practice of carrying or bouncing
the ball on the stick is dis-
approved, because it becomes
dangerous play when the player
concerned is tackled by an
opponent, who is then forced to
play the ball in the air Whenever
it is continued- to this point it
should be p-enalized.
I(e) Stopping the Ball.
A raised ball may be stopped or
caught by the hand, but the ball
must drop immediately to the
ground. If, however, the ball is
lifted dangerously into an on-
coming player who uses his
hand to protect himself, and in
so doing propels the ball slightly
forward, he should not be penal-
ized. If a. penalty is given it

123
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.
II A player may,
(a) play the ball only with lhe

flat side of his stick which
includes. that part of the
handle above theflat side..

(b) stop the 15411 with his hand
Or_catch it. In the latter case

.4the ball., shall !be: releaSed
into playinmediately.

(c). tackle from the left ot an
opponent provided. that he
play i the ball without
previous .interference with

. the stick or person. of his
opponent: (See: -Rule 121,
particidarly (h), (i), (j).).

(d) if he is goalkeeper,
allowed' to kick ..the ball or
stop it :With any part of his
body but only when the ball

- is inside his own

III .
If the ball becomes lodged .in the
pads of a goalkeeper (or in the
clothing of any player or um-
pire) the umpire shall stop the
game and re-start it by a bully
on the spot where the incident
occulted (subject to Rule
10(d)). If the ball strikes an
umpire the game shall continue.
IV MISCONDUCT.
ROUGH OR DANGEROUS
PLAY, TIME-WASTING OR
ANY BEHAVIOUR WHICH IN
THE UMPIRE'S OPINION

GUIDANCE'

should be againit the player who
raised the ball.

BEFORE PENALIZING A
BREACH INVOLVING THE
STOPPING . OF . THE BALL
WITH SOME PARTI O.F THE
BODY (OTHER THAN THE
HAND) THE UMPIRE MUST
BE SATISFIED THAT THE
PLAYER .CONCERNED USED
HIS BODY EITHER

(i) BY MOVING INTO)
THE LINE OF THE

. TALL. ,
Ai) BY SO POSITIONING

- HIMSELF THAT HIS
:INTENTION TO STOP
: THE BALL 11C1 SUCH

A MANNER WAS
CLEAR.

pi) BY MAKING NO
EFFORT TO AVOID
BASING HIT.

1(g) Propelling the Ball.
Note:

(i)

('V

the ball must not be
carried forward in any
way by the body.
a player should node
penalized for a rebound
when the ball has .been
hit straight at him from
close quarters by an
opponent.

1(h) Stick Interference.
Hooking and striking at sticks
should be strictly penalized.
Should a player slash wildly at
The ball and hit an opponent or
his stick instead, he should be

124 NAGWS FIELD HOCKEY GUIDE
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AMOUNTS TO MISCONDUCT
SHALL NOT BE PERMITTED.
Penalties.

1. Outside the circle.
A free hit shall be awarded
to the opposing team. .An
umpire shall, however,
award a penalty corner for
an offence by any defender
in his own 25 yards area,
when, in the umpire's opin-
ion, the offence was deliber-
ate.

2. Inside the. circle by an
attacker.
A free hit shall be awarded
to the defending team.

3. Inside the circleby a de-
fender.
A penalty corner or a
penalty stroke shall be
awarded to the attacking
team.

4. Inside and Outside the
circle.

(a) For a simultaneous breach
pof this Rule by two op-

. ponents, the umpire shall
order a bully to be played
on -the spot where the
breach occurred (subject to
Rule 10(d)).
For rough or dangerous play
or misconduct, in addition
to awarding the appropriate
penalty, the umpire may:
(i) Warn the offending

player(s).
suspend him temporar-
ily, for not Jess than
five minutes:

RULES OF THE GAME OF-MoCKEY

(b)

GUIDANCE,

penalized. A player may not
throw his stick at the ball.
IN(1) Body Interference and

Obstruction.
Subject to the "advantage Rule%
umpires should be particularly
strict on obstruction and other
forms .of interference dealt with
in this Rule.
It should be noted that ob-
struction- doer- not necessarily
depend on the distance from the
ball of the players concerned.

A player even if in possession of
the ball, may not interpose his
body as ak- obstruction to an
opponent. A change of direction
by a half-turn of the body with
this result may amount to ob-
struction. It should be noted,.
however, that even a complete
turn does not constitute a
breach unless an opponent has
thereby been obstructed in an
attempt to play the ball.
Obstruction occurs frequently at
push-ins and should be jvdtched
for carefully.
A player must not interpose any
part of his body or htssstick as
an obstruction between . his
opponent and the bale Watch
too 'for third party interference
i.e. a player interposing himself
between his opponent aiy.-1. the.
ball so that a* felldw player has
an opportunity to clear or play
the ball.

1 Del.



RULES

(iii) suspend him from fur-
Cher participation in
the game.

A temporarily suspended player
shall remain behind his 'own
goal, until allowed by the um-
pire by whom he was suspend-
ed, to resume play; when neces-
sary changing ends at the start
of the second half of the game.

126
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Other names for these Offences
are:
shadow- obstruction, shepherd-
ing, blocking out or.- even as a
general term "close-marking".
II(d) The Goalkeeper.
A goalkeeper is not allowed to
strike at the ball with his hand,
or breast it out with his body.
Umpires are disposed to be too
lenient towards breaches of the
Rules by goalkeepers.
The more usual breaches are
running between an opponent
and the ball when it is about to

ego behind, opening the legs to
let the ball go through when an
opponent is within striking. dis-
tance and making a wild stroke
at the ball when Clearing.
The goalkeeper must not be al-
lowed further privileges than
those given by this Rule.
Goalkeepers are not permitted
to kick dangerously. (See
121(d).)

III
Note that if the ball become
lodged in the pads of a goal-
keeper (or in the clothing of
any player or umpire) the um-
pire shall suspend the game and
re-start it by a bully on the
spot where the incident oc-
curred. (Subject to Rule 10(d).)
PENALTIES.

The penalties for rough and
dangerous play, misconduct, or

NAGWS FIELD HOCKEY GUIDE
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13. OFF-SIDE.
(a) A player of the same team

as the striker or pusher-in is
in an off-side position if, AT
THE MOMENT WHEN THE
BALL IS HIT OR PUSHED-
IN he be nearer to his
opponents' goal-line than
the ball is unless:
he be in his own half of the
field,
OR -

there be at least two oppo-
nents nearer to their own

igoal-line than he is.
For the purpose of this Rule, a
player of either team shall be
deemed to be on the field of
play even though he be outside,
the side line or behind the
goal-line.

(b) A player who is in an off-
side position shall not play
or attempt to play the ball
or gain any advantage for
his team or influence the
play of an opponent.

RULES OF THE GAME OF HOCKEY

time-wasting, should be noted
carefully, and the appropriate
penalty awarded.
Persistent breaches of the Rules
may suitably be dealt with under
this Rule. If rough or dangerous"
play becomes prevalent, a word
of caution to the offender(s)
should effectively prevent the
game getting out of hand For
those breaches,of the Rule inside
the circle Rule 16 should also be
taken into consideration.

13. OFF-SIDE.
The question of whether a
player is off-side is governed by
WHERE HE WAS AT THE
MOMENT WHEN THE BALL
WAS PLAYED not where he is
when he receives the ball. The
umpire must always have this in
mind otherwise he may easily
give a wrong decision.

A player in an off-side position,
whether on or off the field or
play, SHOULD NOT BE PENA-
LIZED UNLESS he interferes in
any way with an opponent or
the play, or gains some advan-
tage by his off-side position, or
by his presence causes any inter-
ference with the play of an
opponent.
A player cannot be off-side if
(a) he is in his own half of the

field at the time The ball is
hit or pushed-in.

(b) he is nearer his own goal
line than the ball is at the
time it is hit or, pushed-in.

145 127
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Penalty.
A free hit shall be awarded to
the defending team.

. (c) there are at least two
opponents nearer to their
own goal-line than he is at
the moment when the ball is
hit or pushed-in.

If .a player is off-side,
he is not automatically
put on-side by return-
ing to his own half of
the field to play the
ball.

A whole line of forward.: having
outdistanced the defence and
only having the goalkeeper in
front of them could pass and
re-pass to each other without
being off-side as long as they
keep behind the ball.
A player who is left off-side
after making a previous shot
should not be penalized if he is
trying to get back on -side, unless
he is obstructing or distracting
any opponent.
14. FREE HIT.
Note. The free .hit must bq.

taken from the right
spot and the ball must
be motionless.

For Women only.
A free hit in the circle
may be taiken from any
spot within the circle.

Should there be any unnecessary
delay by the players of the
offending side in observing the
5-yards distance Rule, the um-
pire need not order the hit, to
be taken again.

14. FREE HIT.
For Women Only. ,

(a) A free hit shall be taken
from the spot on which the
breach occurred, except for
an offence by an attacker
within the circle, in which
case the free hit shall be
taken from any spot within
the circle.

(b) The ball shall be stationary.
Any legitimate stroke may
be used except that any ball
propelled into the circle
shall not rise above knee
height.

1211. NAGWS FIELD HOCKEY 'GUIDE
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For Men Only.
(a) A free hit shall be taken on

the-spot where the breach
occurred, prodded that any
free hit awarded to the de-
fending team within 16
yards of the inner edge of
their goal-line may be taken
from any spot within that
distance on a line drawn
through the place where the
breach.occurred and parallel
to the side-line.

(b) The ball shall be stationary
and the striker shall hit or
push the ball along the
ground.
A flick or scoop shot shall
not be permitted.

For AL
(c) At the moment when the

free hit is taken, no player
other than the striker shall
be within 5 yards of the
ball. Should, however, the
umpire consider that the
player is standing within 5
yards in order to gain time,
the free hit -shall not be
delayed.

(d) If the striker hit at but miss
the ball, provided that Rule
12 I(t) has not been con-
travened, he shall take the
hit again.

(e) After taking the free hit, the
striker shall not play the
ball nor approach within
playing distance until it has
been touched or played by
another player of either
team.

RULES OF THE GAME OF HOCKEY 4
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Penalties.
/

l Inside the circle.
A penalty corner or a pen-
alty stroke shall be awarded
to the attacking team.

2. Outside the circle.
A free hit shall be awarded
to the o - g team.

. ,

.

-as.

15. PENALTY CORNER. 15

GUIDANCE

PENALTY CORNER.
Both teams should be cor-.
rectly positioned.
The balNnust be stopped,
not necessanly. motionless.
The ball may be deflected
or passed one or more'tinies
by the attacking players,
but it must be stopped be-
fore a shot at goal is made.
However, for a hit towards
the goal made from outside
the circle, nothing in these
Rules requires that for that
particular hit, the ball
should frit have been
stopped
If the.' ball has not pre-
viously been touched by a
defender, or stopped suf-
ficiently on the groiind, a
flying shot at goal directly
from the corner . hit or
from a pass or deflection

(a), A player of the attacking (a)
team shall hit the ball or
push it along the ground (b)
from a spot on the goal-line
not less than IQ yards from
the goal-post, on whichever
side of the goal the attack-
ing team prefers. The player
concerned is not required to
be wholly inside or outside
the field , of play when
taking the corner.

(b) At the moment when such
hit or puith is made, no
other player shall be within
5 yards of the ball.
The rest of the attacking
team shall have both sticks
and feet outside the circle,

. in the field of pfaY.,
Not more than six of the
defending team shall have
both sticks and feet behind
their own goal-line. The rest
of the defending t&m shall

130
1

(c)

must be penalized imme-
diately.

NAGWS FIELD HOCKEY GUIDE
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stand . beyond the centre
line. -

(c) Until the ball be hit or
pushed no attacker .shall
enter the circle, nor shall a
defender cross the goal-line
or the centre line.

(d) No shot at goal shall' be
made from a penalty corner
or from a deflection, unless
the ball first be stopped
(not necessarily motionless)
on the ground by an at-
tacker or touch the stick or
person of a defender.
(i) If the ball, has not pre-

viously been touched
by a defender, or has
not been stopped suf-
ficiently on the ground,
a flying hit, following a
pass or deflection from
one attacker to an-
other, should be penal-
ized as a breach of this

. Rule.
(ii) If the ball be stopped

by the hand, it must be
on the'ground and mo-
tionless before the shot
is taken.

RULES OF THE GAME OF HOCKEY
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(d) Tlie umpire has the right to
order the penalty corner to
be taken again if a defender
crosses the goal-line or the
centre line before the ball is
hit.' This power should,
however, be used with dis-
cretion. it is often to the
disadvantage of thg attacker
to stop the game when the
corner .has been well hit,
well stopped and resulted in
the attacker being M a good
position to shoot.

(e) "Directly" means the ball
ehtering the goal without
touching the'stick or person
of a defender.

129
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(e) Having taken the penalty
corner, the striker shall not
approach within playing dis-
tance of the ball until it
has been touched or played
by another player of either
team.

(f) If the striker of the penalty
corner hit at but miss the
ball, the penalty corner shall
be taken again, provided
that Rule 12 I(c) has not

\ been contravened.
(g) No ,goal shall be' scored

directly by the player taking
the penalty corner.

Penalties.
1. For a' breach of. Rule 15(c)

viz:
Attacker entering the circle
or ,defenders crossing the
goal-line or centre line too
goon the penalty comer
may, at the discretion of the
umpire, be taken again.

1. For persistent breaches of
Rule 15(c) by the attack-
ersThe umpire may award
a free hit.

3. For persistent breaches of
Rule 15(c) by the defend-
ersThe umpire may 'award
a penalty stroke.

4. For any other breach of
Rule 15A free hit shall be
awarded to the defending
team.
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16. PENALTY STROKE.
(a) A penalty stroke shall be

awarded to the opposing
team, if, in the Umpire's
opinion:
(i) there -has been an IN-

TENTIONAL breach of
Rule 12 or 14 inside
the circle by a player of
the defending team
OR

(ii) a goal would probably
have been scored had
an UNINTENTIONAL
breach of Rule 12 in-
side the circle by a
player of the defending
team not occurred. (See
also Rule 15(c) Pen-
alties (3).)

(b) (i) The penalty stroke shall
be either a push, flick
or scoop stroke. taken
from a spot 7 yards in
front of the centre of
the. goal-line by a player
of, the attacking team
and defended by the
goalkeeper of the op-
posing team. In the
event of the goalkeeper
being incapacitated or
suspehded, the captain:
of the defending team
shall immediately nom-
inate another goal-
keeper.

This goalkeeper shall be
permitted to put on pro-.
tective equipment if the pre-
vious goalkeeper was in-

RULES OF THE GAME OF HOCKEY

GUIDANCE

16. PENALTY STROKE.
Note the cases in which this may
be awarded, and that it shall be
awarded if, in the umpire's
opinion, an intentional breach of
Rule 12 has been committed
inside the circle even though it
may seem to the umpire
improbable that, but for the
breach, a goal could have been
scored.

It should be particularly noted
that this penalty is intende to
meet offences which ma ma-
terially affect the game hen .
a more severe penalty than a
penalty corner is necessary, and
it should be applied accordingly
by umpire:. ,e

It is not always easy for an
umpire to decide whether a
breach is intentional or not, but
Vdistinction should be made
between committing .a breach of
the Rules - that is entirely for-
bidden, such as charging, and
a breach which is the result of an
attempt to do something lawful, -
such as stopping with the hand.
A .defender must show by his
actions that he has tried to pre-
vent fouling. an attacker e.g.
charging into a player about to
shoot from a favourable position
should invariably be regarded as
intentional for the purpose of
this Rule.
If a goalkeeper falls on or beside
the ball in front of goal, an
award of a penalty stroke would
be appropriate in most cases

13
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capacitated, but not if he
has been suspended.
(ii) Whichever stroke is

used, the ball may be
raised to any height.

(iii) During the taking of a
penalty stroke all the
other players of both
teams shall stand be-

; yond the nearer 25-
yards line.

(c) When taking the stroke the
attacker shall stand close to
the ball and shall be per-
mitted in making -the stroke
to take one, stride forward.
The stride shall not be
invalidated by reason of the
rear foot moving, provided
that it doel not pass the
front foot before the ball is
moved. Dragging or lifting
the rear foot- i$ not a breach
of this Rule.
He may touch the ball once
only and thereafter shall not
approach either the ball or
the goalkeeper. The attack-
ing player shall not take the
penalty stroke until the um-
pire, having satisfied himself
that both defender and at-
tacker are ready, has indi-
cated that he may do so by
blowing his whistle.

(d) (i) The goalkeeper shall
stand on the goal-line.
After the player taking
the stroke and the goal-
keeper are in position,
the goalkeeper may not
leave the goal-line or

1L2

where the opponents thereby
have no fair view of the ball or
opportunity to play the balL
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move either of his feet
until the ball has been
played.

(ii) He shall not be penal-
ized, if, in stopping a
shot at goal, the ball, in
the umpire's opinion,
Merely rebounds off his
body or his hand. If the
ball be caught and held
by the goalkeeper it
shall be derned to be
at rest. (See also Clause
(e)(iii).) He may not
touch the ball with any
part of his stick when
the ball is above the
height of his shoulder.
The usual privileges of
the goalkeeper shall be
allowed to him, but he
shall not be allowed
any change of dress or
equipment between the
award and the com-
pletion of the penalty
stroke. (See Rule 16(b)
(i) above.)

(iii) If any action by the
striker prior to striking
the ball, induce the
goalkeeper tO move
either of his feet, the
stroke may be ,taken
again.

(e) If, as a result of the penalty
stroke:
(i) the whole ball pass

completely over the
gdal-line between the
goal-posts "and under
the cross-bar, a goal is
scored. g
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(ii).there be a breach of
any, rule by the goal-
keeper which prevents a
goal from being scored,
the umpire shall award
a goal, unless such
breach shall have been
induced by the striker
as in the last paragraph
of (d (iii) above.

(iii) the ball should come to
rest inside the circle, be
lodged in the goalkeep-
er's pads, be caught by
the goalkeeper or pass
outside the circle, in all
cases, the penalty
stroke is ended. Unless'
a goal has been scored
or awarded, the game
shill be re-started by a
free hit to be taken by
a defender from a spot
in front of the centre of
the goal-line ,and 16
yards from the inner
edge of that line.

(f) All time taken between the
award of a penalty stroke
and resumption of play shall
be added to the time of
play.

Penalties.
1. For a breach of this or any

Rule by an attacker, the
game shall be re-started in

- accordance with clause
(e)(iii) of this rule.

2. For a breach of clause
(bXiii) or (dXi) the umpire
may order the stroke to be.
taken again. ,

134136
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RULES

17. BALL OUTSIDE FIELD
OF PLAY. . .

Hit from 16 yards. When
the ball is sent over the
goal-line by one of the
attacking team, and no goal
is scored, or, in the urn-, pire's opinion,, it 'is .sent
unintentionally over_ the

.by .one of the
defending' team who Is more
thin. .25 yards from the
goal-line, the game shall be
re-started by whit by one of
the defending team from
the, spot exactly opposite
the place where it crossed
the goal4ine and not more
than 16 yards (but exactly
16 yards for women) from
the inner edge of that line.
Other than the striker, no
player of either team shall
be within 5. Yaids of the ball
when the hitis-Oten.
The penal&s `df Rule 14
shall apply.

II Corner. When the ball; .yin' part of the field.
the umpire's opinion, is se' nt 'cIngIn ;deciding whether a corner or

; penalty corner should beunintentionally over rile;
.-14varded, the only point at issuegoal-line by or off one of

the defending team who is is whether the hit or deflection
within his own 25 yards was intentional or uniatentiamE
area, a corner shall be The fact that, in sending the ballawarded to the attacking: over the goal-line, a defender
team, unless a goal his blesa'. saves a goal must not influencescored. The provision, sbf an umpire in his decision.
Rule 15 shall apply to the

-This Rule should be read incorner, except- that ,._the:
lkonjunction with Rule 15 forplayer shall hit the bald';

push it along the ground z general . conduct of the
MULES OF THE GAME OF HOCKEY
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GUIDANCE

17. BALL OUTSIDE FIELD
OF PLAY.

The Rule, should be read care-
fully. Ile provisions are often
overlooked and a corner wrongly
awarded. If the umpire is un-
sighted and is in doubt whether
to award a corner or a 16-
yards hit, it is sensible for him
to. consult the players con-
cerned, or to order a bully to,
be taken.

If the ball be hit by, or glance
off, the stick or, person of a de-
fenden over his own goal -line;
note that the decision must,
unless a goal be scored, Iv
either: ,

(i) A 16 yards.
tentionally from ail
side iltd own 25-34.fils'
area

(ii) A cornerif uninten-
tionally from within
his own 25-yards area

(iii) A penalty cornerif
intentionally from any
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from a spot on the goal-line .prt,rner, stopping the ball, shoot-
or the side-line within:5 ;ing, etc.
Yards of corner flag ,Note.*For Women Only:nearer to the point wbere
the bap crossed the goal- .447 -the 16-yards hit is governed
line. *. 7' 6 by the conditions of Rule 14

and' 4.44 re ,t, any legitimate stroke
15 shall apply except for 3 whelk .11.(4Y be used

umpire may award a penalty
Corner for such breachea by a

. A

Ilr Penalty Corner` When the
ball, in the Umpire's opin-,:
ion, is sent intentionally
over the goal-line by a play-
er of the defending team
from any: Part .of the geld i
penalty cornet, shall he
awarded to :the. attacking
team:. Unless . 2 goal be
scored: .

The penalties Of
,

Rule IS shall
apply.
IV Push-in :

(a) When the whole ball passes
completely ,i over the side-. line, it,'k or another ball,

. shall be placed on the line
at the ;spOt at Wbich. it

. crossed side-line. The
, ball shall, ,Pushed-in along,

the gro Without undue -
delay by,', a player of the .".,.,

team opposed to the player,
who last tin4ed it in. Play. ,?:,
This pla is not required .1

-;-, to be -w lly,inside or out
4. side the e- ewhervinakL

ing his puih. t
(b) At the mom t when the
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push-in. taken, no-othe'i". ..!player ,o -ther team shag:
be 5 yards of rho -

ball. If y player 'of either. .

team be within 5 Yards cin:.
the ball, the umpire
require the push to betaken
again. If, 'however, in the
umpire's opinion, any play -"
er remain within 5 yards
of the ball to gain time, the
push-in shall not be delayed.

(c) After taking a push-in the
player shall not play the ball .

again, nor approach within
playing distance of the ball /
until it has touched, or been -

played by, another player of
either team.

Penalties. For any breach of the.
Rule:
1. By the player taking the

push-in _Other than for (c))
the push-in shall be awarded
to the opposing team.

2. For (c) a free hit shall be
awarded.

3. By any other player: -

the push-in shall be Laken
again, but for persistent
breaches a' free hit may be
awarded to the opposing
team.

18. ACCIDENTS.
(a) If a player Zr an umpire be

incapacitated, the umpire or
- other nnitlimshall stop the

tempOrarily, noting
f. Me . time lost. (See Rule

..* (f)-)
In either case, if a goal be

18. ACCIDENTS.

'

In older that the game may be
resumed within five minutes. -the
umpire 3.1Ould see that an in-
jured .010er leaves the field of
play as soon as possible, unless
medical reasons prohibit this
action.
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scored before the game be
stopped it shall be allowed
if, itt the umpire's opinion,
it would have been scored
had the accident not
occurred.

Ib) The umpire shall.re-start the
game as soon as possible,by

(i) a bully (subject to Rule
10(d)) on a spot to be
chosen by the umpire
in whose half of the
ground the accident had
occurred
OR

(ii) the appropriate penalty
when the accident was
the result of a breach of
the rules
OR

(iii) the impldmentation of
a decision given before
the game was stopped.

(c) If the umpire concerned
cannot continue, the other
umpire shall re-start the
game.

RULES INTERPRETER
All questions regarding interpretations of these rules should be
addressed to:

DOLLY SULLIVAN
12 S' Lapq.,

, MA02186

;
t.
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ADVICE TO UfAP1RES

Efficient unwiring will do much to raise the whole standard of
the game at a1I levels by training players to observe the Rules. An
umpire should .therefore have a thorough .knowledge of the Rules
and should be studying .them frequently .to refresh his memory. He
should help in the enjoyment: of the pmes he umpires, and should
endeavour to .interpret the Rules so that :each and every game is
played in the rightgpirit. .

There are, however, three paramouni considerations
(1) an umpire must obtain and retain complete control of a

. game
(2) an umpire must never allow an advantage to be gained by a

breach of the Rules,
(3) the whistle should be used as sparingly-as possible.
It is a mistaken idea that it is the duty of an umpire to penalize

every breach of the Rules, as this may cause undue delay and
irritation. When no advantage results to the offender, it is unneces-
sary for .an umpire to penalize such minor infringements as slight
handball, accidental rebound or knock on. But once the advantage
rule has been put into operation the original breach must beignored.

As soon as the players realize that they have an umpire who
means to pforce the Rules, it will generally be found that rough and
dangerous. play will cease. Once let a game get out of hand and it will
be difficult to pull together afterwards. In general, players should be
given the impression that if they try to cooperate, an umpire will
interrupt the flow of the game only when essential for its fair and
proper conduct. -

Keep a calm and impersonal attitude to the game. Concentrate
at all times so that nothing outside the game has power to distract
your attention.

.

Anticipate the run or flow of the game. No umpire is more
useful than the- one whose: mind is always alert, and who looks
beyond the action of the moment and anticipates the next move.

Decisions when made should be given decisively and clearly. In
certain circumstances a decision must be delayed long enough to give
the "advantage rule". time to operate.

The awardable penalties are limited, primarily to
(1) a free hit.
(2) a penalty corner
(3) a penalty stroke

but are able to be expanded by a warning or a suspension,,either
temporarily or for the remainder of the game, any of which may be
used separately or in conjunction with one of the three primary
awards.
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Penalties will have greater significance if umpires restrict their
use as much as possible to the more serious breaches of the Rules
such as obstruction, off-side and dangerous or rough play. An
efficient umpire is not, however, one who is over lenient, and play
contrary to the spirit of the Rules must be severely dealt with in the
interests of the players and the game itself.

It is considered that umpires do not make sufficient use of their
power to award penalty corners for deliberate breaches within their
own 25-yards area, nor of the power to award penalty strokes.

A. UMPIRES' CLOTHING.
An umpire should wear clothing:
(a) to allow free movement,
(b) of a colour differing from that of both teams,
(c) with pockets for his equipment, and with
(d) shoes suitable to cope with the field and conditions of the

event, studded or barred hockey boots being appropriate for
wet and slippery pitches,

(e) an eyeshade or peaked cap, in preference to dark glasses to cope
with strong sunlight.

Dark glasses sometimes distort colouts-and make it difficult to
distinguish the different clothing of the two teams..

(f) for protection against bad weather when necessary.

B. UMPIRES' EQUIPMENT.
An umpire shoUld have with him:
(a) a current book of Rules,
(b) a loud distinctive whistle, worn on a cord, and a second or

reserve whistle,
(c) a stop watch a reliable watch with a secondhand,
(d) two pencils,
(e) a card on which to record the starting times of each half, any

stoppages for which time must be allowed, the time of
suspension of any player and the goals as scored.

C. POSITIONING.
(i) For General Play. Ij is most important for the umpire to be in

the correct position to see all breaches of the Rules. To do this
he should keep on the move outside the field of play, beyond
the side-line, in his own half except when the ball is in the circle
or on the far side of the field, when he should move into the
field of play and if necessary into the circle itself. From there
the umpire can, for example, ensure that for a shot at goal the
ball has been hit inside the circle, and will obtain a good view of
such offences as obstruction and stickinterference.
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An umpire must be constantly on the move not only to ensure
that he is in the correct position according to the state of the
game, but also to judge instantly the relative position of the
various players at any moment.

It is obviously impossible for one who remains stationary always
to give -the correct decision. It is generally recognized that the
most suitable position for an umpire is on the right wing of the
attack in his half of the field.

(ii) Off-side. For off-side decisions correct positioning is even more
vital. Being level with or slightly nearer the goal than the second
defender is strongly recommended. Alternatively be level with
or slightly ahead of the attacker with the ball. This is adVisable
when such an attacker has already passed the second defender.
In either case, one advantage will be that any attacking player
on the umpire's right is invariably in an off-side position.

D. WHISTLING.
The whistle should always be blown decisively and loudly enough
for all players to hear it. It should not normally be blown for the
taking of free hits, 16-yards hits, push-ins, corners and penalty
corners. In rare cases it may be advisable to reverse a decision if it is
obvious that a mistake has been made, but this must be done at once
or not at all. .

E. SIGNALLING.
Take note of the recommended signals (see page 158) and especially
note the words."when necessary" for signals whichare really only in
amplification of the main signals.

In general the main signal will be the directional one, give ia with one
arm only and that arm raised slightly above horizoetal level.
Exceptions to this are for:

(1) the award of a goal, when both arms are pointed towards
the centre spot;

(2) indicating a breach of the off-side rule, when the first signal
is the right hand pointed horizontally across the field;

(3) the award of a 16-yards bit when both arms are extended
out sideways;

(4) the award of a penalty corner when both arms are pointed
towards the goal;

(5) the award of .a -penalty stroke, when one arm is pointed
upwards and the other pointed to the 7-yards spot;

(6) signalling of a stoppage of time, when both arms are crossed
above the head..

Signals should be maintained long enough to ensure that all players
are aware of the decision.
ADVICE TO UMPIRES
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To become a good umpire requires regular and assiduous practice.
The essential qualities of a good umpire, such as mental alertneSs,
decisiveness and a good sense of judgment, can be developed and
strengthened in this way. If he has made a mistake an umpire should
not be discouraged there is no such thing is a perfect umpire he
must dismiss the mistake from his mind and concentrate still more.
This advice (pages 141-144) is not intended to be comprehensive but
offers general guidance towards a good standard of umpiring.

144
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Experimental Rules and Clarifying the Rules

DOLLY SLILUVAN

Dorothy "Dolly" Sullivan, the present USFHA Rulei Inter-
preter, is a teacher-coach of Milton Academy, Milton,,Massa-
chusetts. She holds a National umpire's rating,. the HonOrary
Umpire's Award, is a member of the USFHA Umpiring Com-
mittee and has been a member of the U.S. team. She recently
became the second woman to be inducted into the North-
eastern University Hall of Fame.

Each year the Rules. Interpreter and National Umpiring Commit-
tee continue to be bombarded with interpretations of the Inter-
national and School Girl rules. After answering these requests, the
most often asked questions and their interpretations. are sent to the
International Rules Board for verification and current updating Our
aim is to have rules that are clear and concise and understood at all
levels of play.

Obviously, we cannot change the International Rules as written;
we can petition for change, but often the change is only applicable
to play heie in the United States;,so our vehicles, become the School
Girl Rules and Experimental Rules for the College and Club player
by sending the information out to all umpiring chairpersons, as well
as through Whistle Stop (newsletter) and the Eagle.

The experimental rule that was tried during the 1977 season, was
well received by an evaluation done at the end of the fall and will be
continued in this country. We will have our member of the Women's
International Rules Board, Betty Shellenberger, present this Pro-
posed rule change to the International Rules Board Meeting for
approval:
RULE 17, IV, a

The ball shall be PUSHED OR FLICKED-IN without undue de-
lay.

A flick-in that goes no higher than the knee of the stroker has
been included as a legal stroke. A scoop or hit may not be used.
PLEASE CONTINUE TO USE THIS RULE AT ALL LEVELS OF
PLAY UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE!!!! Your evaluation of theuse of
the flick-in, if 319u have not already done so, would be greatly appre-
ciated.

Equipment
Many inquiries continue to be received concerning equipment

that may be worn by the goalkeeper, such as extra padding (football
pants, chest protectors, arm guards, etc.). The rule spells out what
EXPERIMENTAL RULES-AND CLARIFYING THE RULES 143
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the goalkeeper must wear such as kickers, pads, etc but the reason
for this is to protect the player and still allow for mobility. If she
gets too encumbered, she will be unable to move as quickly as. she
may wish.

The question of a "mask" still states that the mask must be made
of plastic or similar material that shall not be dangerous to other
playersrNo metal or covered metal is allowed, nor is a helmet. If the
goalkeeper or a field player must wear a helmet to protect her head
because of previous injury, it must be a close-fitting cap that does:1r
not project and is not dangerous to other players.

Substitution
Rule 1(b): Each team is permitted to substitute up to two play-

. ers during the game.
Players who are to substitute should report to the scorer's table

and then go to the umpire on that side of the field. The umpire, at
the appropriate time, on a dead ball, shall blow, time-out for the
substitution. Remember .a player. may not substitute on a corner,
penalty corner or penaltx stoke.

Corners
1 Player taking the corner hit drives the ball toward the goal.

ballrebotuids off the stick or feet of a defense player and goes
ro the..goal. NO other attack player has touched the ball...is a goal
SCored?:

Rule.,157g;"No gOarh211 be scored directly by player taking the
penalty\ corner."Mncler "Guidance for players and umpires," this is
further quiliflea: ,Directly" means the ball entering the goal with,
out touching:the Ifick;or person of a defender. So on a penalty cor-:
ner, a goal woUpilieXeored.,..,

On a "cOrner"10.1:fionioutside the circle, no attack has touched
the ball "inside" the circle; so a long corner would be awarded when
the ball rebounds of the stick, and a penalty corner if the ball
bounds off the feet of the defense player.

2 A corner or penalty corner is called. The defense lines up
\ with seven players behind the endling and four at tht. 50-yard line.

a. If the hit out is, taken before the official notices, the hit should
;:ibe repeated.

b: The official should whistle the play and correct the number of
/;;layers before the hit is taken. The trailing official can be an added
help here by realizing that only four players have returned to the
"50," and blowing repeated short whistles to call the other offi-

attention-to the problem.

"bagstopping in the circle before anyone touches it. May an attack-
3' On a corner or penalty corner, a poor hit-out results in the

NAGWS FIELD HOCKEY GUIDE
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ing player, .other than the hitter, drive directly for goal or must she
touch the ball first? Answer: The attacking player may drive di-
rectly for goal. The ball is stopped (even better than "notnecessarily
motionless".)

Penalty Stroke

It has been requested that we further clarify the responsibilities
of the officials during the taking of the penalty stroke. It has been
suggested by the International Rules Board that the official, other
than the one who awarded the penalty stroke, assist in the taking of
the stroke according to thelead official. The most successful method
has been found to be:

a. Trailing official makes sure all other players are behind the 25-
yd. line and then takes a position on the goal line to watch the ball
entering the goal.

b. The lead official takes a position where she can watch both
stioker and goalkeeper simultaneously.

c. The final decision of the awarding of a goal rests with the lead
official, but she should check with the other official before making
that decision.

Goalkeeper is an excellent stroker and has been chosen by her
team to take the stroke against the team which has fouled. She re-
moves her glove to take the stroke. Answer: tAs an attacking player
taking the stroke, she is no longer termed the goalkeeper and may re-_
move her glove. The rule to remove or change any tquipment was
Made to avoid any delay in the game, and to have to leave on a goal-
ie glove that usually has a padded palm would be a disadvantage to
the stroker.

. ,

Penalty Shot Situations' -
I. Attacker scoops ball up and over the goal cage. Goalkeeper

lifts her stick above her head, but does not interfere with the ball.
Answer: Restart the game with a 16-yard hit.
2. On a penalty shot, attacker flicks the ball into the goal cage

before the umpire blows whistle to indicate the start of the penalty
shot.

Answer: Restart the game with a 16-yard hit.
3. On a penalty shot, whistle has been blown by the umpire and

before the attacker plays the ball, the goalkeeper moves her foot
(toe part) to the side, her heel remaining on the ground.

Answer: A goal is awarded.
4. On a penalty shot, the goalkeeper traps the ball against the top

frpntcrossbar.
Answer: Restart the game with a 16-yard hit.
5. "Could you please list any other possible ways a goalkeeper
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can foul on a penalty stroke other than the common fouls of sticks,
or stopping the ball with the back of her stick?"

Answer:
1. Changing dress or equipment between the awarding and com-

pletion of a penalty stroke.-
, 2- Not standing on the goal line.

3. Moving on her feet, or leaving the goal line.
4. Use delaying actions or tactics.

6. Please list various ways a stroker can foul on a penalty shot."
-Answer:
1. Hitting the ball (not pushing, flicking, or scooping)
2. Sticks
3. Taking more than one stride forward
4. Touching the ball more than once
5.. Approaching the ball or goalkeeper after the initial stroke.
6. Taking stroke before whistle is blown
7. Delay in taking the penalty stroke.

7. "We see two inconsistencies within the penalty stroke rules:
#16(d) (ii) page 135 and penalty shot situations no. 1 listed above.
Why does the usual definition of "sticks" not apply to penalty
strokes?"

Answer: (D) (ii) states goalkeeper may not touch the ball with
any part of his stick when the ball is above shoulder high, and pen-
alty shot situation no. 1 says:. "attacker scoops ball up and over the
goal cage. Goalkeeper lifts her stick above her head, but does not in-
terfere with the ball." The usual definition of "sticks" does applrto
penalty strokes. The rule states "goalkeeper may not touch the ball,
etc. Penalty shot situation says goalkeeper did not interfere (play)
with ball. Hence, no inconsistency within the penalty stroke rule.

8. (e) "Is a slight movement of the goalkeeper's feet consid-
ered to be a breach which prevents a goal from being scored ?: Um-

seem reluctant to consider this breach serious enough to de-
serve the awarding of a penalty shot."

Answer: No. This pertains only to a breach of the penalty stroke
rule as it is being effected and referring to the goalkeeper before the
stroke is taken. What the goalie does after the stroke is taken to try
.and stop it would.be considered a breach that prevented a goal from
being scored.

1 4.G
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RULES INTERPRETATION INQUIRIES
Inquiries concerning 'questions and answers to rules and their
interpretation should be directed to:

DOLLY SULLIVAN
' 12 Sias Lane

Milton, MA 02186
Please include a selt-addresse4, stamped envelope for the
answer to your question. Thank you.

14 71
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Field Hockey Study Questions
Directions: 4.

Indicate the umpire's decision in the following situations, writing
the key -letters in front of each item': There is only one best answer
to each. Assume that no conditions exist other than those stated.

.

PART I

KEY ,.*

PIO -Push-in' for opponents .
RPI - Repeat push -in (by same team)
C - Corner(long corner)
RC -Repeat corner
PC -Penalty corner (short.coiner)
RPC - Repeat penalty corner
DH -Defense hit
PS -Penalty stroke -
RB - Repeat bully (any of bully)
BOS -Bully on,a spot-chosen by the umpire
FH -Ffee hit for opponents .

Re -Repeat free hit (by same team)
*C7::?TFo al
TO ;'Titne.Out
LP -Legal; play no breach of rules..occnrre , play continues. Do

not rise this if a more definite decision can be given.
HW HOld whistle breach pf Mies' ciactired but umpireigillows

play to continue until slk,sees which team gains theta (vantage
or that the team which should do so, does gain the advantage.

1. The red .tight wing attempts:to field the ball; it glances off
her stick'and goes over the sideline:

2. The blue fullback attempts to stop the ball in the circle.lt
glances off her stick and goes over the goal line not
between the goal.posts.

3 The defending center half, just within the edge of the
circle, kicks the ball. Her fullback receives the ball and
hits it to another teammate.

4 The bill\ becomes lodged ithe pads of the goalkeeper.
. 5 The blue left halfback completes a .,,push -in without

waiting for the otherplayers to get 5 yards away.
6. The red center forward unintentionally kicks the ball

forward quite a distance onto the stick of her opposing
center half, who passes to her teammate.

150 NAGYIS FIELD HOCKEY:GUIDE
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f
,,.7. A foul has occurred at midfield. The ball is rolled to-theplayer. whd is to take the free hit. She tikes..the hit -whilethe ball is still in motion.

. .S eArvattacking forWard bits the ball outside the; cjicle. Itcrosses ..the ,goal line 'between the gial 15Osts .without
having beentcluplied by anY.pther player.9. Defense playgr just 'within the circle finds herselftetvieen
the ball- and:in ',attacking, forward, thus .preVenting the .forward from'play4ig.the ball. The defensive. team gets the.
ball. :10. An attacking foiWard in the circle hits the ball toward.theleft corner 'of the cage. The goalkeepe stopS the ballfrom going into the cage with the rounded. Ade, of. her

...stick. She then kicks it out of the circle. .r.11 The wing is offside and the ball is hit toward her.The-ballis intercepted by the defending back.
12 Forwaid in the eircle shoots for goal. The goalie stops the

ball on the goal line and clears it to her fulltaCk.
13 During a penalty 'stroke, the offender hits the ball towardsthe goalie. , y.
14 The center fOtWard, receives the'.ball in the circle from a

corner hit and deflects the -bail4nt6 the,goal-Cage.15. Center half is 5 feet away frOnt the' centgt forwards during::their bully. The ball a sent .to her and -She hits 4. --16: "Red team player was injured in flit!! first halfand replaced
. by a substitute.: In the last 10 tininutei Of the game;-..a
second red tease player is injuredat the 25-yartline 4nundercUt ball from a defense stick. At the reqiiett-Ofher.captain she was replaced by a Substitute: How :is play..restarted? .

17 The left wing is in her opponent's half el the fieldwhich there ale only two defensive players. Her center
halfback., who is in her own half Of the field, hits the ballto her. ..

18. A blue player taking a bully moves her foot after the third
hit of sticks, before the ball is touched. I:

. .

FIELD HOCKEY STUDY QUESTIONS
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PART II

each phrase which invariably makes a true statement
when combined with the first part of the statement. You may haye
no Correct phrases or you may Kaye any number -orcorrect khrases,-

1. A player should not be considered offside if:
a; She is in her own half of the field.

There are two opponents nearer 'their goal line than ,she is
when receiving a pass.

c. 'She is on line with the plaYer taking a push in:
d. She is dr-airing the defense.
e. She is making an effort to get _back on side and is not

wft playing the ball.
11 A push-in is awarded the opposing team when: ,

,a. The ball does, not enter the field of play on a push-in. _
;b. The ball touches the, ground inside the field of play within

3 feet of the spot. where it left the field.
C... The..ball enters the field 'of play and goes over the sideline

again before it'is touched by any other player..
d. The ball enters the field of play and goes over the goal line

before it can be played 'hY another person.
3. A free hitis:awarded it:

a- The defense fouls in'the4nicle.
b. The attack in the circle.;
c. Two players: foul simultaneously.
d. A.fput6ccint outside the circle. .

e. The player taking a corner hit makes sticks:.t
4. The. defenselit is:

cTaken-anywhere in"the circle.
b". Awarded if the ball unintentionally goes over the goal line

off the stick of a defender beyond the 25-yard line.
C. Taken on the 16-yard line oppOtite the spot where the ball

crossed the goal line.
4. Awarded when .the, attack gends the ball over the sideline.'
e. Always taken hYthedefending fullbatk.
In a penalty corner situation: .

. a. Any six members. of the defending team (feet and sticks).
may be behind their own goal line.

b. The ball shall be plated on the goal line not less than 10
yards from the goal post.

e. The hit; Tay be taken by any member of the attacking

t2 4. Meall may be played without being stopped if it has been
touched first by a member of the defending team.
The hit maybe -taken from either side of,the goal..
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PART In

I. The blue left fullback between the,25-yard line and .the center
line attempts to intercept 4 very hard hit ball intended for the
red right inner. It glances,:off thefullback's stick and continues
down and over the end.:line. at the penalty corner 10-yard.
marker. The red right, inner, blue right fullback, and goalie miss
the ball. At which place indicated on the diagram is play to be
restarted?

a. #1 b. #2 c. Anywhere in the circle d. #3 #4

p

X CVENSFAI

0 ATTACK

BALL

.' Figure 1.:

2. The ball is hit /toward the goal by the red center forward just
outside the,girclo, The goalie comes out slightly from the cage
and kicks the ball which deflects off her shoe and goes over the
goal line into iheliige. There was no other player in the circle
except the goalie,..Where, as indicated on Figure 1, may play be
restarted?
a. #1 b. #2 c. #3 d. #4 e. #5

FIELD ISKEY STUDY QUESTIONS
.
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Figure 2. .

3. Which attacking forwards offside? Indicate on Figure 2whete
to be taken.

'a. #1 b. #2 c. #3 d. #4 e. None of these

PI

A

25

1-1
1 1 XO I

LI =CM
XF1F,

<23'
CF.

<2 a
RI X

IN

XLF

_

Figure 3.

X cemesel:
ArraCK
Yu

2+,
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ANSWERS AND RULES REFERENCES

PART I
1. PIO ,, Rule.17, IV
2. C Rule 17
3. PC Rule 12g; Penalties, 3
4. BOS . Rule 12, III
5. RPI Rule 17, IV b
6. IIW Rule 3, last paragraph
7. -FH Rule 14, b
1. DH Rule 17, I

PC Rule 12, j; Penalties, 3 , ,.
10. PS Rule 16, a, (0
11. HW Rule.13; rule 3, last paragraph
12. LP Rule 11, 1st. paragraph
13. DH Rule 16, b (0
14. FH Rule 15, d
15. R$ Rule 10, c; Penalty
16. FH Rule 18, b (ii).
17. LP Rule 13, a; Penalties, (1:4
18. RB Rule 10, bnd paragraph

PART II
1. a,b,c,e Rule 13
2. a,b,c Rule 17, IV
3. b Rule 12, Penalties (2)

. d Rule 12, Penalties (1)
e . Rule l2, Penalties (1

4. b,c Rule 1'7, I
5. a Rule 15 b

bl,`c Rule 15 a
d,e Rule 15 d

PART Ill
1. #3 2. #1,2,3,4 3. #1,

EXAMINATION INQUIRIES

Inquiries . concerning these study questions or theoretical
examination questions should be directed to:

ELLEN HAWVER
63 City View Drive
Rochester, NY 14625
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FIELD HOCKEY RULE DIFFERENCES

International
35-minute Halves
2 substitutes allowed. If
both subs are used and
someone is injured, team
OW short.

No 5-yd alley line.
Center line flags Penalty
stroke mark a spot 6" in
length.

Time is suspended for
substitution.

Player out-of-bounds is
in offside position unless
not gaininan advantage
or not attempting to play
ball.

Ball must remain on
,ground on comer hits.

Push-in only on out-of-
bounds sideline. U.S. to
experiment with flick as
stated in S.G. rules.

156

School Girl
30-minute Halves
Substitute may not re-
enter during same half.
No sub last 5 Min. or
in overtime except for
injury or disqualifica-
tion. Must have goal-
keeper: NY state excep-
tion allows re-entry
same half.

There may be a 5-yd
line which may be a
broken line. Center
flags optional. Penalty
stroke mark a line 12"
long.

No time-out for substi-
tution, only removal,
but 10 sec. counted
audibly for entry and-.
leaving.

Player may go over end-
line and remain out-of-
bounds and not be off-
side unless gaining an
advantage or attempting
to play ball.
Any legal stroke but a
scoop on corner hits,
but must be no higher
than knee height.
Flick is allowed on a
push-in but must be no
higher than knee height.

_ .

.'Federation'
30-minute Halves
State H.S. Mod-
ification may
have re-entry in
same half. May
compete with
minimum of 7
players. If fewer
than 11, then
may eliminate
the goal.
There.shall be
5-yd lines. If
lack of funds,
may use hash
marks. Center
line flags. Pen-
alty stroke line.
same

Same

Same

Same

NAGWS FIELD HOCKEY GUIDE
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International

Defending forwards go to
50-yd line on comers and
may move on the hit.

Advantage rule applies
to "sticks."

Player may be warned,
suspended for 5 min. or
from game. No sub.

No overtime period (tie
score)

School Girls

Defending forviarciago
to 25 yd-line and must
wait till balls touched
or comes out of circle.
Sticks, by player in pos-
session of ball called
regardless of advantage.
No spectators behind
endline. Spectators 5
yds from sideline. Ex-
cessive coaching pro-
hibited. Coach removed,
game forfeited.
Player warned or sus-
pended (removed from
game) for deliberate or
excessive fouling. She
niay be substituted for.
Overtime or method of
tie br. only used in
championship play.

/55
FIELD HOCKEY RULE DIFFERENCES

Federation

Same

Same

Coach removed
J.V. may coach
no j.v.forfeit.

Deliberate or re-
peated fouling-:
3 mm. Same

Same

137



CODE OF SIGNALS FOR UMPIRES

1. Bully
(when necessary)

2. Kicks
(when necessary)

3. Obstruction
(when necessary)

4. Sticks
(when necessary)

S. Goal Scored

6. Off-side

7. Push-in
(when necessary)

Make a "Bully" .movement with b6th hands.

Slight4y raise. a leg and touch it with the hand.

Make a circular movIment .with-One arm in
front of the body.
Point one arm straight up into the air. ,

Turn, .4nd point _both arms Iibrizontally to-
wards:the centre of the ground.
Stand. Orli the line of decision and point one
arm hotizOntally along that line. Then as a
separate signal indicate the direction of the
free hit aiin 8. .

Indicatif. the .direction with one arm raised
horizontally.;: point downwards with the other
hand.::.

8. .Free Hit and Directional.Signak
Indicate the direction with one arm raised
horiiontilly.

9. 16-yards Hit Extend both arms out.sideways.
(when necessary)

10. Corner Point one arm at the corner flag nearer to the
point where the ball crossed the goal-line.

11. Penalty Corner Point both arms.' horizontally towards the
goal.

12. Penalty Stroke With the left arm-pRibt to the penalty spots
and with the right OM f.)oint straight up in. the
air.

13. Dangerous Play and/or Bad Tempers'
Stop play and make a calming movement by .
raising both hands. hOrizontally, palms down-
wards, in front of the body, moving them-
slowly up and down. Indicate penalty if
necessary.

14. Time Stopped Turn towards the other umpire and/Or time-
keeper(s) and cross fully extended arms at the
wrists above the head. .

1LJ j
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EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS

Field Equipment
1. Flag Posts (Rule 4(h)). Flag posts must not be:.

(i) pointed at the top;
(ii) made of metal except when they are attached to a springbase;

(iii) less than 4 feet or more than 5 feet in height.
Flags on these posts should not exceed 12 inches in width or.length.

2. Goals. Rule 5
Tubular goal-posts and crossbars are not permitted. It is rec-
ommended that the goal-posts and crossbars be made of wood,but other materials are permitted, so long as they comply with
the measurements and shape specified in Rule 5(a).

3.., Goal-Nets. Rule 5
Nets or netting of 1 inch or I% inch "mesh" .are recommended.
The netting and its supports shall be so arranged as to preventthe ball from rebounding into play.

Personal Equipment:,1 A

Goal-keepers' Gauntlets. Rule 9
'(i) shall have. separate and independent fingers with no web--,

bing between;
(ii) .shall not be more than 8 inches lit 'Width when laid flat

face.-upyords;
shall have-'additioital protection; if such protection is in-' :,i, slae:thlauittlet

2. Goal - keepers' Pads: Rule 9
Each pad shall not exceed 12 inches in extreme width when onthe legs Of the goal-keeper.

3: Goal-keepers' Kickers. Rule 9
No rough edges or protrusions are permissible.

4. Goal-keepers' Masks. Rule 9
Moulded plastic masks are recommended.

5: Players' Footwear.
Moulded rubber studs or bars are recommended.

1.5.
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METRIC.EOUIVALENTS

100 91.40 meters
60 55.00 "
55 50.00 "
25 22.90 "
16 14.63 "
10 9.14 "

7 6.40 "
5 4.55 "
4 3.66 "
3 2.74 "
1 0.91 "

Feet 7 2.14 "
5 1.50 "
4 1.20 "

Inches , 18 46.00 centimeters
" 12 30.00

9.1/4 23.50 ."
8-13/16 22.40 "

.6.. 15.00 "
or, , 7.50 "

2 5.08 "
28 7.94 'rams
12 340 "

. 5-3/4 'It 163 "
55-1/2 i 156 "
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NAGWS SPORTS LIBRARY

SPORTS GUIDES, RULEBOOKS, TIPS & TECHNIQUES BOOKS
See listing inside front cover.

SCOREBOOKS

Available for basketball, field hockey, softball and volleyball

SELECTED SPORTS ARTICLES
Available for archery, basketball, field hockey, gymnastics, lacrosse,

and riding.
".

NAGWS AND AIAW SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS
. AIAW HANDBOOK and DIRECTORY

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RESEARCH INVOLVING FEMALE SUB-
JECTS

EQUALITY IN SPORT FOR WOMEN
WOMEN'S ATHLETICS: COPING WITH CONTROVERSY e-
FUlkiDAMENTALS OF ATHLETIC TRAINING FOR WOMEN

LEAG:UV CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS FOR GIRLS. E,NTER-
-;.SCHOLASTIC SPORTS A SUGGESTED GUIDE
4OTIVATION IN COACHING A TEAM SPORT
NAGWS RESEARCH REPORTS II and III
RIDING STANDARDS (Revised 1978) f
RELATED AAHPER PUBLICATIONS

COMPLYING WITH TITLE IX 1N- PI YSICAL EDUCATION AND
SPORTS

DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN VALUES THROUGH SPORTS.
DRUGSAND THE COACH
.THE.WINNING EDGE (sports psychology)
-NUTRVTION FOR ATHLETES

..,:PROGRAMSTHAT WORK TITLE IX
'RULES FOR COEDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES AND SPORTS
SPORTS SKILLS -TEST MANUALS (for archery; basketball, soft-

ball, volleyball)
INTRAMURAL-IDEAS
INTRAMURAL PORTFOLIO ...
SAFETYIN TEAM SPORTS
SAFETY IN INDIVIDUAL AND DUAL SPORTS
SAFETY IN AQUATIC ACTIVITIES

For current prices and order information, write AAHPER Promotion
Unit, 120.1 16th St., N.w., Washington, D.C. 20036.


